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1.0 Introduction 

Issues of human rights and minority rights constitute a matter of legitimate concern 

internationally and particularly in Europe, a region which in recent years has witnessed 

firsthand the instability created by unresolved minority issues. The European Union, a 

powerful actor and staunch defender of the universality and indivisibility of human rights in 

the international arena, finds itself increasingly confronted with realities and circumstances in 

its internal affairs, which challenge the very principles of democracy and humanitarianism on 

which it rests. 

One of such challenges is the manifest disadvantages suffered by minority groups in its 

midst, a situation typified by the concept of social exclusion, which is characterised by one's 

alienation and marginalisation fr~m the wider community. The experiences of the Roma 

community, a group straddling Member State boundaries, is an embodiment of such a 

process, despite having been residents in EU territory since the 14th century. As the 

European Union deepens and widens, in line with the functionalist project of 'an ever closer 

Europe', questions of inclusion, exclusion and rights entitlement of minorities through 

citizenship have come to the fore. 

The creation of a People's E11rope through EU citizenship brings into focus the capacity of this 

additional tier of membership to safeguard the rights and dignity of marginalised groups 

within its territory, through the potential of a European-wide citizenship in reversing the 

process of exclusion and rectifying the disadvantages suffered by minorities. Through the 

addition of a supranational citizenship supplementing national citizenship, the EU provides 
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an additional arena in which the concerns and interests of marginalised groups in society can 

be articulated, by contributing to the existing kaleidoscopic coexistence of policy-making 

institutions and catalogue of rights available to Member State citizens. 

However, while in its external relations, the supranational institutions of the EU appear to 

have unlimited powers to champion the rights of minorities and set concrete measures for 

the provision of these rights, this is not consistent with the limitations imposed on the EU 

internally to legislate on matters considered to be the prerogative of the Member States. A 

fatme q11erelle in international human rights law, the question of minority rights brings into 

question the ability and competence of a largely economic institution to take on 

responsibilities traditionally within the exclusive competence of the nation-state, and to 

champion the cause of a group whose exclusion serves both to destroy and maintain its 

identity. 

The rhetoric of the EU as a staunch defender and provider of rights for minorities is 

challenged by the reality that despite its evolution from a common market to a rights

conscious entity, the acceleration of its development, the direction it pursues, and the form it 

takes are all determined by the dictates of Member State sovereignty. While in form, the 

creation of an EU citizenship has inevitably witnessed its metamorphosis from a market to a 

federal union responsive to the needs of its citizens, in substance and operation, it continues 

to be a federal union of states, \vhere the issue of minority rights is perceived as detrimental to 

their sovereign status. 
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Finding morally defensible and politically viable answers to the issue of social exclusion is 

one of the greatest challenges faced by the European Union today. However, despite the 

limitations imposed on the EU on the sub-national, intergovernmental, and international 

levels, the creation of a Union citizenship and the emphasis it places on rights has served to 

highlight the neglected issue of social exclusion and with the EU still evolving, it continues 

to demonstrate great potential in advancing the cause of the oppressed. 

1.1 Thesis Objectives 

This project is both qualitative and quantitative in its approach. It is qualitative in the sense 

that it theorises the development of the European Union in terms of its structure and 

operation from being a common market to a rights provider in an enlarged and multi-tiered 

polity. It is also quantitative in the sense that it aims to provide an empirical account of 

existing rights that are made available by the multiplicity of actors and policy areas in the 

Union. 

Having three main objectives, the principal objective is to exaJJ1i11e the capacity ef the European 

U11io11, a s11pmnatio11a/ entity e11d01JJed JJJith a de1JJocratic and ht1111a11itCllia11 i1J1age, to respond to delJlands 

for mi1101ity rights JJJithin its borders. This is to be facilitated by focusing on the creation of a 

supranational citizenship in the EU as an additional tier of membership and source of rights 

in the European polity, and its potential in reversing the process of social exclusion, which 

continues to plague the EU despite efforts to achieve 'an ever closer union' 1 of citizens and 

institutions. The potential for the realisation of minority rights as a result of the creation of 
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a post-national tier in which to articulate the demands and interests of minority groups that 

have traditionally been marginalised in the fifteen Member States will be considered and 

analysed. 

Other policy areas of the EU will also be looked at in regard to the role they play, whether 

direct or indirect, in advancing the rights of the oppressed. This entails looking beyond the 

realm of citizenship and into the programmes and institutions developed before the 

introduction of a European-wide citizenship, which may or may not have been specifically 

created to target the issue of social exclusion, but which nonetheless have the capacity to 

realise the requirements of minorities to ensure their full participation in an enlarged and 

integrated European society. 

Second, this project aims to anabse the effica01 if OJ!)' ~ffo,ts pttrstted in the EU in relation to mi1101itJ1 

1ights recognition and provision, and to facilitate this, pa,tict!lar attention J1Ji!I be given to the current sit11atio11 

qf a pmtiCJ1!arg/'O/rp if people 1JJhose ma1;gi11alised position in societJ1 embodies the concept if social exc/11sio11, 

the Roma. \'vithin the limits of an IVIA thesis, and taking into account the scarcity of relevant 

data pertaining to this particular group, this prqject 11;i/l atte1J1pt to identify JJJhat 11JJi1101itJ1 1ights' are 

in relation to the Ro!Jla, and analyse any efforts made in the European Union to improve the 

situation of the most marginalised group in the European polity. 

1 As stipulated in the Treaty of Rome, founding treaty of the European Union., cited in Holland, Martin. 
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Third, this project attempts to ide11tifj1 the co1JJplexities involved in 111i11orif)' rights poliry-JJJaking 1i1 the 

EU, JJJith a paliic1t!arfac11s 011 three i1J1polia11t areas: the decisio11-1J1aking process, the status ef 111i11ori1_J1 

1ights in i11tematio11al h11111a11 rights la1v, a11d the s11ige11eris 11at11re ef the Roma co1J1Jl/t111t!J1 as candidate far 

1ights entitlel/lent. Acknowledging the multiplicity of institutions present in the EU, this 

project looks at the division of competences in the EU in relation to minority rights 

provision, how this shapes the nature of rights available, and how it impacts upon the 

process of rights implementation and enforcement. The status accorded to minority rights 

in international law will also be discussed and framed within the context of an individualist 

rights tradition, and the difficulties this poses on the demands for collective rights for 

minorities. Finally, the Roma as a minority group in need of rights will be looked at, taking 

into account their largely stti generis characteristics and the political attention their situation 

attracts. All three areas determine the efficacy of any efforts made in the EU in solving the 

problem of social exclusion. 

1.2 Thesis Implications 

[.. -1 the slightb1 a1J1bivale11t en passant 11at11re ef the atte11tio11 1vhich 11m'ters pqy, minvn the mies JJJhich 

(h,psies a11d Travellers plqJ1 in the social life of the 11atio11 '2 

Niinority rights in democratic polities such as the European Union is an area that is currently 

under-researched, which is both a reflection of the secondary status accorded to it in the face 

of an individualist and liberal rights tradition in the international arena, and the assumption 

European Integration. From Community to Union.(2nd edition) Pinter Publishers, London, 1994, p.164. 
2 Tebutt, Susan. Cites Liegeois (1995) in Sinti and Roma: Gypsies in German-Speaking Society and Literature. 
Berghahn Books, New York and Oxford, 1998, p.xiii. 
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that minority rights violations only occur in politically unstable polities, not democratic ones 

such as the fifteen Member States of the EU. The Roma as a minority group is even less 

researched, and there is an undeniable lack of interest and effort shown by writers and 

researchers alike in examining their particularities and needs as a community, 1n 

deconstructing the prevailing stereotypes that provide the source of their exclusion, 1n 

constructing theories that would shed light on the existing power relations between the 

Roma and their respective host societies, and in using their experiences as a legitimate object 

of study in relation to the controversial and emotive field of minority rights. 

It is hoped that the findings of this thesis could contribute to the limited literature on 

minority rights and the Roma. However, the ultimate purpose of this project is to give a 

human face to both European Union policy-making and to the members of the Roma 

community, whose oppression and marginalisation remain unquestioned from time 

immemorial to the present day. 
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1.3 Methodology 

The foci of study in this project are areas that are both complex and unique. As stated 

above, the areas of minority rights and the situation of the Roma are under-researched and 

attract little interest. Herein lies the main source of difficulty encountered by the researcher, 

contributing at times to inertia and frustration in trying to complete this project. 

1.3.1 Existing Literature on European Integration: Texts and Journals 

Being EU-focused, the point of departure for this project was the multiplicity of literature on 

European integration currently available. The general and law libraries of University of 

Canterbury and University of Auckland have a wealth of recent literature on the EU. Before 

relocating to Auckland, the researcher relied on the lnterloans system between the two 

libraries, most of which was financed by the Political Science Department of the University 

of Canterbury. 

1.3.2 Databases 

Databases such as ABPolsci, Social Sciences, and Expanded Academic ASAP were found to 

be particularly useful in obtaining recently published journal articles on EU-related issues. 

The latter was particularly helpful in that it contains the full texts of articles published by 

major EU-focused political journals, such as \Vest European Politics. 
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1.3.3 European Union Publications 

This project was heavily reliant on EU publications, such as European Parliament Session 

Documents and those produced by the Office for Official Publications of the European 

Communities. Most of these materials are available in microfiche at the Central Library of 

the University of Canterbury, in association with the National Centre for Research on 

Europe. 

1.3.4 Working Papers on European Integration 

The researcher sought the assistance of the libraty staff at Robert Schuman Centre for 

Advanced Studies, European University Institute, Florence for recently published materials 

on integration and citizenship issues. The Centre produces an unlimited number of seminal 

works through the \Y/ orking Papers written by the most articulate and dedicated of the 

academic circle in Europe. The European Centre for l'viinority Issues (ECMI), co-founded 

by Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the German State of Schleswig

Holstein, was also contacted and the library staff responded to the researcher's request by 

sending copies of its published materials. 

The Working Papers of the Economic and Social Research Council's One E11rope or Several? 

Programme were also found to be particularly helpful, and were accessible on the Internet, 

by visiting the website of the European Research Papers Archive (ERPA) at the on-line 

address of http://eiop.or.at/ erpa. This website serves as 'a co111111011 access point for 011/ine 

1vo1fei11gpaper series i11 the field on E11ropea11 integration and research'. 
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1.3.5 Publications by Non-Governmental O.rganisations (NGOs) 

The researcher is on the mailing list of recipients of published works of the Centre de 

Recherches Tsigane at the Universite Rene Descartes, Paris, and regularly receives 

complementary copies of its Interface magazines. The research centre chooses its recipients 

according to the level of their interest in Roma issues, and is non-profit. Other non

governmental organisations consulted in this project are the .Minority Rights Group (MRG) 

in London and the European Roma Rights Centre (ERRC), which is based in Budapest, 

Hungary.3 Most existing literature on minority rights as a concept are published by the 

MRG, and up-to-date statistical data are made available by field researchers of the ERRC. 

1.3.6 Internet Sources and Contacts 

A wealth of information regarding the Roma, European integration, and minority rights are 

accessible on the Internet. Recent developments in all policy areas in the European Union 

are posted on Europa On-Line, at http:i /w,v\v.europa.eu.int, which also allows access to 

EU texts in PDF format. Perspectives of Roma organisations are advanced in websites of 

the Patrin Web Journal, at http:/ /www.geocities.com/Paris/5121/holocaust, and the 

European Roma Rights Centre at http:/ /errc.org. 

3 See Appendices II and III. 
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1.3. 7 Academic Contacts 

Being a 'resident' at the Centre for Research on Europe (CRE), now the National Centre for 

Research on Europe (NCRE) at the University of Canterbury gave the researcher the 

opportunity to discuss the project with the most widely published personalities in the EU 

academic circle. Valuable assistance from Prof. Mike Smith (University of Loughbrough) 

provided the much-needed 'direction' for this project during a meeting in May 2000. 

Another well-published contact was Prof Martin Holland, Director and Founder of the 

NCRE, supervisor and mentor. Others who provided their assistance and feedback were 

Dr Dimitrina Petrova of the European Roma Rights Centre, Martin Emerson of the MRG 

and Mr Anders Bengstsson also of the MRG. 

1.4 Theoretical Framework and Delimitations 

1.4.1 Rights Policy-Making in the EU: Structure and Operation 

This project is limited to understanding the complexities involved in the process of minority 

rights provision in the European Union, which is treated as a confederal system resulting 

from the merging of culturally defined and politically organised units to further common 

ends, one of which is to bring the EU closer to the people, and which is constrained by 

sovereignty claims. The 'confederal consociationalist' model, advanced by Stavridis (2001)4, 

4 Stavridis, Stelios. Conftdeml Co11sociatio11 a11d the F11t111r of the E11ropea11 U11io11. Overco111i11g the traditional 'dialogue 
be!J11ee11 the deaf beh/lee/1 fedemlis111 a11d i11te1go1•em111e11ta!isv1 i11 E11ropea11 i11tegmtio11. ELIALvIEP Hellenic Foundation 
for European and Foreign Policy 2001. Sourced from the Internet, 
hrtp_;j l.. www.diarncp_,gr/Pub1ications/ Ckcasicmal Papers/ OPIJ 1 .()9. PDF (Accessed 16 July 2002). 
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Kincaid (1999)5, Tsinizelis and Chryssochoou (1998)6, which, in the opinion of the 

researcher, accurately describes how the institutional arrangements of the EU have evolved 

from the time of its inception, and accurately identifies the effects the requirements of 

integration have on the nature of policies pursued in the European polity. Rather than 

taking sides in the current debate over whether the EU is an intergovernmental or a 

supranational institution, this thesis chooses to acknowledge the multiplicity of actors and 

decision-making processes in the EU. The model suggests the merging of the two opposing 

sides of the intergovernmental-supranational dichotomy in describing both the structural 

formation and decision-making process in the EU, and provides an explanation as to the 

types of policies pursued, and the division of policy competences among the multiplicity of 

actors currently comprising the supranational entity. 

1.4.2 Multi-layered Citizenship as Source of Rights in the EU 

In line with the confederal consociationalist argument that the EU is both an 

intergovernmental and a supranational institution, the concept of a 'multilayered citizenship' 

will also be used in identifying the source of rights for minorities in the EU. Developed by 

Meehan (1993)7, Lemke (1998)8 and Kostakopoulou (1998)9 the model accurately describes 

the form of citizenship currently available in the European Union. The four dimensions of 

5 I<:incaid, John. Co11federalfederalis111 and citizeu 1rprese11tatio11 in the European Union. \Xfest European Politics.April 
1999, Vol.22, pp.34-57. 
6 Tsinizclis, :Michael and Chryssochoou, Dimitris. The E11ropea11 Union. ]imds in T!JeOI)' and Refom1 in Weale, 
Albert and Nentwich, Michael (eds). Political Theory and the European Union. Routledge, London and New 
York, 1998, pp.83-97. 
7 :rvieehan, Elisabeth. European Community Citizenship. SAGE, Publications, 1993. 
8 Lemke, Christiane. Citizenship and E11ropea11 J11tegratio11. \Xf orld Affairs. Spring 1998, Vol.160, No.4, pp.212-217. 
9 Kostakopoulou, Theodora. E11ropea11 U11io11 Citizenship as a Model qf Citizenship Bl!)'ond the Natio11-State in Weale, 
Albert and Nent\vich, Michael (eds). Political Theory and the European Union. Legitimacy, Constitutional 
Choice and Citizenship. Routledge, London and New York, 1998, pp.151-171, at 157. 
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citizenship in accordance with its classical conception10 --- territory, source of rights and 

privileges, basis of legitimate power and an organisation of membership --- are now 

expressed as a duality, that is, national and supranational, and the connection between these 

two largely independent layers is determined by a degree of complementarity. EU 

citizenship is therefore not a variant of the classical model of citizenship, but rather as a 

supplement of it. In addition to this dual layering of membership are the existing 

associations and alliances at the subnational, regional and translational level. The 'deepening 

and widening' process of integration in the EU has inevitably placed the questions of 

identity, rights and obligations in an increasingly complex configuration of subnational, 

national, supranational and transnational associations, or what is otherwise referred to as 

'multiple publics'. 11 

1.4.3 Case Study: Internal Roma 

The focus of study in this project is the current status and situation of the Roma minorities 

in the fifteen Member States.12 It is limited to analysing the situation of travellers of local or 

'internal' origin, and those who have established themselves in Europe from India from the 

14th century13, as opposed to recent immigrants or 'newcomers' such as asylum seekers or 

10 Soysal, Yasemin Nohuglu. Llmits of Citizenship. The University of Chicago Press, London,1994, p.141. 
11 S/fpra note 9, p.161. 
12 Supra note 2, at Introduction. The term 'Roma' is used instead of the now politically incorrect and pejorative 
term 'Gypsy'. According to Tebutt, the term 'Rom' is derived from the Romani language, the etymology of 
which is Indo-Aryan, meaning 'person', and 'Roma' is the plural noun. In so far as the minority group in 
question does not have a collective term for themselves, using the term 'Roma' is an acceptable option. 
13 According to Liegeois, Jean-Pierre in School Provision for Ethnic Minorities. The Gypsy Paradigm. Gypsy 
Research Centre, University of Hertfordshire Press, Hertfordshire, 1998, pp.32- 33, such encounters between 
the two groups have in some instances resulted in cultural exchange and even intermarriage, and that situations 
of exchange as a result of encounters during travels or within a context of sedentary cohabitation, continue to 
influence both the persistence of groups which see themselves as similar, as well as the creation of new groups 
through the process of amalgamation. 
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refugee claimants. While the minority group in question is traditionally called different 

names such as travellers, gypsies or 1101J1ads with pejorative connotations, the preferred 

nomenclature in this project is Roinc,14, which while not completely accurate, is accepted by 

most members of this community as a title for self-identification. 

This project recognises that the field of minority rights and ethnic relations is an emotive 

field, and therefore, the construction and representation of study is important to consider. 15 

Due to the difficulty experienced in obtaining first-hand information as to the experiences of 

the Roma in the EU16, the researcher took great care in familiarising herself with the essential 

elements of Roma culture and social organisation, and in treating the question of Roma 

exclusion objectively and from a neutral perspective. Most of the information used in this 

project has been obtained from information made publicly available by groups advocating 

Roma rights, primarily through Tnternet websites and published materials. However, it must 

be noted that the type of rights put forward in existing literature were suggested by 

academics and advocates of Roma rights, not members of the Roma communities 

themselves. The views contained in this project are therefore not necessarily representative 

of the views of the subject of study. 

14 According to the European Roma Rights Centre, the 'Roma' is a broad term and can be used in various ways 
to signify ethnic groups who speak Vlach, Xaraxane or the Rom varities of the Romani language, and can be 
used to refer to people identifying themselves as Roma or Romani in general. ERRC lf7ho are the Ro,110?, 
sourced from Internet, bnp.://ww\l',CU••romani.org/who.htm (Accessed 9 January 2002) .. 
15 Lloyd, Cathie. I11te111atio11al Co111pmiso11s i11 the Field of Etbllic Relatiolls in Hargreaves, Alec and Leaman, Jeremy 
(eds). Racism, EthnicitJ' and Politics in Contemporary Europe. Edward Elgar, Aldershot and Brookfield, 
1995, pp.31-42. 
16 See Appendices II and III. 
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1.4.4 Social Exclusion 

In explaining the current situation of the Roma in the Member States of the EU, the work 

by Spicker (1997)17 and the Council of Europe 18 will be used. 'Exclusion' is a concept used 

to describe the situation of people who are not integrated into solidaristic social networks, as 

exemplified by the resurgence in homelessness, urban crises, ethnic tension, unemployment 

and high levels of poverty, and in this project, the concept will be applied to the situation of 

the Roma. 

1.4.5 Minority Rights 

Minority rights is not recognised in international human rights law19, and as such, while there 

arc a number of definitions of minority rights available, none of those definitions have 

official status. Indeed, the difficulties in defining a 'minority' for the purpose of rights 

entitlement has lead the researcher to avoid using a single definition and instead focus on the 

common elements among available definitions. 

This thesis aims to conceptualise the 'types' of minority rights required by the Roma, as a 

response to their experience of social exclusion. Using the work of Palley (1978)2°, the main 

'spheres of domination' by the majority contributing to the social exclusion of the minority 

are identified as the political, economic, and cultural spheres, as well as the sphere of public 

17 Spicker, Paul. E:,:clllsion. Journal of Common Market Studies. Vol.35, No.1, March 1997, pp.133-143. 
18 Council of Europe's 1\t/edi11111 TmH Action Progra/JJ/1/e to Co11hvl E.,,:c/11sion a,1d Pro111ote Solida,i(J•. COM (93) 435, 
cited in Spicker (1997), p.137. 
19 Gilbert, Geoff. 'The Co1111cil of Emvpe and 1\!li11on!J1 Rights'. Human Rights Quarterly, Volume 18, 1996, pp. 160-
189, at 161-162 
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order and lawful force, where the Roma suffer discrimination, negation and forced 

assimilation. The 'types' of rights in relation to the Roma that will be used will therefore be 

in relation to their exclusion in the four spheres identified. The works of Riddell (1998)21, 

Ed,vards (1999)22, Ben-Tovim (1997) and Kymlicka (1995) will be used in this project to 

argue that the rights required by the Roma can be categorised into 11011-discrimi11atio11 1ights, 

polyethnic tights, special ll/eas11res or aj/irlllative action, and special representation. 

1.4.6 EU Responses to Demands for Minority Rights: A Comparative Approach 

The s11i genetis nature of the experiences of the Roma requires examining EU responses to 

demands for the minority rights of its internal Roma not vis-a-vis other minority groups 

within its borders, but vis-a-vis the efforts made by the EU to rectify the situation of 

exclusion which has plagued the Roma· minorities outside its borders. This project will 

therefore not seek to draw parallels between the status of the Roma and other minority 

groups in the fifteen Member States, as examining the differences between the efforts made 

by the EU to advance the rights of the Roma internally and externally is a more appropriate 

basis of comparison. In the words of the OSCE High Commissioner on National 

Nlinorities, the Roma 'comprise an extremely heterogeneous set of communities that are 

perhaps best understood in their own specific circumstances'.23 

20 Palley, Claire. Constitutional Law and :Minorities. wlinority Rights Report No.36 MRG London, 1978, p.8. 
21 Riddell, Roger. Minorities, :Minority Rights and Development. An Issues Paper. Minority Rights Group, 
London, 1998. 
22 Ben-Tovim, Gideon. lf7/D' Positive Actio11 is 'Politicalb· Comet' in Modood, Tariq and \'{Tebner, Pnina (eds). The 
Policies of Multiculturalism in the New Europe. Zed Books, London, 1007, p.209-229, at 216. 
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1.5 Outline of Thesis Chapters 

Divided into four specific chapters, Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the study of minority 

rights in the European Union, looking at the social exclusion of the Roma. It seeks to 

answer the question of whether the European Union, with the creation of a supranational 

citizenship, is able to respond to the problem of social exclusion and provide a set of rights 

designed to reverse this process. In this chapter, the EU will be treated as a confederal 

consociationalist political system, to account for the complexities involved in the decision

making process regarding minority rights. The status of minority rights in international law, 

as well as the stti geneiis nature of the Roma community as candidate for rights entitlement 

will be given reference to in order to elucidate the difficulties involved in providing a set of 

morally defensible rights for this minority group. 

Chapter 2 focuses on the metamorphosis of the European Union from a common market 

to a rights-conscious entity, and its potential and limitations in providing an answer to the 

'minority question' and solution to the problem of social exclusion. The confederal 

consociationalist perspective on European integration will be used to explain why decision

making in the EU, particularly in the field of minority rights provision, is a mixture of both 

supranational and intergovernmental processes. Other sources of limitations beyond the 

control of the EU will also be taken into consideration, such as the absence of minority 

rights in international human rights law, and the st1ige11eJis nature of the Roma community. 

23 Report of the High Commissioner on National Minorities. Roma (Gypsies) in the CSCE Rq,rion, 1993, p.3. 
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Chapter 3 will deal with the notion that the emancipation of the Roma minority should 

remain in the hands of Member State governments, which remain the legitimate source of 

identity and rights in the EU. Using the confederal consociationalist perspective, it will be 

argued that existing political arrangements in the EU are inevitable state-centred, and the 

Member States' negative perception of minorities and minority rights will be identified as 

one of the main obstacles in the realisation of rights for the Roma. Current efforts of 

Member States to remedy their oppressive practices towards their minorities will be looked it 

in relation to their effectiveness to reverse the process of social exclusion, and these efforts 

will be identified as a combination of altruism and political expediency. 

Chapter 4 looks at the efforts made to endorse the minority rights of the Roma at the 

subnational and transnational level, arguing that with the processes of European integration 

and globalisation, interest and community networks beyond the territorial boundaries of the 

nation-states have emerged and have created an arena outside European and :tvlember-State 

governance, allowing members of the Roma community and advocates the opportunity to 

articulate their own needs and interests. Difficulties and complexities in realising the full 

potential of existing political opportunity structures will be explained, by looking at the 

different levels of decision-making in the EU, the status of minority rights, and most 

importantly, the conformist and opportunistic tendencies of actors acting as agents for the 

Roma community. 

This thesis will then end with the conclusion summarising the main points argued 

throughout this project, and arguing that the confederal consociationalist model provides an 
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accurate account of the complex process of minority rights policy-making in the European 

Union. 



OJ.apter One: An Introduction to .Minority Rights in the EU 

The Silence of the Weeping Violins24: Is Europe Listening? 

19 

The prospects for the realisation of the grand vision of 'an ever closer union of the peoples 

of Europe', through the process of political and economic integration, are increasingly being 

challenged by the continuing neglect of unresolved issues that necessarily form the nucleus 

of the integration question, the most important of which is the issue of social exclusion. 

The integrationist momentum, driven by the demands of changes in both the international 

political economy and in world politics, and inspired by the promises of a peaceful, secure, 

prosperous and politically powerful Europe, is met \Vith inertia and uncertainty over the role 

minorities play in the rights-conscious polity of the European Union. 

Article 8 of the Treaty stipulates that 'every citizen holding the nationality of a member state 

shall be a citizen of the Union', and the basic principle underlying the idea of an EU 

citizenship is that 'irrespective of nationality, all member state nationals should have the 

same rights and freedoms, stressing the equality of human rights throughout the polity.25 As 

citizenship confers on the individual rights and privileges26 \Vhich are concerned with the 

nature of social participation in a community as fully recognised legal members, one would 

expect that citizenship in the EU would provide a tab,t!a rasa to minority-majority relations, 

on the basis of the 'equality' principle it seeks to uphold. 

24 Taken from the title of the work published by Alt, Betty and Folts, Silvia, Weeping Violins. The Gypsy 
Tragedy in Europe. Thomas Jefferson Press, Kirksville, 1996. 
25 S11pm note 1, p.153. 
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The situation for some sectors of EU society however, is characterised by unemployment, 

poverty, overcrowding, lack of education, and poor conditions of lodging, health, work and 

social security.27 The EU is also confronted with a form of highly virulent pan-European 

intolerance, and a growing influence of extreme right-wing political parties. Both situations 

have severely affected the welfare of the Roma community, also referred to as a 'spectral 

third-world nation in Europe'28: 

'CeJtai11b1 110 group has bee11 more reviled or excluded thafl the CJ,Psies. Ill the Europea11 co/ltext (. . .J th!!)' 

have been ped1aps the 111ost e11d111i11g targets rf racislJJ a!ld 11eo-Nazj viole11ce, e/Je/1 as receJ1tb1 as the Cem1a11 

race 1iots qf 1992 (. .. 7 Afld)'et th!!)' see111 not to attract the theoretical i1lferest as other more rece11t J11i1101i!J' 

i!l-Co!llers'. 29 

The Roma present an interesting case in the debate surrounding the notion of citizenship 

and social inclusion. Constituting a minority in all fifteen Member States of the European 

Union, the Roma of the EU are united by a common denominator, that is, their marginalised 

position in mainstream society. Although they began living in Europe as early as the 

fourteenth century3°, Roma as a 'European Issue' was only recently formally acknowledged 

to be a 'true European minority'.31 

26 Follesdal, Andreas. Third co1111to, 11atio11a/s as E11ropea11 citizens: the case defended in Smith, Dennis and Wright, Sue 
(eds). \'{!hose Europe? The turn towards democracy. Blackwell and the Sociological Review, Oxford, 1999, 
p.107. 
27 Communication from the Commission. B11ilding A.11 Inc/11Sil'e E11rope. Bmssels, 1.3.2000 COM (2000) 79 Final 
Commission of the European Communties, p.5. 
28 E11rope's spectral 11atio11 in The Economist. 12 i'vfay 2001, pp.29-31. 
2" Hawes, Derek and Perez, Barbara. The Gypsy and the State. The Ethnic Cleansing of British Society. Policy 
Press, University of Bristol, Great Britain, 1997, p.148. 
30 Tong, Diane (ed). Gypsies. An Interdisciplinary Reader. Garland Publishing, New York and London, 1998, 
p.7. 
31 Kovats, Dr Martin. Oppo,tm11ties and Challenges - EU E11/argmm1t and the Ro111a/ G-_J'PSJ'· EUMAP Human Rights 
in Europe, 1 November 2001, http:/ /www.cumap.org:/articles/content /20/2(1,'.\ (Accessed 2 August 2002)., 
Resolution 1203. 
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1.5 Social Exclusion in an 'Ever Closer Union' 

The concept of social exclusion, theorised by Room (1995)32 and Spicker (1997)33 is part of a 

continental and more particularly French tradition of social analysis, which views society as 

'a number of collectivities bound together by sets of mutual rights and obligations that are 

rooted in some broader moral order', with social exclusion being the process of detachment 

from this moral order.34 The process of social exclusion is characterised by a breakdown or 

malfunctioning of social systems that were meant to guarantee full citizenship, the denial or 

non-realisation of rights derived from membership of the community, which results in 

disadvantages and deprivation for a particular sector of society. The detachment from what 

is referred to as the 'moral order' is a reflection of the structure and operation of 

relationships within a given society, with the exclusion of some members of society 

demonstrating a failure to integrate members into solidaristic social networks.35 

1.6 The Social Exclusion of the Roma 

' ... the sole fact ef heillg a Ro!lla/ GJ,P!)', and be1i1g perceived as such, provokes disoi111i!lafo1J' treaf!llel/t 

1/Jhich is backed up 1?)1 !a11J'.36 

32 Room, Graham (ed). Beyond the Threshold. The Measurement and Analysis of Social Exclusion. The Policy 
Press, Bristol, 1995. 
3-' S11pra note 17, p.134. 
34 S11pra note 32, p.6. 
35 S 11pra note 17, p.134. 
36 Supra note 2, p.xiii. 
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The historical catalogue of atrocities committed against the Roma is indeed extensive, and 

most 'gypsiologists'37 agree that official intolerance against the group can be traced from the 

time of their arrival in Europe right up to the present day. The Roma's origin is difficult to 

ascertain, as they do not keep records of their own. \v'hat is however known of their 

background has come from linguistic evidence, church edicts and court records in Western 

Europe, and the general consensus is that they originated in India, based on evidence of 

Indian etymology in Roma dialects.38 At the time of their arrival in Western Europe, their 

dark skin, strange language and appearance, fortune-telling, caravan-dwelling and 'special 

relationship with the supernatural' evoked uncertainties and fear among the majority 

populations. Their ways of living violated the social values and rules that were largely 

imposed through an indoctrination process managed by the royalty, nobility and the church, 

and through centuries elicited responses that ranging from expulsion39, being the target of 

military-sponsored 'Gypsy hunts'-1{1, and during the Second World War, extermination41 • In 

contemporary Europe, policies toward the Roma have constituted a 'negation of the people 

and their culture', which according to Liegeois (1998), can be divided into three categories, 

which are 'exclusion, containment and assimilation'42 • \v'hy were the Roma subjected to such 

extreme forms of mistreatment? 

37 Among those consulted in this project were the works of Okely (1994), Liegeois (1998), Tebutt (1998), 
McLaughlin (1980)Tong (1999), Acton (1974) 
38 JvfcLaughlin, John. Gvpsy Lifestyles. Lexington Books, DC Heath and Company, Lexington, Massachusetts 
and Toronto, 1980, p.1. 
39 Liegeois,Jean-Pierre and Gheorghe, >licolae. Roma/Gypsies: A European .1vlinority. Minority Rights Group, 
London, 1995, p.9. The authors wrote that on 1504 Prance, the Roma were banished by Louis XII, and the 
mere fact of being 'gypsy' became a crime punishable by being sent to the galleys. 
40 Ibid. In the Netherlands between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, 'gypsy' hunts were organised 
military affairs, and counties for captured Roma were instituted. 
41 S11pm note 39, p.9 The authors argue that while the extermination of the Roma is treated as merely a footnote 
in Holocaust literature, estimates put the number of Roma/Gypsies murdered under the Nazi regime at around 
50,000. 
42 S11pra note 13, p.46. According to the author, there is a tendency to neglect the cultural aspects of the Roma 
identity in order to classify the Roma as 'socially handicapped'. Policies of containment often involve 
compulsory, generally violent integration of the Roma into mainstream society, while policies of exclusion, 
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1. 7 Conceptualising Victimisation : The Case of the Roma 

Palley (1978) defines minorities as 'subordinate segments of complex state societies', who 

have 'special physical or cultural traits which are held in luw esteem by the dominant 

segments of society', and are 'self-conscious units bound together by the special traits which 

their members share and by the special disabilities which these bring'. Membership in a 

minority is then 'transmitted by a rule of descent which is capable of affiliating succeeding 

generations even in the absence of readily apparent special cultural or physical traits'. 'fhe 

Roma in the fifteen Member States are clear a clear 'minority' when these definitions are 

applied. It is the case that they are considered to be subordinate, are held in low esteem and 

share the same oppressive experiences with fellow members in the Roma community. 

Stereotyped and prejudicial images surrounding the Roma play an important role in the 

attitudes and behaviour towards them by mainstream society. On the one hand, 

romanticised imagery depicts the Roma as a primitive rural character with a horse and a 

painted wagon, or as dancers, musicians and circus performers. On the other hand, there is 

the more sinister 'pariah syndrome', which gives the Rotr1a the image of a 'dirty social 

parasite'.43 The vacillation between the romantic and the negative images of the Roma 

suggests the inability of 'mainstream society' to comprehend the largely fragmented 

which is the main conceptual tool used in this project, place the Roma in a situation of 'disadvantage and 
deprivation'. 
43 O'Nions, Helen. Margi11alisatio11 qfQypsies. Web Journal of Current Legal Issues, and Blackstone Press, 1995. 
Sourced from the Internet, hHp_;/ /wcbi.\;l.i.ncl.ac.uk/articlcs3Loniuns3.htrnl (Accessed 15 July 2000) .. 
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community, and there are many things about the Roma which are misunderstood. For 

example, contrary to popular views, not all Roma are nomadic 44, pagan or unemployed45• 

1.7.1 Available Theories on Societal Prejudice Towards Roma 

Banton (1983) argues that establishing basic sociological principles explaining racial and 

ethnic tensions is a difficult exercise.46 There is currently a lack of an unacceptable 

formulation describing inter-group relations that would accurately explain the negative 

consequences on such interactions on the Roma. For this reason, it is important to look at 

available sociological principles applicable to the Roma, in order to get a fuller, if not 

complete, picture of their experiences. 

Theories on Racial Prejudice 

Wodak and Reisigl (1999) view race as a social construction which is used as a 'legitimising 

ideological tool to suppress and exploit specific social groups', and also to deny these groups 

access to resources47 • According to Hargreaves and Leaman (1995) as an ideology, racism is 

the process of stigmatising other groups of human beings according to perceived somatic or 

physical differences, which are 'taken to denote distinctive cultural characteristics', implying 

both the impossibility of successful integration into society and the need for exclusionary 

44 S11pra note 39, p.7. The authors suggest that once in \"X'estern Europe, some members of the Roma 
community have discontinued their migrations and adapted their work practices in response to local demand in 
areas such as trade, craft.work or seasonal and agricultural labour. 
45 Arayici, Ali. The GJPD' Mi1101il)' i11 E11rope - So111e Co11sidemtio11s. UNESCO, 1998,pp.253-262, at p.255. In 
Greece, they arc mainly Orthodox Muslim, and in Spain, France and Italy, they are Catholic, Protestant and 
Orthodox, respectively. 
46 Banton, Michael. Racial and Ethnic Competition. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1983, p.13. 
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practices of one form or another.48 As a process, racism involves the integration of 

socialised racist notions into meanings 'that make practices immediately definable and 

manageable' .49 

The literature on causes of racial prejudice branches into three streams. S ocicd P!J'Chological 

approaches, which view racial prejudice as resulting from individual emotional and/ or 

cognitive processes, 'an expression of stereotypical beliefs resulting from cognitive 

limitations and distortions in attribution'. 50 The second stream involves phenoJJ1enological 

expla11atio11s to responses on the individual level, with a focus on individual correlates of racial 

prejudice, such as education level and age' which determines one's response to the world in 

conformity ·with one's definition of the world. 51 The third stream covers theories ef competition, 

self interest, or Rational Choice Perspectives, 1vhich posit that the co11;petitive 11ah1re ef the stmggle for 

resottrces attmcts hostilify. These theories postulate that individuals develop negative and rigid 

stereotypes toward individuals with whom they are in competition and in conflict. In this 

context, racial prejudice is a response to threats by the subordinate group, particularly when 

the economic situation is precarious, as advanced by Blumer (19 58) and Blalock (19 56, 19 57 

The 'strangeness' of the Roma's physical characteristics and non-European racial and ethnic 

background often serves as a definitive marker separating them from 'civilised society', as 

47 Wodak, R. and Reisigl, M. Disco11rse and &cislll: E11ropea11 Perspecti//es. Annual Review of Anthropology. Vol.28, 
1999, pp.175-199, at 176. 
48 Hargreaves, Alec and Leaman, Jeremy (eds). Racism, Ethnicity and Politics in Contemporary Europe. 
Edward Elgar, Brookfield and Aldershot, 1995, p.17. 
49 S11pm note 47, p. 176. 
511 Quillian, Lincoln. Prej11dice as a Response to Perceived Gro11p Threat: Population Colllposition and Anti-flllllligmnt and 
"Racial Prej11dice i11 E11rope. American Sociological Review. Vol.60, August 1995, pp.568-611. 
51 S11pm note29,p.158. 
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exemplified in the 'scientific' research of Robert Ritter (1901-1951), as well-known German 

eugenist who attributed the 'stagnation' in their 'mental growth, parasitical behaviour and 

itinerancy' to their physical make-up ·which was viewed as having a connection with that of 

'hunters and gatherers from prehistoric times'.53 \Vhile the first two streams on one level or 

another can be used to describe individual and collective prejudice towards the Roma 

community, the third stream is not applicable, due to the fact that unlike post-war waves of 

immigrant minority groups, the Roma have been in Europe for over five hundred years and 

are not seen as economic threat, or as a rival in competition for any other resources. In fact, 

the Roma display distinctly different values and goals from mainstream society. 

Theories on Cultural Prejudice 

Despite the apparent rise in racial hostility in contemporary Europe, exclusionary practices 

cannot be adequately understood within a purely 'racial' context. It must be noted that 

substantial efforts were made in Europe after World \Var II to abandon old ideas of 

biological racism, and this was combined with the outlawing of openly racist propaganda. 

This has effectively shifted the locus of exclusionary ideologies from race to culture, as 

reflected in the attack of extreme right-wingers on foreigners on the basis of the perceived 

threat posed by their cultures on the national identity and security of the European host 

state. 54 The oppositionalist model by Spiker (1971) argues that the exclusion of the Roma is 

largely due to their resistance to assimilation and integration, and thus produces cultural 

52 S11pra note 50, pp.191-192. 
53 Lucassen, Leo, \'{!illems, Y\iim and Cottaar, Annemarie. Gypsies and Other Itinerant Groups. St .i'vfartin's 
Press, London, 1998, p.26. 
54 S11pra note 48, pp.14-15. 
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symbols that embody the strict separation between them and the mainstream society.55 

Hawes and Perez (1995) suggest that in explaining exclusionary policies towards the Roma, it 

is more helpful to view the situation as both cultural and symbolic phenomena, not just 

racial. 56 

Nevertheless, despite the distinction between cultural prejudices and biological racism, it has 

become difficult to distinguish between racial and cultural stereotypes, as in the case of the 

Roma, cultural attributes are presented as immutable features of the group. Extreme right

wingers have in fact thrived on the confusion between racial and cultural factors, and 

according to .Balibar (1991), there is curtently an absence of a universal theory ,vhich is 

capable of providing 'a satisfactory causal explanation of this phenomenon on all its 

manifestations'.57 

Theories on Psychological Prejudice 

The blurring of boundaries between racial and cultural prejudice has led Hawes and Perez 

(1996)58 to suggest a psychological approach to understanding the continued victimisation of 

the Roma in the EU. \v'hat is known as the 'scapegoat theory' assumes that once anger is 

engendered, it is displaced upon some relevant victim, and is accepted as the theoretical 

concept that is most pertinent to the persistence of the social exclusion of the Roma. 

ss S11pm note 29, p. 150. 
56 Snpm note 29, p.150. 
s7 S11pm note 48, p.16. 
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1.8 Social Exclusion: A Manifestation of Power Relations 

The terms 'majority' and 'minority', according to Skutnabb-Kangas (1990), are defined 'in 

terms of power relations'59, and it is the use of power which forms the basis of majority

minority relations. Domination is a technique used by the majority, and according to Palley 

(1978) it can range from the majority seeking to strengthen its own position relative to other 

groups by 'giving their own group members greater access to resources of political, 

economic and cultural power', or if currently in a powerful position, the maintenance of the 

status quo, to the majority seeking absolute hegemony within the state. 611 As the weaker 

'power' in the minority-majority dichotomy, the experiences of the Roma are living evidence 

of this process of domination. 

1.8.1 Spheres of Domination 

The work of Palley (1978) suggests that minority groups are dominated by the majority in 

four main spheres, namely political, economic, cultural and sphere of public order and lawful 

force. 61 In relation to the experiences of the Roma, each sphere of domination \Vill now be 

discussed in turn. 

58 Supra note 29, p. 157. 
59 Skutnabb-Kangas, Dr Tove. Language, Literacy and lviinorities. wiinority Rights Group, London, 1990, p.11. 
6n Palley, Prof. Claire. Constitutional Law and Minorities. Minority Rights Group Report No.36, London, 1978, 
p.8. 
61 S11pra note 60, p.8. 
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Political Sphere 

According to Baimbridge et al (1992), discrimination against minorities is widespread in the 

EU and officially operates at national borders and within member states, ranging from racist 

immigration legislation and institutionalised discrimination. The EU is also confronted with 

the situation of a highly virulent pan-European intolerance, due to the growing influence of 

extreme right-wing political parties62 that legitimise and intensify racism in the political arena. 

This phenomenon of systemic racism is commonly referred to as 'institutionalised racism', 

which not only manifests itself in structural inequality and personal prejudice, but in overt 

d . d . 1 6, an organise v10 ence. · 

In terms of institutionalised racism, policies implemented in the fifteen Member States are 

more often than not and regardless of intention, designed to deny the Roma full 

participation in, or even contact with society. The limited contact between the Roma and 

society is reflective of the policies pursued in the political arena, which are reminiscent of the 

doctrine of apartheid and racial segregation pursued in the US and South Africa. 64 Such 

practices aim at keeping groups separate, unmixed and 'ranked in a hierarchical position'65, 

relegating the Roma to the lowest position. According to the European Roma Rights 

Centre, while racial segregation is common in Europe in relation to the Roma, Italy is one of 

62 The most commonly cited political parties in the literature are Front Natio11al in France, Lega Nord in Italy, 
Vitt Ans kt 1Wotsta11d in Sweden. 
63 Baimbridge, Mark, Burkitt, Biran and Macey, Marie. The Maas!Jicht Trea(p Exacerbating Racis111 i11 E11rope? 
Ethnic and Racial Studies. Volume 17, No.3,July 1994, pp.420-437, at 420. 
64 United Nations Press Release RD/937 04/09/2001 Ope11i11g Session of Co11fere11ce General Debate Foc11ses 011 
Addressing Lega91 of Slavery, Co!o11ialis111. Sourced from the Internet, http:/ /www.un.org/search (Accessed 12 
September 2002). 
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the few to 'boast a publicly organised and sponsored network of ghettos aimed at depriving 

Roma ... of contact or interaction ,v:ith Italian life'. 66 

In relation to the Roma's participation in society, it is understood that their occupation of 

the lowest position in the ethnic or racial hierarchy in society means that they face systemic 

disadvantage and barrier in the political process. Restrictive citizenship laws deny them 

political rights that would guarantee their full representation in the political process.67 As a 

politically powerless group, the Roma command little or no political weight, and being 

pushed towards society's fringes, their marginalised position in society command little 

attention from policy-makers. 

In addition to the institutionalised, systemic and structural inequality in European society 

that has led to their marginalisation, pan-Europeanism and racist violence has also led to the 

Roma's victimisation in the political arena. Constantly used in the political sphere by extreme 

right-wing groups for election purposes, tl1e Roma constantly suffer racist propaganda and 

violent attacks. A recent example of racist propaganda is the political speech delivered by 

Umberto Bossi, leader of Lega Nord, a prominent Italian political party: 

'Ifyo11 don't JJJa/lt GJ,Psies, 1\1orocca11S and deli11q11mts in )'Ollr bo11se, be the master of°J'o11r ou111 bo111e in a 

liveable city a11d vote Lega Nord'. 68 

65 Thornberry, Patrick. Minorities and Human Rights Law. Minority Rights Group, London, 1991, p.8, citing 
the UN Special Study on Racial Discrimination in the Political, Economic, Social and Cultural Spheres. 
66 European Roma Rights Centre. I111ple111e11ti11g Ro111a Rights i11 Europe: IViitten S11b111issio11s b)' the E111vpea11 Ro1J1a 
Rights Cel!fl"f to the Padia111e11tmy Asse111bb' o/ the Cou11ci! of Emvpe, 1Hemi11g 011 the Sit11atio11 qf the Ro/J/a ilJ J\ie/J/ber States 
of the Co1111cil ofEmvpe', H111iga1J', 4 March 2002, pp.21-22. 
67 Supra note 60, p.8. 
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In relation to racially-motivated attacks, the democratic image of Austria has been tainted by 

events in 1995, which witnessed the killing of four Roma residents in Oberwart, Burgenland 

County by the founder of the Bavarian Liberation Army, in a series of attacks involving pipe 

and letter bombs specifically targeting Roma minorities.69 

Cultural Sphere 

Freedom of expression and association, considered as important aspects of traditional civil 

liberties, are important in enabling minorities such as the Roma to preserve their cultural or 

ideological identity70, and to counter the negative aspects of assimilation, which aims for 'the 

achievement of homogeneity within the state by ensuring that groups discard their culture in 

favour of the dominant culture'.71 This is in stark contrast to 'integration', defined 'a process 

by ,vhich diverse elements ate combined into a unity while retaining their basic identity', and 

involves the recognition, acceptance and maintenance of differences between groups and 

individuals.72 

Government policies affecting the Roma have shown a propensity to blur the ethnic/racial 

and cultural characteristics of the group, which inevitably invites viewing the Roma as a 

social problem. Largely defined by legislators as a 'social class or category of nomads', the 

Roma are not credited with an ethnic or racial identity or culture, thereby justifying their 

68 European Roma Rights Centre Country Report. Ca1J1pla11d: Racial Segregation of Ro1J1a i11 !tab•, 3 November 
2000. 
r,9 European Roma Rights Centre. Obem1a1t ho111ber sen/meed in A11sflia. Roma Rights Quarterly, No.l, 1999, 
sourced from the Internet, http:/ icrrc.org/rr nr1 .. J 992 /snall07.shtml (Accessed 8 August 2000). 
70 Supra note 60, p.11. 
71 Thornberry, Patrick. Minorities and Human Rights Law. Minority Rights Group, London, 1991, p.8, citing 
the definition provided by the UN Special Study on Racial Discrimination in the Political, Economic, Social 
and Cultural Spheresl 971. 
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'rehabilitation'. Indeed, a 1968 High Court ruling in London announced that anyone who 

possesses a caravan and 'parks it illegally is, by this lifestyle criterion, a 'Gypsy".73 The Roma 

are also thought not to have linguistic or cultural roots. 

According to Arayici (1998), 'much effort has gone into having them forget their mother 

tongue, culture, traditions and customs',74 and this process can be appropriately labelled as 

'monocuturalism'. Ben-Tovim (1997) argues that the force of monoculturalism is an 

'important ideological component of racism', and that it is this Eurocentric and colonial 

assertion of inferiority, primitiveness and invisibility of cultural minorities that theorists such 

as Said identify as 'cultural imperialism'.75 In Finland, for example, most Roma now speak 

Finnish as their mother tongue, signalling a sharp decline in the use of the Romani 

language. 76 

In relation to the Roma, the area of education and education rights for Roma children has 

received the most attention, in that the present arrangements demonstrate an insufficient 

consideration for not only their language but also their cultural requirements, ,vith the types 

of teaching available not suited to the needs of Roma children and the Roma way of life.77 

As a result, it has been a common reaction from the Roma community to avoid attending 

school altogether, as evidenced in the extremely high percentage of Roma illiteracy, currently 

90 per cent of the adult population of the Roma in tl1e EU. 78 

72 Ibid. 
73 S!lpra note 39, p.12. 
74 S11pra note 45, p.259. 
75 s,rpra note 22, p. 209. 
76 Sloane, Wendy. NIil/a Still 011 tbe F1iJ1ge in Fi11/a11d. The Patrin Web Journal. Sourced from the Internet, 
hctp:/ /?09.1.224.J 1 /Paris/ 5121 /Finland.htm (Accessed 26 October 2000). 
77 S!lpra note 45, p.257. 
78 Ibid. 
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Children of travelling Roma families also face difficulties attending school due to travelling 

requirements making them unable to stay in a fixed place. It is argued however, that those 

who are sedentarised and actually attend school 'have to suffer the racist behaviour of 

children of the host country'."9 In Spain, most schools erect barriers to enrollment of Roma 

children from pre-school to secondary school.80 

l\1ember State governments have also made efforts to put a stop to the Roma's travelling 

lifestyle, to 'integrate' into the largely sedentarised 'mainstream society'. Defending caravan-

dwelling, travelling or nomadism as a Roma privilege is also a political blind alley. However, 

the economic history which has led to the Roma's adoption of nomadism as a cultural motif 

gives the Roma a special interest in its defence. Sections of the Criminal Justice Act in the 

United IZingdom removed the specific duties towards the Roma in the 1968 Caravan Sites 

Act, fu'1d defenders of the changes argue that the Roma 'are now being treated exactly as 

everyone else', that is, 'if they want caravan sites, let them acquire land and seek their own 

1 · , 81 p anrung consent . Without any special privileges that would facilitate access to much 

needed land or caravan site, it would appear that the travelling as a cultural requirement 

would have to give way to sedentarism as a nev,, way of live for the travelling Roma. 

Economic Sphere 

According to Palley (1978), the legal mechanisms designed to secure economic advantages 

for one ethnic group as opposed to another are the same irrespective of the motivation for 

79 S1tpra note 45, p.258. 
80 European Roma Rights Centre. Ro1J1aui Children Blocked f,w11 E11rol/i11g in School i11 Spain a11d Serbia a11d 
Mo/ltemgro. Roma Rights. No.I, 2002. 
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their enactment.82 Marginalised communities find barriers which do not exist for those with 

more resources who can deploy power and make their needs known. The situation of the 

Roma is a case in point, and their economic marginalisation is reflected not only in their 

poverty, but in areas of health, nutrition, employment, accommodation, and land ownership. 

This is supported by the Economist, which describes the current situation of the Roma as 

being 'at the vety bottom of every socio-economic indicators: the poorest, the most 

unemployed, the least educated, the shortest-lived, the most welfare-dependent'.83 

In terms of health, the majority of the Roma live in extremely poor conditions and have 

inadequate nutrition, experience more serious health problems that the majority, have a 

lower life expectancy, and Roma children have higher mortality rates. Most are poor and 

cannot afford to travel to the main hospitals or other health facilities for medical 

exaniinations and treatment. However, poverty aside, isolation and discrimination against the 

group also contribute to barriers in the health system, such as proper identity documents 

they are required to produce, and the unwelcoming attitude of hospital staff.84 

In terms of employment, numerous reports suggest that even when qualified, Roma 

applicants are rejected on the sole basis of their ethnic background.85 In terms of access to 

social welfare, it is reported that most suffer 'discriminatoty or humiliating treatment by 

public officials'86 in the offices responsible for processing applications for social security. In 

relation to travelling Roma, the best known economic advantages provided by law are 

st S11pra note 29, p.152. 
82 S1tpra note 60, pp. 9-10. 
83 S11jJra note 28, at Introduction. 
84 Hawes, Derek. Gypsies, Travellers and the Health Service. A Study in Inequality. Policy Press, University of 
Bristol, Great Britain, 1997, p.2. 
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restrictions on land ownership and occupation 87, as it is an important resource base for them 

in terms of livelihood. Palley (1978) explains that: 

'If it becolJ/es an imtm!llent of eco110J11ic attack 011 other co1111111111ities ~)' de11ial of the right to engage i11 their 

traditioJ1a! occ11patio11s, it is proper to desmhe the tech11iq11e as 011e of do1111i1atioll '. 88 

Accommodation is another contentious issue in the fifteen Member States regarding their 

Roma minorities. The Roma suffer discrimination and indifference in the allocation of 

public housing, and are often subjected to residential segregation, substandard housing, and 

forced evictions. 89 In Germany, social housing programmes creates 'mono-ethnic' 

neighbourhoods, with the Roma and Sinti90 frequently placed in remote areas that are less 

well maintained and which lack adequate infrastructure. Criticised by the UN Committee on 

the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, the German government's response was that 

'insofar as foreign citizens in Germany live in self-contained communities in conurbations, 

they do this becal/Se this is what the_), 1va11t'.91 

85 Supra note 66, p.26. 
86 S11pra note 66, p.28. 
8" S11pra note 14. The Roma earned their living by various means, including entertaining through music and 
rural pursuits such as horse breeding and selling, wood,vorking, metal working, selling and mending metal 
utensils, and providing seasonal agricultural and forestry labour. Due to the durable nature of the goods and 
services they produced, local markets became saturated after the Roma had completed the 'rounds' of their 
local clients, they had to travel to the next community to maintain a sustainable income. Travelling was 
therefore important for the economic sutYival of the Roma. 
88 S11pra note 60, pp.9-10. 
89 S11pra note 66, pp.21-22. 
90 The Sinti belong to the same group of travelling, 'nomadic' identified as gJ'/JD', 
9! Supra note 66, pp.21-22. 
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Sphere of Public Order and Lawful Force 

Political and legal systems, according to Palley (1978) are maintained by force of threat of 

force, as in the context of public order law. Legal rules governing public nuisance, 

conspiracy and the whole panoply of 'offences against the state' are determined and carried 

out by the state's judicial machinery and also by legislative provision.92 The Roma in the 

Member States suffer widespread discrimination in the judicial system, and takes two broad 

forms. According to the European Roma Rights Centre, complaints by Roma victims of 

human rights abuse are not adequately investigated by judicial authorities and law 

enforcement, and those responsible for offences are not adequately sanctioned.93 Second, 

Roma are often the accused, and as defendants they are subjected to pre-trial detention more 

often and for longer periods of time than others, 'and receive disproportionately severe 

sentences'.94 Indeed, the image of the criminal Roma is persistent and is often invoked by 

the authorities.95 

1.9 The Need for the Provision of Minority-Rights in the EU 

The demands for the recognition of rights for minorities are argued on grounds of 

restitution for historical disempowerment, and according to Werbner (1997), it is this 

ideology of 'critical multiculturalism' \.vhich serves to remind 'Europe' as it negotiates its 

internal differences, 'that the continent is fundamentally incomplete', and that an 

92 S11pm note 60, p.12. 
93 S11J!ra note 66, p.8. 
94 Ibid. 
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interruption or disruption of 'singular narratives of nation and supranation' is necessary.96 

The current situation of the Roma, characterised by marginalisation and social exclusion, has 

resulted from past injustices, and has continued to the present-day. In addition to the 

potential of minority rights to rectify the disadvantages suffered by minorities, recognising 

minority rights would also contribute to the 'value of cultural diversity'97 in Europe. 

This is not to say, however, that the EU is not already concerned with the problem of social 

exclusion, and the need for minority rights recognition. On the external level, from the 

1990s onwards, the EU was faced with events such as the dissolution of multinational states 

of the Soviet Empire, Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia along ethnic lines. In its role as an 

international actor, international standards relating to human rights and the rule of law 

became essential requirements for international legitimacy.98 The European Commission has 

internalised this international norm and has placed particular emphasis on 'respect for 

minorities' as one of the political criteria for membership in the EU. 

1. 10 What Rights for the Roma? 

The exclusion of the Roma in the four spheres specified above requires a response that 

would reverse the process. However, in determining what rights the Roma need, it is 

95 S!lpm note 53, p.3. The authors suggest that the criminological perspective on the Roma sees them as 
belonging to the lower strata of society and identif)•ing them as a criminal group, characterised by lawlessness, 
degeneration and moral corruption, which are seen as innate. 
96 Werbner, Pnina. lf7iiti11g M11/timlt!lra!is!ll a11d Politics ill the Ne111 E111vpe in rvfodood, Tariq and Werbner, Pnina 
(eds). Debating Cultural Hybridity: 11Iulticultural Identities and the Politics of Anti-Racism. Zed Books, 
London, 1997, p.262. 
97 Kymlicka, \XTilJ. Multicultural Citizenship. A Liberal Theory of flfinority Rights . Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1995, p.109. 
98 Cumper, Peter and Wheatley, Steven (eds). Minority Rights in the 'New' Europe. lvfartinus Nijhoff 
Publishers, Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 1999, p.15. 
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important once again to be reminded of the question of representativeness. The 'rights' 

advocated for the advancement of members of the Roma communities throughout the 

European Union are largely endorsed by researchers and minority rights activists 011 behalf ef 

the Roma. In the words of Saga Weckman, 'the researcher is the novice in GJP!J' c11!t111r:, 11ot the 

, 99 
expeit. 

1.10.1 Anti-Discrimination Rights 

According to Riddell (1998), a major policy implication of work in the area of minority rights 

would be likely to encompass a 'rescinding of any law that discriminates against minorities', 

and non-discrimination or anti-discrimination in every situation where_ minorities or 

members of minorities may be denied equality has become a fundamental and well

established principle in both international and regional human rights law. 100 

It is important to consider the fact that any defence of non- or anti-discrimination rights for 

the Roma incorporates an advocacy for the group's 'development'. As development 

discourse has risked being viewed too narrowly in terms of economic indicators, Riddell 

(1998) argues for a move beyond simple growth indicators, towards a 'basic needs approach', 

which focuses on elements of 'human capital' such as education, health, unemployment and 

access to legal and other services. 101 

99 S11pm note 30, p.7-8. 
1111 S11pm note 21, p.9. 
101 S11pm note 21, pp.2-4. 
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1.10.2 Polyethnic Rights 

Kymlicka (1995) posits that polyethnic rights are intended to help ethnic groups such as the 

Roma to express their cultural particularity and pride without hampering their success in 

society102• Also known as 'accommodation' and 'differentiation', the provision of polyethnic 

rights represents an explicit rejection of one-sided definitions, and attempts to develop a 

positively valued identity for minority groups, promoting a separateness not tainted with 

stigma and prejudice. 103 According to Tajfel (1978), accommodation involves the retention 

of the minority's own identity and separateness 'while at the same time becoming more like 

the majority in their opportunities' with regard to achieving goals and marks of respect 

h . 1 l d b · l HH w 1c 1 are va ue y society at arge. Indeed, demands for an 'equal but different' 

approach places emphasis on the minority's aim to achieve parity with the majority without 

sacrificing their identity. 

Vlaams Centrum \'voonwagenwerk advocates 'appropriate teaching' that would take into 

account the importance to the language, culture and identity of the Roma. uis In relation to 

travelling, the Land, People and FreedoJJJ Conference spearheaded by Thomas Acton advocated 

the erection of legal safeguards against unnecessary evictions, restoration of the duty of local 

authorities to provide caravan sites, the recognition of properly sited caravan sites as housing 

1112 Supra note 97, p.l3. 
103 Tajfel, Henri. The Social Psychology ofIVIinorities. 1viinority Rights Group Report No. 38, 1978, p.7. 
104 S11pra note 103, pp. 14-16. 
105 Vlaams Centrum Woomvagenwerk, htt:pJ /hi_;mc.tvd.be/ws3452lj thndc:rs.htm. (Accessed 
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which can be provided by housing associations, the relaxation of locational criteria in 

planning, and most importantly, the recognition of 'tl1e human right to travel'. 106 

1.10.3 Special Rights or Preferential Treatment 

Special rights for minorities are endorsed when there is a need to rectify unchosen 

inequalities, in line \Vith Rawls and Dworkin's liberal egalitarian theory. 107 The concept of 

special rights or preferential treatment is designed to give rise to 'some variety of moral or 

human rights to have the balance corrected'. 108 Riddell (1998) also argues that existing 

provisions for 'equality of treatment' is rendered ineffective by the fact that majority

minority relations are unequal to begin with: 

'Eq11alitJ1 in la111 prech1des discriv1illafion ef tlll)' ki11d; JJJbereas equality in fact Illa_)' illvolve the 11ecessi!J1 ef 
d[ffenmt treatme11t hi order to attai11 a rw1/t 1JJhich establishes al! eq11i/ib1i111JJ betJJJee/1 differellf sit11atio11s. It 

is easy to i111agi11e cases 1i1 1JJbicb eqtta!i(')' ef treat111mt ef tbe 111C!}o1it)1 a11d ef the 111inmi!J1 JJJbose sit11atioll al!d 

req11ire1JJeJ1ts are differmt JJ1011!d reSJtlt 1i1 zi1eq11alif_)1 in fact(. . .] the ecj1ta!itJ1 betJJJee11111eJJJbers qf tbe 111q,iolitJ1 

a11d qfthe 111i11ori(y llll!St be a11 ~ffective ge1111i11e eq11alit31 [e/Jlphasis added]. 109 

Affirmative action or positive action programmes, however, cannot on their own resolve the 

problem of exclusion, and for this reason, they need to be linked to a legislative, political and 

ideological framework concerned with policies outlawing racism while acknowledging 

multiculturalism, in producing socio-economic strategies and structural policies to ensure 

that the rights of minorities are met. Another problem with regard to preferential treatment 

106 Acton, Thomas. Land, People and Freedom. The Report of a Conference Held on 18 June 1997. National 
Council for Voluntary Organisations, London, 1998, p.7. 
w7 SHpra note 97, p.122. 
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lies in the difficulty of calculating the 'rates of compensation' that would adequately correct 

such imbalances of disadvantage. 110 How is it possible to find the right measure of 

compensation for a group which has suffered for centuries, yet at the same time, evoke fear, 

anger and mistrust? As will be shown in the next chapters, preferential treatment for the 

Roma has not always been welcome, particularly by right-wing extremists. 

1.10.4 Special Representation Rights 

\'v'heatley (1999) stresses the need for minority rights provision to contain a procedural 

aspect, which would allow the minority the right to participate in the decision-making 

processes. 111 Often defended as a response to the systemic disadvantages and barriers in the 

political process which effectively relegates minorities to the lowest position in society and 

makes it impossible for their views to be represented, the issue of special representation is 

viewed negatively as a corollary of self-government and is therefore viewed by states ,vith 

fear. 112 Self-government, however, has never been part of the Roma minority rights agenda, 

and an important factor to consider is the fact that Romanestan exists only in the hearts and 

minds of this diverse community. 

108 Edwards, John. Prifimwtial Treat111e11t a11d the Right to Eq11al Co11sidemtio11 in Cumper, Peter and \'vheatley, 
Steven. Minority Rights in the 'New' Europe. l<Juwer Law International, Dordrecht, 1999, pp.147-164, at 151. 
109 S11pm note 21, p.28, citing Poulter (1998). 
lltl S11pra note 108, 153. 
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1.11 'Differentiated Citizenship' for the Realisation of Minority Rights 

Citizenship is, according to de Witte (2000), frequently analysed in terms of entitlements and 

obligations it bestows upon the beneficiaries of such status. 113 It is both a practice which 

regulates the relationship of individuals to the bodies of governance to which they are 

subject, and, the 'bundles of rules which shape such practices of citizenship specify the 

powers, liabilities, rights and immunities' which hold between the ruler and the ruled. 114 The 

normative justification for this is the commitment to equal respect, which in the tradition of 

liberal contractualism of Rawls and Beitz, requires that social institutions can be justified in 

terms of their effects on 'all affected parties, citizens and non-citizens, influencing the 

institutions which in turn shape them'. 115 

Provisions for non-discrimination, polyethnic, special representation rights and preferential 

treatment for the socially excluded Roma minority can only be obtained through 

membership in a community that recognises the special identities and requirements of its 

members. The concept of a 'differentiated citizenship', as endorsed by Young (1989) is 

argued to be the 'best way to tackle the disadvantaged position of certain groups in society', 

and entails the provision of institutionalised means for the recognition and representation of 

oppressed groups, consisting of representation in political bodies, public funds for advocacy 

groups, veto rights over specific policies that affect groups directly, and group-differentiated 

111 Wheatley, Steven. MiJ101i(y Rights, PoJ11er Shan·11g and the J\lfodem De111ocmtic State in Cum per, Peter and \X7heatley, 
Steven. Minority Rights in the 'New' Europe. Kluwer Law International, Dordrecht, 1999, pp.199-216, at 200. 
112 Supra note 97, pp.31-32. 
113 De \'{litte, Bruno. Politics Vemts Lan, i11 the EU's Approach to Ethnic M.i1101ities. Robert Schuman Centre for 
Advanced Studies, RSC No.2000/4, pp.l-2. 
114 Supra note 26, p.107. 
l 15 Ibid. 
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policies such as language rights and cultural rights. 116 In regard to the Roma's social 

exclusion, the question then becomes: Is the E11ropea11 U11ioll able to provide the ('ype of citizenship 

and acco11;pa1!)1i17g 1ights and entitlements req11ired l?J, 1J1i110Jities? 

1.12 Confederal Consociationalism and the Kaleidoscopic Coexistence of Rights 

and Rights-Making Institutions in the European Union 

The European Union, in relation to the provision of rights for minorities, is what is known 

as a confederal consociationalist polity in terms of structure and operation. The concept of 

Confederal Consociationalism, as conceptualised by Stavridis (2001 ), Kincaid (1999), 

Tsinizelis and Chryssochoou (1998) posits that the current form and structure of the EU is a 

mix of both federal and confederal characteristics, and its operation determined by the need 

to achieve 'sufficient le-vels of decisional efficiency' by the elite. 117 

1.12.1 A Mix of Federal and Confederal Features 

Advocates of the Confederal Consociationalist model point to the 'ludicrous dispute'118 

between intergovernmentalists and supranationalists over the shape of the European Union, 

and point out that the reality of policy-making in the EU is such that there is an 

interrelationship between the two. 119 A union of both states and individuals, the vacillation 

between the two is determined by the type of policy in question, and by its organising 

principles of JlexibilitJ1, efficienry and de111ocm01, 

116 S11pra note 9, pp.161-162, citing Young (1989). 
117 S11pra note 6, p.84. 
118 S"pra note 4, p.13. 
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1.12.2 Rights-Making Institutions in the EU: Federal Characteristics 

Flexibility and Efficiency 

The move towards an EU citizenship, the source of emancipating rights for the socially 

excluded, was necessitated by the practical policy-making demands of functional 

integration, 120 and witnessed the 'merging of distinct culturally defined and politically 

organised units in some form of 'Union' to further certain common ends' 121 , as a next logical 

step following the processes of economic and political integration. 

Democracy 

The impetus for 'an ever closer union'122 is viewed as the catalyst for the creation of a 

supranational level of membership, which serves to provide an alternative conception of 

community and membership focused on civic and inclusive identity. In the developments 

leading to the Amsterdam Treaty, the need to foster some sense of European identity and 'to 

cultivate a shared sense of normative legitimacy of the European order, as consistent with 

the central norms and ideals of European democracies' were highlighted. 123 

119 S11pm note 4, pp.l 1-12. 
12o S11pm note 5, p.34. 
121 S11pm note 6, p.84. 
122 As stipulated in Article l of the EU Treaty, from Europa Glossary, sourced from the Internet, 
hrtp: / / curopa,cu.int/ scadplus/ler;/ en/cig"ig4000d.btrn (Accessed 3 September 2002). 
123 S11pm note 26, p. 106. 
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Externally, minority rights feature prominently in the EU's external policy agenda, 

particularly in its relations with Central and Eastern Europe. In terms of its development 

policy, its 1998 Communication stipulated a focus on democratisation, rule of law, respect 

for human rights, and good governance. 124 The European Council Meeting of June 1993 

incorporated political criteria to be complied with by countries aspiring to membership of 

the EU in ruling that 'membership requires that the candidate country has achieved stability 

of institutions guaranteeing democracy, rule of la\v, human rights and respect far t1Jld protection if 

1J1inoiities. 125 

Indeed, the simultaneous preoccupation with fundamental rights, citizenship and rights of 

minorities is a reflection of the supranational entity's concerns about the development of the 

Union, that is, the desire to create a European identity 'over and above the utilitarian benefits 

associated with the development of the EU',126 which was designed to inculcate a sense of 

belonging to this new de11Jocratic and rights-consciotts polity. 

1.13 Confederal Features of Rights Policy-Maldng in the EU 

' ... co11federal coJ1sociatio11 refers to the 111ergi11g of disti11ct c11/t11ral/J' defined aJld political!} 01ga11ised 1mits i11 

Sollie fom1 of 'U11io11' to f111ther ce,tai11 co111111011 ends, 1vitho11t either losi1tg their se11se of fo17J1ing collective 

11atio11al ide11tities or resig11i11g their i11divid11al sovereig11tJ1 to a higher ce11tra/ a11tho1if)1'. 127 

124 The Courier. Green Paper 011 &latio11s Beh/lee11 the EU a11d the ACP Co1111hies 011 the Eve qf the 21" Ce11f111J'. Dossier 
No. 162, 1997, pp.7-26. 
125 Supra note 113, pp.3-4. 
tz1, .S'Hpra note 9, p.157 
127 Supra note 6, p.84. 
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A 'confederation' is a term applied to a union qf states, ,vhich is less binding in character than 

a federation. Confederal Consociationalism suggests that European integration is 'not about 

the subordination of states to a higher central authority which possesses a monopoly of law-

making and law-enforcing power', but rather is about 'the preservation of those state 

qualities that allow the participating entities to survive as separate collectivities, whilst 

engaging themselves in a polity-formation process that increasingly transforms the traditional 

f . . h 't?s patterns o 1nteract1ons amongst t em . " Therefore, despite the creation of a federal 

citizenship in the EU, Member-State citizenship continues to exist, and it is this co-existence 

between the federal and the confederal that is commonly referred to as 'joint sovereignty'. 129 

In this sense, with citizenship being the source of rights in a political community, it would 

appear that the co-existence of supranational and national citizenship would have the 

capacity to award their members a multiple number of rights. 

1.14 A Kaleidoscopic Catalogue of Minority Rights for Roma in the EU 

The co-existence of Member State and supranational citizenship suggests that there is also a 

co-existence of rights made available on both intergovernmental and supranational levels. It 

would therefore appear that in the EU, the Roma could avail themselves of the rights and 

provisions currently in existence. 

At the supranational level, Treaty provisions, directives, resolutions, and social policies are 

the main sources of rights in the EU. In relation to non-discrimination rights, Article 6 (1) of 

the EU Treaty stipulates that the Union is founded on 'the principles of liberty, democracy, 

128 Supra note 6, pp.95-96. 
129 S11pra note 6, p.85. 
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respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms and the rule of law'. 130 In June 1997, 

Article 13 of the Amsterdam 'f reaty enabled the Council of Europe to 'take appropriate 

action to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, 

disability, age or sexual orientation'. 131 'fhe EU Chmter ef F1111da/lle!ltal PJghts can also be 

invoked when violations of minority rights take place. 

On the Member-State level, access to rights stipulated in constitutional, and international 

and· regional human rights law can be obtained. Non-discrimination and equality of 

treatment are fundamental principles in both international and human rights law, to which 

Member States are signatory. Articles 1 and 55 of the Charter of the United Nations and 

Article 2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights have established the universal 

applicability of these principles, 132 and these principles have thereafter been reinforced and 

extended in other international and regional human rights instruments. 

Member-State constitutional law and domestic legislation are also important sources of 

rights for minorities on the intergovernmental level. 133 As the primary responsibility for 

ensuring the provision of minority 1-ights fall on national governments, provisions in the 

fields of education, culture, language can be obtained from these sources. 

'fhe prejudice suffered by the Roma in the legal sphere can also be remedied by the equal 

access to judicial remedy, and in the EU, the Roma are in principle entitled to services by 

1311 Supra note 113,, pp.3-4. 
131 Supra note 113, p.2. 
132 S1tpra note 21, p.9. 
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both the European Court of Justice by virtue of their EU citizenship, or the European Court 

of Human Rights, on the basis of their Member State citizenship. 

1. 15 Limitations of Rights Decision-Making in the EU : 

Confederal Consociationalist Decision-Making 

'111 esse11ce, 1\1aastricht has created a ll/eSJ)' iJ1StitJttio11al set-11p }])/Jere EU i11stit11tio11s a11d the v1eJJJber states 

i11te171Ji11gle i11 110 less tha11 tl/Jelll)'-!ltlle differe11t legislative proced!fres, depe11di11g 011 the polio, area a11d the 

,b1llar i11 q11estio11 '134 

1.15.1 Principle of Subsidiarity 

Article 7 of the Amsterdam Treaty provided for the suspension of the voting of member 

states that were 'in serious and persistent breach' of the principles espoused in Article 6 of 

the Maastricht Treaty, which refer to the state's treatment of its citizens. 135 The difficulty in 

enforcing the EU's power in this regard however, lies in the fact that its implementation is 

determined by the principle of subsidiarity. 136 The European Community was established in 

1957 as a framework for promoting economic cooperation and integration, with peace and 

prosperity as the underlying purpose for integration. \'v'hile the Preamble to the Treaty of 

Rome identifies the improvement of the living and working conditions of the citizens of the 

Member States as 'the essential objective of the Community', this was largely perceived as a 

133 Forbes, Ian. Instit11tio11alisi11g A11ti-Disc1i111i11c1tio11 i11 Em·ope in Hargreaves, Alec and Leaman, Jeremy (eds) .. 
Racism, Ethnicity and Politics in Contemporarv Europe. Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd;, Aldershot and 
Brookfield, l 995, pp.192-208, at 201-205. 
rn St!f>m note 6, p.94. 
135 Dick, Leonard. B11ildi1,g a H111va11 Rights Chmte,: Europe, April 2000, p.4. 
136 Bellamy, Richard. The 'Right to Ha/le Rights': Citize11Ship Pmctiee a11d the Political Co11stit11tio11 of the E11ropea11 U11io11. 
ESRC, "One Europe or Several" Programme, Working Paper 25/01, 2001, p.26. 
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logical consequence of market integration, a reflection of the evolutionary stage of 

'subsidiarity'. 137 

The EU is not a signatory to the European Convention on Human Rights, and therefore the 

Commission of Human Rights in Strasbourg is not competent to examine complaints of the 

law and administrative acts of the Community. In terms of international texts and 

declarations relevant to minority protection, there is no provision in the TEU confers on the 

Community institutions any general power to enact rules or conclude international 

Conventions. 138 There is also a risk of parallel but different decisions between ECJ and 

ECHR. Any judicial remedy offered by the ECJ must relate only to direct and individual 

concern. 

1.15.1 Minority Rights a fausse querrelle 

Gilbert (1996) 139 enumerates the following as the main areas of debate with regard to the 

provision of rights for minorities in international human rights law. The first involves the 

definition and classification of minorities. The second problem is related to whether 

minority rights belong to the minority group or to its individual members. The third deals 

,vith the question of whether minority rights are human rights. Finally, the fourth issue deals 

with the question of whether legally justiciable rights are adequate on their own for the 

provision of rights for minorities. 

137 Konstadinidis, Stratos. A People's Europe: Tuning a Concept Into Content. EC/International Law Porum 
3, University of Bristol, Ashgate, Brookfield and Vermont, pp.29-30. 
13s S11pm note 14 7, p.160. 
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Definition and Classification of Minorities 

The first obstacle in minority rights recognition is the difficulty in identifying who the 

recipient is. There is no universally agreed definition of a 'minority', and defining the term 

has been avoided by international law whenever possible. According to Gilbert (1996), while 

the existence of individual human brings and states are 'axiomatic' in international law, 'the 

existence of human groups is problematic'. 140 Thornberry (1991) adds that a pretence of 

lawmakers has been to treat the minority question as a philosophy of assimilation, and that 

'the failure to formalise a definition, to give it legal status by inscription in a text, is a failure 

of ,vill, born not of a failure to understanding the world, but of a refusal to do so'. 141 

The weakness of international law in identifying the recipient of minority rights is in stark 

contrast to the power given to the state or the 'dominant population' in imposing 'minority 

status' on groups. Strict numerical, 'differentness', and loyalty criteria, however, are imposed 

by states. 

First, a minority group must constitute a sufficient number to be recognised as a distinct part 

of society. 142 There is in most cases an absence of data on ethnic groups, and any available 

data is often manipulated by political considerations. According to Liegeois (1998), in most 

Member States, 'all terminology relating to ethnicity has disappeared from official 

administrative vocabulary' and cannot thus be used in census forms. 143 It is also reported by 

139 S11pm note 19, p.161. 
140 .fopm note 19, pp.161-162. 
141 S11pm note 65, p.7. 
142 S11pm note 19, p. 167. 
143 Srrpm note 13, p.34. 
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the ERRC that the inactivity of governments in gathering and generating public data on the 

situation of the Roma is defended on grounds that producing such data is 'illegal' .144 

In addition, some members of the Roma minority do not declare themselves as Roma, to 

avoid being labelled, or 'out of caution learned over centuries of persecution'. Therefore, it 

is often the case that numbers recorded in most states with regard to their Roma population 

are representative only of 'visible' Roma. 

Second, members of a minority group must be able to show identifiable and uniform group 

features. 145 The fixation on 'differentness' in identifying the Roma from non-Roma is made 

difficult by the fact that culture and identity have become increasingly permeable, 'in the face 

of unprecedented translocal flmvs of capital, labour, people, goods, technology and media 

images', an argument put forward by Caglar (1997). 146 Indeed there now exist members of 

the Roma community ,vho do not fit the stereotyped image of a poor and uneducated Roma, 

such as Ian Hancock, the only Roma representative at the United States Holocaust Memorial 

Council. 

Finally, the greatest challenge faced by minority groups in realising their group-specific rights 

lies in the fact that 'national minority', in minority rights law, stipulates that only to those 

groups whose members are citizens or nationals of the state may be entitled rights. 

Citizenship is an important factor in determining the enjoyment of rights under existing 

144 .fopm note 66, p.32. 
i4s Ibid. 
146 Caglar, Ayse. H_ypbenated Ide11tities and tbe Li111its of 'Clt!tm"l1' in Modood, Tariq and Werbner, Pnina (eds). The 
Politics of.i\folciculturalism in the New Europe. Zed Books, London, 1997, pp.169-183, at 169. 
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instruments. 147 However, the concession of citizenship is a State prerogative, and access to 

citizenship continues to be difficult for the Roma, a group whose members straddle national 

boundaries. 

While there is no official definition of minority rights available in international law, the 

definition set out below, formulated by UN Rapporteur Capotorti, is commonly invoked, 

and this contains reference to 'nationals' of states: 

'a groNp 1111111e1icalb1 bife1ior to the rest of the popNlatio11 of the state, iH a non-do111ina11t position, 1Phose 

111e11Jbers - be1i1g 11atio11als of the State - possess eth11ic, religio11s or linguistic characte1istics diffe1i11gfiv111 

those o/ the rest o/ the pop11latio11 a11d shmv, if 011b1 i1JljJ!icitb, a sense of solidaJi-!)• directed to1J!ards preserving 

their c11/t11re, traditions, religion or lang11age'. 148 

Individual vs Group-Specific Rights Debate 

A large number of states argue that as long as the diptych equality in law and prohibition of 

discrimination is enforced, it is unnecessary to add 'minority rights' to a catalogue of existing 

human rights. The concept of 'benign neglect' argues that individual rights already allow for 

the accommodation of differences, and that 'true equality' requires rights for each individual 

regardless of culture, ethnicity or race. In this vein, the range of addressing and 

implementing the rights of minorities is confined within the limits of individual rights. 149 

Proponents of minority rights such as Kymlicka (1995), however, posit that the tradition 

doctrine of human rights often do not given any answer to the question of what rights to 

147 Estabcncz, 1Vfaria and Gal, I<inga. I,,;p/e111e11ti11g the Fra111e1vork Co11ve11tio11 for the Pmtedio11 ef National 1Wi1101ities 
Fle11sb11rg, Ge1711t11!)' 12 to 14 J1111e 1998. European Centre for Minority Issues, ECMI Report No.3, August 1999, 
p.21. 
148 S11pm note 21, p.7. 
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provide minorities with, and that the decision-making process is often left at the hands of 

the majority. 150 Recognising the rights of minorities, however, does not require abandoning 

traditional human rights policy, but rather supplementing it. Kymlicka adds that a 

comprehensive theory of justice in a state consisting of different ethnic and cultural groups 

should include 'both 1111iversal rights assigned to individuals regardless of group membership, 

and certaingro1rp-differe11tiC1ted rights of 'special status' for minority'. 151 

\vhlle it is acknO\vledged that individuals belonging to the Roma minority may move from 

one group to another, they continue to be regarded to typify the unpleasant characteristics 

attributed to their group and as the same time as 'exceptions' to the general rule. According 

to Tajfel (1978), the breaking of barriers for some did not necessarily result in the breaking 

of barriers for the minority group as a whole, or the elimination of widespread prejudice. 152 

Indeed, the 'assimilation of the few' does not necessarily 'solve the problems for the many'. 

Are Minority Rights Human Rights? 

Nlinority rights are part of a wider discourse of human rights, but the distinction lies in the 

fact that minority rights contain specific features that are of relevance to minorities. In this 

case, traditional human rights is supplemented by special group-differentiated rights for 

minorities. 153 Wbile it is a firm belief by advocates of liberalism that different cultural or 

ethnic identities can flourish in the private sphere, advocates of minority rights argue that 

J4,9 S//pmnote 97,p.109. 
15n Srtpra note 97, p.5. 
151 S1tpra note 97, p.6. 
152 S1tpra note 103, pp.14-16. 
153 Srtpra note 97, p.6. 
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there are times when racial, ethnic and national identity should not be thought of as only a 

· 154 private matter. 

In the situation of the Roma minority, it must be understood that what is advocated is a set 

of rights that are, in most cases, provided to most members of mainstream society and are 

therefore not unique to the needs of the Roma. J ary (1999) cites Len Doyal and Ian Gough's 

A Thwy ofH11111a11 Need (1991) in arguing that 'all human beings have basic needs that cannot 

be reduced to cultural preferences'155, such as access to education, accommodation and social 

security. 

1.16 The Roma : A Sui Generis Group 

Just as there are difficulties recognising and providing rights to minorities in the European 

Union as a result of the complex decision-making process which requires the sharing of 

competences between Member States and supranational institutions, and also as a result of 

idiosyncrasies in international human rights lav-r which prove reluctant to recognise 

minorities and their rights, another source of difficulty for rights policy-makers is the nature 

of the minority group whose rights they are advocating. First, to endorse the rights of a 

minority group, there must exist a certain level of unity among its members. Second, the 

group in question must be seen to be willing to have a voice in order for their demands to be 

heard, and this requires articulating their demands vis-a-vis their host society. Third, the 

154 Spinner, Jeff. The Boundaries of Citizenship: Race. Ethnicity and Nationality in the Liberal State. John 
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and London, 1994, pp.3-4. 
155 Jary, David. Citizenship a!ld H11111a11 Rights - Pa1tic11/ar a11d U!liversal lf?'or/ds a/Id the Prospects far Enropea!l 
Citizenship in Smith, Dennis and Wright, Sue (eds). \X'hose Europe? The Turn Towards Democracy. Blackwell 
and Sociological Review, Oxford, 1999, pp.207-231, at 215-216. 
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group must be able to attract political attention and influence the decision of policy-makers. 

Finally, in demanding for the reversal of the process of social exclusion affecting them, the 

minority group must be able to prove that eliminating exclusion would enable them to regain 

their identity as a group and their place in society. It will, however, be pointed out that the 

Roma have difficulty meeting these important criteria vital in the recognition of their rights. 

Each criterion and its application to the situation of the Roma will now be discussed in turn. 

1.16.1 Lack of Solidarity Among the Roma 

'a 111ost dis1111ited a11d ill-defl11ed people possessi11g a co11ti11t1ity mtber than a co1111111111i(y ef c11!tttre'156 

Nlinority rights provision for the Roma is a daunting task, taking into account the fact that 

there is no central unifying nexus among this highly fragmented group that would designate 

them as a 'people' and therefore a collective bearer of rights. Unlike the Jews and their 

Zionist dream which sustained them throughout a 2,000 year diaspora, 'no religious faith or 

body of literature unites, through time and space' the Roma. Indeed, it is problematic to 

refer to the Roma as a 'people', given the fact that no word in their vocabulary designates 

them as a whole. 157 In fact, the German Sinti are known to cooperate with German 

immigration authorities in expelling immigrant or refugee Roma back to Central and Eastern 

E 158 urope. 

156 Acton, Thomas. Gypsy Politics and Social Change. Routledge and Keagan Paul, London, 197 4, p.4. 
157 S11pra note 29, p.17 5. 
158 Patrin. The Right to be Different. The Patrin \X'eb Journal, sourced from the Internet, 
wysiwyg://88//htrp://209.1.224.11/Paris/5121/different.htm (Accessed 26 October 2000). 
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The idea of 'Romanestan' was used more as an emotive symbol of brotherhood than any 

aspiration to nationhood and territoriality, promulgated by the World Romani Congress in 

1971 to introduce a form of Zionist zeal, but was immediately abandoned due to the 

controversy over whether the idea of a 'nation state' was either wanted or appropriate. 

Members of the Roma minorities have also shown antipathy towards any notion of Roma 

nationalism, espoused mainly by academics such as Grattan Puxon. 159 Citing Acton (1974), 

Hawes and Perez argue that those espousing such ideas to influence policy makers are likely 

to be literate. However, 'the illiterate nomad by the roadside is protected by his very 

isolation from the psychic oppression of a host society which considers him inferior'. 

Figure 1. The Romani Flag: 160 

The World Romani Congress has adopted a Romani flag during the 1971 conference in London. The 

flag comprises of blue and green traditional colours with a red wheel in the centre. Blue represents 

'the blue sky and the heavens, green is the land, organic and growing'. Blue symbolizes eternal 

159 Supra note 29, p.174. 
WI Rishi, \X!R. Ro111a11i Natio11a/is111, Flag a11d A11the111. Sourced from the Internet, http:/ lwww.rnrnani.ort,/rishi / 
romanthm.html (Accessed 13 August 2002). 
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spiritual values, while green represents earthly Yalues. The wheel in the centre symbolises movement 

and progress. 

1.16.2 Self Imposed Seclusion and Non-Conformity 

The trmd fOJJJards differentiation efte11 represe11ts, socialb• and politicalb1, a njectio11 of the status qtto !!)• 

gro1tps JJJ/Jich see the111selves as separate and sodalb1 disadua11taged. Om 11111st 110! overlook the effects that the 

P!J'chological stattts o/ 111zi10Jities has 011 the ideas o/ perso11al JJJotth a11d dig11i('y, 011 the selfi111age a11d self 

respect of their i11divid11al 111e11Jbers.'161 

The Roma's propensity to maintain their separateness and perceived antipathy to their 

surroundings makes any attempt to give political voice to this minority group difficult. The 

group's self-imposed seclusion is perceived as a threat by non-Roma, and the barrier erected 

by the former has indeed made it easier for members of the majority 'to justify and continue 

oppressive measures against a group which actively avoided accepting or conforming to the 

norms of European society'. 162 Social psychological approaches to understanding minorities 

point to their tendency to withdraw from society at large to protect aspects of their lives 

which matter to them. 163 Apartheid, from a non-racist perspective, is adopted by the Roma 

to ensure their survival as a distinct entity. 

Withdrawal is indeed often realised in the form of cultural, psychological and in some cases, 

physical insulation from society, and can be attributed to efforts of self-preservation from 

increasing pressures of the surrounding society, as well as to the self-image of the minority 

group in relation to their relations with the non-Roma majority. As victims of persecution, 

161 S,tpra note 103, pp.6-7. 
162 Supra note 24, p. 10. 
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the Roma's propensity to avoid interacting with the majority is a major defining 

characteristic of the minority group. 

1.16.3 Lack of Political Weight 

Despite the awareness of the catalogue of atrocities committed to minority groups in the 

world, including the acceptance of events witnessing the ethnic cleansing of the Jews in the 

Second World \-X!ar and the compensation for its victims, the Roma as a persecuted minority 

has not attracted such moral and political attention. It is important to note that, as 

previously mentioned in this Chapter, the Roma ,vere also victims of the Holocaust. 

However, it is clear that the group has not been shown the same level of remorse and 

sympathy as the Jews. 

In fact, more than ever, stereotyped images of the Roma are used to justify their 

marginalised place in European society. The diffusion of stereotyped and aggravating images 

of the Roma, particularly during elections, inevitably creates a cause-and-effect phenomenon, 

'pounding on odd scraps of information which vary with the general mood of the time', 

which are often exaggerated and presented back to the public as 'universal truth, and the 

public finds within them a confirmation of its existing opinion'. 164 

1.16.4 Reversal of Exclusion Results in Further Exclusion 

163 Supra note 103, p.13. 
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Hawes and Perez (l 995) ask -what would happen 'if some measure of exclusionary 

opposition is a necessary condition for the maintenance of the Gypsy identity?'. 165 Indeed, 

the dilemma involved in promoting the rights of the Roma by advocating minority rights to 

reverse the process of social exclusion lies in the fact that exclusion has become an 

important part of Roma identity and how they deal with society. Would the provision of the 

rights set out in the previous sections solve the root problems of xenophobia and racism 

that is responsible for the voluntary withdrawal of the Roma? 

The Roma is indeed a s11t geJJens minority group whose marginalised position urgently 

requires a response from governments. \Vith their incorporation into the European fold, it 

would be interesting to see what becomes of their position in society. In response to the 

question set at the title of this chapter, 'Is Europe Listening?', it would be answered that 

recent developments in tl1e EU have had the effect of making policy makers hear the silent 

sound of the Roma' s 'weeping violins'. How tlus translates to 'listening' is a different story. 

164 S11pm note 13, p.48. 
165 Slipm note 29, p.152. 
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Conclusion 

Recent developments in the European Union have triggered a simultaneous preoccupation 

,vith the question of social inclusion and concern about the development of the EU as a 

democratic and rights-conscious polity. In its external agenda, the EU has been able to 

demonstrate great prowess in championing the rights of minorities. In its internal agenda, 

the creation of an EU citizenship as an additional tier of membership has given the EU a 

new role which is traditionally the sovereign prerogative of Member States. 

The Roma has recently been recognised as a 'true European minority', after centuries of 

persecution and oppression, which has reduced their position in society to that of social 

exclusion. Marginalised in all spheres of public life, their situation in Europe has remained 

relatively unchanged since the time of their arrival in the 14th century. The inconsistencies 

between the democratised and humanitarian image Europe promotes and the existence of a 

large group of people denied of the basic of rights have made it urgent for the EU to act. 

The creation of an EU citizenship has created a multitude of tiers, decision-makers and 

rights in the European polity, providing an inclusive and civic arena in which marginalised 

sectors of society can articulate their demands and interests. However, the process of rights 

decision-making is one of complexity, particularly as it relates to the EU, minorities and the 

Roma. 
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With regard to the decision-making process in the European Union, the organising 

principles of efficiency, flexibility and democracy are counterbalanced with a multilayered 

institutional structure and a decision-making process governed by the notion of subsidiarity. 

A confederal union, the EU is primarily a union of states, and with the field of minority 

rights treated as an internal matter, legislation is placed within the jurisdiction of the Member 

States. The nature of existing arrangements in the EU is such that citizenship as the 'right to 

have rights' is difficult to realise at the supranational levels by minority groups such as the 

Roma. 

The recognition and provision of minority rights is also made difficult by the reality that 

minority rights does not exist in international human rights law. States are the only groups 

and collectivities recognised in the international arena, and as minorities and the issue of 

minority rights are vie,ved as a threat to their security and sovereignty, minorities do not 

enjoy any protection in international law. 

The third source of difficulty for the EU in recognising the rights of the Roma lies in the 

unique characteristics of the group as candidate for rights entitlement. \'vithdrawn, 

politically inactive and with exclusion having become an important part of their identity and 

the way they relate with society, theoretically, the provision of rights designed to reverse 

tl1eir social exclusion would have the effect of removing their only defence against the 

society that continues to oppress them. 

The developments in the ElJ externally and internally have placed the issue of minority 

rights and the Roma's social exclusion to the fore. \X'hile their marginalisation continues, 
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their incorporation into the European society has enabled the recognition of their status as a 

'true European minority', which in turn has the potential of being translated into 'rights'. 
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Chapter II. Social Exclusion and Membership in the People's Europe~ 

European Union Citizenship as Vehicle For Minority Rights Provision 

2.1 Introduction 

'In a f11nctio11al!J1 ever JJJore dijferentiated society, an ever greater m1111ber of persons acqttire an ever 

/m;ger 11t1mber qf rights of access to and pa1ticipatirm in an ever greater 11tt1JJber of sttb[)'Stems, be 

these lllarkets, factories and places of 11;01-k, government offices, cot11ts and standing ar1J1ies, schools 

and hospitals, theatres and 111t1se11111s, imtmmce, p11blic services and goods, political associations and 

p11b!ic co1mm111ities, !Jledia, political pmties, or parliaments. For each individttal the mrmber of 
JJJemberships in 012cmizatio11s therefore 11i1tltiples1 and the range of option expands. '166 

Europe in the 1990s has witnessed the metamorphosis of the European Union from a 

common market to a rights-conscious entity, a federal union responsive to the needs of its 

citizens. \v'ith the automatic incorporation of Member State subjects into the federal realm 

in line with the functionalist project of 'an ever closer Europe', the supranational entity for 

the first time assumed a role that is by tradition exclusive to sovereign states. In addition, the 

deepening and widening process of integration has also inevitably placed on the European 

Union the burden of dealing with the neglected issues of minorities and their social 

exclusion in the fifteen Member States, a task it is required to fulfil to give credibility to its 

image as a staunch defender of minority rights, democracy and the rule of law in its external 

relations. 

166 Vertovcc, Steve cites Jurgen Habermas (1994) in 1Wi1101i/_J' Associatio11s1 Neh/lorks a11d P11blic Policies: Re-assessing 
relatio11sbips. Journal of Ethnic and Jvii1,,>racion Studies.January 1999, Vol. 25, pp.21-42. 
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Endowed with political power and unlimited resources, the European Union demonstrates 

great potential in providing an answer to the 'minority question' and solution to the problem 

of social exclusion. Through the creation of a supranational citizenship supplementing 

national legal membership, the EU provides an additional arena in which the concerns and 

interests of marginalised groups in society can be articulated. Existing political arrangements 

of co-determination and joint-sovereignty between the supranational entity and the Member 

States also necessarily implies the co-existence of rights and benefits available to citizens, 

thereby increasing the range of resources available to them. The peripheral position of 

neglected groups such as the Roma community can therefore potentially be rectified by 

virtue of their absorption into the democratic federal Union. 

Despite the European Union's capacity to respond to the politically volatile question of 

minority rights, the same political arrangements that have enhanced its position vis-a-vis its 

Member States have also inevitably imposed strict limitations on the supranational entity's 

competence in the field of internal minority rights provision. A confederal institution that is 

federally-driven but which operates in a consociational manner, the European Union is 

constrained by existing arrangements which places minority rights 'Within the jurisdictional 

competences of the Member States. As the nature of minority rights is perceived as a threat 

to the existing political order, and the marginalised position of the Roma an unquestioned 

reality in inter-group relations in European society, efforts by the supranational institutions 

to provide a solution to the problems of the Roma minority are ,veakened. 
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A weakened position does not, however, necessarily imply a fruitless effort, and despite its 

limitations, the creation of a Union citizenship and the emphasis it places on human and 

minority rights has served to highlight the neglected issues of minorities and social exclusion. 

With the European Union still evolving, it continues to demonstrate great potential in 

advancing the cause of the oppressed. 

2.2 Chapter Structure 

This chapter attempts to provide an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of EU 

citizenship in minority rights provision using the confederal consociationalist perspective, as 

championed by Stavridis (2001) 167 Kincaid (1999) 168 and Tsinizelis and Chryssochoou 

(1998)1 69 The confederal consociationalist model moves away from the intergovernmentalist

supranationalist debate, and explains why decision-making in the EU, particularly in the field 

of minority rights provision, is a mixture of both supranational and intergovernmental 

processes. The model suggests that citizenship in the EU, a source of rights for minorities 

and the inevitable consequence or 'spillover' effect of economic and political integration, is 

placed within a confederal quasi-constitutional order where the 111od11s operandi is characterised 

by flexibility, efficiency, democracy and most importantly, nation-state sovereignty. 

Divided into four specific sections, the first section of this chapter revisits the previous 

chapter to discuss the endemic problem of social exclusion in the EU, and the unique status 

of the Roma in European society. This is to be followed by a discussion on the 

167 S11pm note 4. 
168 S,tpm note 5. 
169 S1tpm note 6. 
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emancipating potential EU membership brings in rectifying the injustices committed to this 

marginalised community. In line with the confederal consociationalist perspective, the 

impetus for 'an ever closer union' will be viewed as the catalyst for the creation of a 

supranational level of membership, a necessary side-effect of economic and political 

integration intended to contribute to the development of the Member States, but which at 

the same time also serves to provide an alternative conception of community and 

membership focused on civic and inclusive identity. 

Coexisting with Member State citizenship, the rights and duties derived from EU 

membership will be viewed as a reflection of the Union's commitment to democracy and 

diversity, coupled with the demands of enlargement and its external obligations. The capacity 

and competence of the supranational institutions of the European Parliament, European 

Commission and the European Court of Justice in the provision of rights relating to non

discrimination, preferential treatment, polyethnicity and self-representation will then be 

examined. 

The third section of this chapter focuses on the limitations of EU citizenship in minority 

rights provision on three levels: consociationalist decision-making, international minority 

rights regime, and the sub-national. With regard to the decision-making process in the 

European Union, it will be argued that while the dictates of federalism have served as an 

impetus for the creation of citizenship and rights recognition in the EU, and indeed 

continues to provide the inspiration behind the continued progress of the integration 

process, the mode of operation remains tightly controlled by the Member-States. The 

confederal consociationalist perspective on the decision-making process in the EU will be 
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used to explain that the functional division of jurisdictional competences was designed to 

allow the supranational institutions of the EU power to take action only in areas which 

cannot sufficiently be dealt with by the Member States. 

Intergovernmentalist arguments against the European Union's intervention in the field of 

minority rights, which falls within the sovereign jurisdiction of the Member States, will then 

be discussed to explain their decision not to allow the supranational institutions capacity to 

legislate on minority issues. Issues of legitimacy, democratic deficit and the contribution of 

the dictates of integration itself to the process of social exclusion are often highlighted, and 

each of these issues will be examined. 

On another level, viewed from the perspective of international human rights law, it will be 

argued that reluctance towards minority rights recognition and provision is a problem that is 

not unique to the EU. It ·would rather be posited that such indifference towards the social 

exclusion of minorities is a reflection of the salience of the sovereign state in the 

international arena, which makes the existence of 'actors beyond the State' problematic. 

Indeed, existing provisions in international and regional law regarding the rights of 

minorities are weak in terms of contents and enforcement, while criteria laying out the 

conditions for rights entitlement and eligibility are often draconian in nature. 

Finally, on the sub-state level, the nature of relations between 'mainstream' society and the 

Roma community will be examined, paying particular attention to the stti genelis nature of this 

minority group. Acknmvledging the persistence of racism and prejudice to explain 

oppressive actions towards the Roma, this chapter will also cite the group's peripheral status 
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in the political system, as well as their mistrust of the majority and ambivalent attitude to 

integration as an obstacle to the realisation of their status as full participating members of 

society. In a sense, prejudiced and stereotypical images of the Roma are reinforced in 

majority-minority interactions. 

The fourth section of this chapter seeks to compare the European Union's internal capacity 

with its external competence in minority rights provision for the Roma community. There 

are clear inconsistencies in the European Union's actions between these two areas, with the 

European Union exercising full power in minority rights protection in its enlargement 

agenda and external relations. The confederal consociationalist model's focus on the 

concept of subsidiarity "\¥'ill be given particular attention when making this comparison. 

This chapter will end with the conclusion that while in form and structure, membership in 

the European Union through citizenship may appear to offer minorities such as the Roma 

opportunities to reverse the process of social exclusion, it is constrained by the very 

foundations which have led to its creation. The federalist drive towards integration seeks 

both to enhance and weaken the position of the supranational institutions of the European 

Union vis-a-vis the fifteen Member States, while its aim to preserve the sovereignty and 

prerogative powers of statehood is consistent throughout its evolution. The confederalist 

and consociationalist tendencies of the federalist project that is the EU inevitable leads to 

the detriment of the question of minority rights within the supranational polity. 
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2.3 Exclusion in 'An Ever Closer Union"170 

'tbe prob/ell/ is 110 longer simpb1 011e of i11eq11i-rJ1 betJJJee11 tbe top and botto111 of the social scale (. .. 7 b11t also 

011e o/ tbe dista!lce 1vithi11 society, betJJJee/1 those 1vho are active 111e111bers and those 1JJho are forced toJJJards the 

fli11ges (. .. ] 171 

170 S11pra note 1, p.164. As stipulated in the Treaty of Rome, founding treaty of the European Union 
171 S11pm note 17, p.137. The author cites the Council of Europe's J\ledi,1111 term action progra111111e to co11tro/ exc/11sio11 
and prolllofe so!idmity. (COM (93) 435). 
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The European Union, treated as a confederal consociationalist entity172, has been plagued by 

both dynamism and paralysis in recent years in relation to the volatile issue of minority rights 

and its position in the integration process. With the creation and establishment of a 

supranational citizenship as a supplement to national citizenship, the EU has, in form, 

become a federal union, endowing its subjects with a catalogue of rights, and responding to 

the needs of its citizens in a manner that is similar to the way fifteen Member States 

responded to theirs. Despite the existence of dual citizenship in the EU guaranteeing 

membership and rights to all, there exists a community of around two million173, scattered 

among the fringes of the Member States, who are yet to receive citizenship status at the 

national and supranational level, and who are yet to receive the benefits of incorporation 

into the humanitarian and democratic European polity despite having resided in Europe 

since the fourteenth century. Relations between the majority and the Roma are often tainted 

with the image of the minority group as 'dirty social parasites' 174, also known as the 'pariah 

syndrome', and such negative images are often invoked to justify their exclusion from 

society. 

According to Spicker (1997), 'exclusion' is a concept that denotes an absence of social 

relationships and moral obligations towards others, and the failure of people to integrate into 

solidaristic social networks, leaving the 'marginal' sectors of society 'alienated from the 

dominant social context'. 175 In the European context, the status and situation of 

marginalised groups or individuals, who are ·viewed as 'cracks appearing in the social 

172 S11pra note 4. 
173 Figures provided by the European Roma Rights Centre, at http:/ /errc.ott; and Liegeois, Jean-Pierre. School 
Provision for Ethnic Minorities: The Gypsy Paradigm. Interface Collection, University of Hertfordshire Press, 
Hertfordshire, 1998, p.176. 
174 S11pra note 43. 
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fabric', 176 are related to disadvantage, deprivation or socially undesirable circumstances, and 

such conditions are reflected primarily in their levels of income, health, education, access to 

services and housing. Among the Roma community in the European Union at present, there 

is an alarming resurgence of homelessness, urban crises, ethnic tension with 'mainstream' 

society, rising long-term unemployment, and persistent high levels of poverty, adding to the 

extensive historical catalogue of atrocities committed against them. 

2.4 Minority Rights for the Roma Community in the EU 

Th11s JJJe 111ight i11c/11de tit s11ch ~11oral' claillls, the lights to coll!pensation for past har/J/ and the rights to the 

enhance111mt ef eqttal opp01t1111ities 1J1ade IJJ 1 111ino1ity gro11ps JPhich are not specific m01tgh to find a legal 

channel, b11t }}}hich, beca11Se ef their alleged eno1,11itJ1, SI/ch as 'racis1J1' and 'oppression', appear to have 111oral 

!Peight'. r 11 

According to Liegeois (1998) 178, policies towards the Roma have always constituted in one 

form or another a 'negation of the people and their culture', and that policies towards the 

community can be broadly grouped in the three categories of exc!ttsio11, co!ltai11me11t and 

assiv1i!atio11. Oppressed and subjugated in the spheres of politics, economics, culture and law 

and order, the Roma do not know of any other role to assume in which to relate to 

'mainstream' society, except through their accepted role as victims and passive recipient of 

mistreatment by the majority. 

175 S11pra note 17, p.135. 
176 S1pra note 17, p.136. 
177 S1pra note 108, p. 151. 
178 S1pra note 18, p.36. 
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In an enlightened era in contemporary Europe, the status and situation of the Roma is an 

anomaly, an aberration from accepted norms of democracy, rule of law, human rights and 

respect for and protection of JJJi1101ities. 179 Finding politically defensible and viable answers, and 

devising a fair and workable solution to the social exclusion of the Roma are indeed two of 

the greatest challenges facing the European Union at the present time. Provisions for non

discrimination, polyethnic, special representation rights and preferential treatment to remedy 

the exclusion and marginalisation of the Roma in the spheres of politics, economics, culture, 

and public law and order are urgently required, and these can undoubtedly only be obtained 

through membership of a community that recognises the special identities and requirements 

of its members. 

2.5 The Status of Citizenship and Minority Rights in the EU 

2.5.1 Concern for Human and Minority Rights in the EU 

Traditionally in the EU, any reference to social exclusion is limited to selection criteria which 

are defined by working patterns, and concern is generally restricted to access or non-access 

to the job market. This is evidenced in the Preamble to the Treaty of Rome, which identifies 

'the constant improvement of the living and working conditions of their peoples' as the 

'essential objective' of the Community. 180 Indeed social policy in what was then known as 

the EC was only incorporated into the scheme of Community law and policy when it was 

179 Supra note 113, pp.3-4. These are criteria to be complied with by countries aspiring to membership of the 
EU, as ruled by the European Council Meeting of June 1993. 
l8<J The Preamble to the Treaty of Rome identifies 'the constant improvement of the living and working 
conditions of their peoples' as the 'essential objective' of the Community. 
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acknowledged that it was required to counter the negative effects of market integration, and 

as a result, the European Social Fund in pursuit of 'practical' social policy was introduced. isi 

Awareness of human rights-related issues arrived late in the EU, approximately three 

decades from its inception, at least based on available information regarding its evolution.isz 

Records show that through the entry into force of the Single European Act in 1987, the 

supranational entity for the first time made it conditional Member States to maintain the 

Rule of Law and a political system of pluralist democracy, guaranteeing both the 'free 

expression of opinions within the constitutional organisation of powers' and 'procedures 

necessary for the protection of human rights'.i83 This was followed by Part II of the EC 

Treaty in the late 1980s with rights provisions, namely political rights, rights relating to 

freedom of movement and residence, and diplomatic and consular rights. Political rights 

allowed Member State citizens the right to vote and stand for elections as stipulated in 

Articles 86 and 8d, freedom of movement and residence allowed every citizen the right to 

move and reside freely within the territory of the Member States, as stipulated in Article Sa, 

and finally, European citizens were granted diplomatic and consular protection by the 

authorities of other Member States. i84 

The late arrival of human rights issues also meant an even later arrival of issues of minority 

rights in the EU policy agenda. Most scholars agree that it was not until the end of the Cold 

181 S1tpm note 136, pp.29-30. Konstadinidis also pointed out that Article 118 of the EEC encouraged members 
of the Commission to promote a potential programme of 'close cooperation' between :Member States in the 
social field. 
182 Sources consulted among others were Preece (1998) and de Witte (2000). 
183 Hall, Stephen. Nationality, Iviigration Rights and Citizenship of the Union. Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 
Doredrecht, Boston and London, 1995, p.5. 
is4 Ibid. 
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War that problems of minorities in Europe gained prominence. 185 The dissolution and break

up of the multinational states of the Soviet Empire, Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia along 

ethnic lines, and the hostility and indeed military confrontations engendered by this hostility 

became a matter of urgency, particularly in the European region. Bringing back bitter 

memories of events in the Balkans which witnessed the development of World War I, 

'national minority questions rose to the top of the European international agenda'. 186 In its 

role as an important actor in the international scene, it became imperative for the EU to 

publicly adopt a united stance against atrocities committed to minorities, which is why 

international standards relating to human rights and the rule of law came to be recognised as 

the essential prerequisites for legitimacy, internal stability and economic success in the 'New' 

Europe. 187 It is, however, important to note that 'minority rights' per se came on the agenda 

only as a matter of external policy, 188 but this does not necessarily imply that minority rights 

does not at all feature in its internal agenda. 

2.5.2 Introduction of a Supranational Citizenship 

The Treaty on European Union (fEU) 1993 laid the foundations for a European civil 

society by introducing the institution of EU citizenship as a supplement to national 

citizenship in the European polity, and in the developments leading to the Amsterdam 

Treaty in 1997, three reasons were cited in favour of Union citizenship. These reasons were 

the need to facilitate free movement for EU citizens and foreigners alike, the need to foster 

185 Preece, Jennifer Jackson. National l\11inorities and the European Nation-States Srstem. Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1998cc Preece (1998). 
186 s,,pra note 185, p.3. 
187 s,,pra note 98, p.15. 
188 s,,pm note 147, p.139. 
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some sense of European identity, and most important of all was the need to 'cultivate a 

shared sense of normative legitimacy of the European order, as consistent with central 

norms and ideals of European democracies'.189 

A dynamic institution progressively evolving 'in conjunction with the evolution of the 

European Union'190, EU citizenship offers a clear manifestation that the objectives of 

integration have evolved, from the achievement of sustainable economic progress, the 

'creation of an area without internal frontiers', to the 'protection of the rights and interests 

of the nationals of its Member States'. 191 

By its choice of the term 'citizenship', the European Union therefore joins the tradition of 

state-building, where civil, economic and social rights are derived from membership, and has 

brought itself closer to ordinary people to obtain popular legitimacy that the post-Maastricht 

debates subsequently confirmed it sorely lacked. Indeed, as the progress of integration has 

consequently produced a multiethnic and multicultural setting bringing a wide variety of 

solidarities and loyalties onto the supranational level, it seemed logical to move beyond the 

national conceptions of citizenship and supplement market-making with legitimate polity

making in the EU. 

189 S11pra note 26, p.106. 
1911 Supra note 9, p.157, citing Article Se. 
191 Supra note 183, p.6, citing Aii:icle B of the Union Treaty, first and third points. 
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'Tangential and Overlapping' Concerns and Objectives: EU Citizenship and 

Minority Rights 

From the 1990s onwards, as stated in the above discussion, the EU was faced with these 

contemporary pairs of events that occurred and evoked the two different trajectories 

presented above, which have become 'tangential and overlapping', and the result is the 

emergence of the terms 'ethnic' and 'minorities' in the official parlance of the EU. The 

merging of its internal and external relations has inevitably resulted in the tacit realisation 

that both human and the more particularistic minority rights had to be respected both in 

theory and practice. Despite the fact that no specific framework for the protection of the 

rights of minorities has been provided by Community legislation, 192 out of necessity, in EU 

and anywhere else, the norms on minority protection had to be invented 'in the heat of the 

moment'. 193 As a response to the urgency of issues involving ethnic and minority conflicts, 

in June 1997, Article 13 of the Amsterdam Treaty enabled the Council of the EU to 'take 

appropriate action to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or 

belief, disability, age or sexual orientation'. The European Commission also placed particular 

emphasis on 'respect for minorities' as one of the political criteria for membership in the 

EU, in its opinion on the request for accession by Central and Eastern European 

countries. 194 

\'{Tith its evolved role from a common market to a 'supranation' with the creation of an EU

wide supranational citizenship, the EU's focus has somewhat expanded. As the fifteen 

192 Supra note 147, p.157. 
193 S11pra note 185, p.48. 
194 S11pra note 113, p.2. 
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Member States have clearly demonstrated both inability and unwillingness to provide a 

solution to the problem of social exclusion, in line with the requirements of subsidiarity, 

'there would appear to be a role for the EU in a matter seen as a shared problem for all its 

Member States'. l95 In relation to the area of minority rights provision, it is through the EU's 

role as a source of citizenship on the supranational level that vwuld enable it to take on a 

task that has thus far proven insurmountable. 

2.6 Emancipatory Potential of EU Citizenship 

2.6.1 The Classical Notion of Citizenship 

'Citizenship' in the classical notion has four important dimensions or defining elements --

territory, rights and privileges, basis and legitimation of membership and organisation of 

membership. 196 Citizenship is also defined as a status, a practice, a process and most 

importantly, 'the right to have rights'. 

As a status, citizenship implies that citizens are members of social units larger than 

themselves, and one of these larger units is the political community, which is placed within 

well-defined, exclusionary boundaries, and where the state exercises jurisdiction over the 

population, signifying a clear congruence between membership and territory. t97 Within these 

boundaries, the state represents the spirit of the community and is the site of all legitimate 

195 Amato, Giuliano and Batt, Judy. r-Iinority Rights and EU Enlargement to the East. Report of the First 
Meeting of the Reflection Group on the Long-Tenn Implications of EU Enlargement: the Nature of the New 
Border. Centre Robert Schuman, EDI, 1998, p.13. 
196 S11pra note 10, p.141. 
197 Ibid. 
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power, which means that it is also the 'immediate guarantor and provider' of citizenship 

status, with the concession of citizenship being a 'state prerogative'. 198 Citizenship as a 

practice implies that 'participation in the life of the political communityt1 99 separates citizens 

from non-citizens. Indeed, as argued by Hall (1995) that 'participation in public affairs and 

the life of the political community', is one of the 'core components' of citizenship.200 

Citizenship, as a process, 'regulates the relationship of individuals to the bodies of 

governance to which they are subject', and the rules which shape such practice in turn 

specify the powers, liabilities, rights and immunities which hold between the two. In 

accordance with the liberal contractualism of Rawls and Beitz, the normative justification for 

this is a commitment to 'equal respect, which requires that social institutions can be justified 

in terms of their effects on all affected parties, citizens and non-citizens, influencing the 

institutions which in turn shape them'.201 

In relation to the issue of minority rights, the fourth accepted definition of citizenship, 'the 

right to have rights'202 is the most salient. Indeed, citizenship is frequently analysed in terms 

of entitlements and potential obligations it bestows on beneficiaries of this status.203 It 

defines an individual's membership to a state community, and this membership serves as an 

important criterion for the attribution of rights and benefits, which themsevles have evolved 

through the centuries. In the 18th century, emphasis was placed on civil rights, which 

included the rights to the protection of life, liberty, property, freedom of conscience, and 

198 Jitpra note 10, p.141. 
199 Shafir, Gershon. The Citizenship Debates. University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1998. 
zw Sttpra note 183, p.3. 
201 Sttpra note 26, p.107. 
202 s,ipra note 183, p.3. 
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'association rights' such as contract and marriage.204 In the 19th centu1y, citizens demanded 

rights written down in constitutions, declarations of legal rights of individuals including due 

process and equal protection and clauses in constitutions, stipulating that no person could be 

prosecuted and detained 'except for a breach of specified law'.205 In addition to political 

rights, T.H. Marshall1s 'social rights' -were added to the catalogue of civil and political rights, 

requiring the state to provide its citizens with a 'modicum of economic welfare and security, 

education and social services'. As an extension of Marshall's scheme, in the contemporary 

world, cultural rights are also now recognised to be derivative of citizenship.206 

2.6.2 What Citizenship Model for the European Union? 

EU citizenship is a status conferred on all citizens residing within its territory, is derived 

from active political participation of citizens in the democratic process, and regulates the 

relationship bet\veen citizens and the supranational institutions whose decisions affect their 

lives. EU citizenship is also the source of civil and political rights within the territory of the 

Union, ranging the right to vote and stand for elections at municipal level under the same 

conditions applying to the nationals of that particular Member State (Articles 8b and 8d of 

the EC Treaty), the freedom to move and reside within the territo1y of the fifteen Member 

States (Article 8a), and the rights to diplomatic and consular protection by the authorities of 

the Member States.207 In this sense, the EU is endowed with the four dimensions of 

citizenship discussed previously, and meets the classical definition of citizenship. 

2113 Supra note 113, p.11. 
204 S11pm note 8. 
205 Supra note 7, p.18. 
206 S11pra note 199, p.19. 
207 S11pm note 7, p.18. 
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It is ho,vever, important to exercise caution when applying traditional concepts of 

citizenship to the EU. Traditional conceptions of citizenship are linked to the divergent 

paths of state-building in European countries, which developed under specific historical and 

political circumstances. In comparison, the emerging EU citizenship cannot be understood 

in traditional terms of nation-states. Kostakopoulou (1998) argues that any model of 

citizenship applied to the EU must take into account both the incompleteness and non

teleological character of European integration: 

'to appb1 the 11atio11a! state jiu111e1J1ork to the EU a11d th/IS to i11trod11ce a possible replication ef the proble111s 

and co11tmdictio11 that have accoJJ1pa11ied 11atio11al ide!lti(J1-b11ildi11g 011 the EU level, is to deal the E11ropea// 

prqject a fatal b/o]J). [ .. .] It JJ1ight be appropriate to co11cei1Je the Emvpea11 prqject as a r!J'namic and eften 

co11tmdictoo1 process, the final shape or te!os ef 1vhich is i11deter111i11ate '208 

Charting new configurations of EU citizenship has indeed proven to be difficult and has 

produced unclear results. Models developed in the territorial modern-state indeed become 

flawed when placed into the complex, 'multilayered' world of the new Europe. Follesdal 

(2001) puts forward a 'global citizenship' model, which views citizenship as driven by a 

normative commitment and is universal in scope, allowing citizens equal consideration 

'regardless of race, gender, social status or citizenship'209 Soysal (1994) advocates a 

'Postnational Model', resulting from a reconfiguration of citizenship 'from a more 

particularistic one based on nationhood to a more universalistic one based on 

personhood'.2 to The idealist notions of multiculturality and multiculturalism have also been 

2118 S11pra note 9, pp.304-305. 
209 Follesdal, Andreas. Citizenship: E11ropea11 a11d Global. Arena \\forking Papers. WP 01/22. Sourced from the 
Internet http:! /ww,,.·.arcna.uio.no /publicationsi\'iipol-22.btm (Accessed 21 June 2001). 
zw S11pra note 10, pp.132-143. 
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used to describe the emerging EU citizenship. Championed by Kymicka (199 5), it defines 

the multicultural state as one in which members belong to different nations (multination) or 

have 'emigrated' from different nations (polyethnic state).21 1 

The concept of a 'multilayer citizenship' as advocated by Meehan (1993)212, Lemke (1998)213 

and Kostakoupoulou (1998)21 4 has thus far proved to be the most useful model of EU 

citizenship. Multilayer citizenship is defined as neither national nor cosmopolitan but 

'multiple', in the sense that 'identities, rights and obligations are expressed through an 

increasingly complex configuration of common Community institutions, states, national and 

transnational voluntary associations, regions and alliances of regions', and the main feature 

of which is its 'coexistence with Member State citizenship'.zts Kostakopoulou (1998) also 

advances a theory of 'multiple publics', arguing that citizenship as it is in the EU can no 

longer be confined to one privileged site or one unified public, but involves 'multiple, 

overlapping and strategically interacting publics formed on various levels, thereby allowing 

for a complex and multifaceted interrelationship of individuals, groups, interest groups and 

voluntary associations, local and provincial authorities, regions and alliances of region with 

multiple, strategically interacting tiers of government.'2 t6 The 'solidaristic networks' designed 

to bring together members of community have therefore expanded as a result of European 

integration. 

zt t S11pra note 97, p.18. 
212 S11pra note 7. 
213 S11pra note 8. 
214 S11pra note 9, 
m S11pra note 7, p.2. 
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2.6.3 European Union Citizenship as Vehicle for Minority Emancipation 

Is citizenship at the supranational level an effective and appropriate arena where the rights of 

minorities can be articulated? What are the emancipatory elements of the European Union 

federal/ supranational citizenship? In the previous chapter, it was posited that relations 

between the majority and the minority are defined 'in terms of power relations217 , with the 

majority dominating the minority in the economic, political cultural and legal spheres. 

Therefore to the extent that the marginalisation and exclusion of minorities result from 

oppressive practices by the policies and policy-makers representing the state from which 

national citizenship is derived, citizenship at the supranational level appears to be an 

attractive option for minorities. 

Zincone (1999) identifies two types of citizenship: conservative and emancipatory, and 

suggests that the emancipatory element of citizenship stems from the operation of 

democracy in defining and articulating citizenship, community, membership and national 

identity, as well as in the decision-making process itself218 • To the extent that the 

institutionalisation of a supranational citizenship by the Maastricht Treaty on European 

Union has opened an avenue for an alternative conception of community, and placed 

emphasis on civic and inclusive allegiances, and to the extent that it does not provide an 

institutionalised reflection of pre-existing, pre-political views about community membership 

and identity, EU citizenship demonstrates an ability and capacity to provide a political tab11/a 

216 S11pm note 9, p.161. 

211S11pm note 59, p.11. 
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rasa that is vital in the articulation of minority interests vis-a-vis the governments of the 

Member States. Each of these elements will now be discussed in turn. 

Civic and Inclusive Elements 

'Europe's diversif)' and the profotmd disagree111e11ts 011er both the shape and f11t11re ef the Et1ropea11 project 

prov;pt 11s to consider a 11ovel co11ceptio11 of cov11111111ii]•, that is, om 1JJhich is held together to/Jiards creating 

'an ever closer 1111io11 a111011g the people's oJE111vpe' b)• desig11i11g app1vp1iate i11stit11tio11s ... '219 

Based on geographical and residential criteria, EU citizenship is driven by the principle that 

human rights are indivisible, political and civil rights are necessary components of universal 

human rights, and citizens should be given the right to engage in discussions over political 

decisions affecting them. More importantly, it is sustained by a 'concern and sense of 

commitment on behalf of the constituent units to participate in the collective shaping of this 

process and in institutional design'.220 According to Kostakopoulou (1998), the 

emancipatory strength of EU citizenship lies in the fact that it 'does not presuppose the 

community of which the citizen is a member, but creates this very community'.221 Indeed, 

advocates of minority rights for the Roma, a non-territorial minority, believe that the process 

of European integration has 'increased the potential for Roma as a people to realise a unified 

E 'd · 1 ?22 uropean 1 entity .-

218 Zincone, Giovanna. Citizenship: Behne11 State and Societ)', Robert Schuman Centre EUI Working Papers RSC 
No.99 /31, European University Institute, 1999, pp.22-45. 
219 S11pra note 9, p.160. 
220 Ibid. 
221 S11pra note 9, p. 160. 
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Extensive Catalogue of Rights Available 

Adopting an EU citizenship entails a decoupling of European citizenship and member-state 

citizenship. Tsinizelis and Chryssochoou (1998) posit that the current form and structure of 

the EU is a mix of both federal and confederal characteristics, with EU citizenship 

embodying the former. 223 \Vith the co-existence of Member State and supranational 

citizenship, there is also a co-existence of rights made available on both intergovernmental 

and supranational levels. :Minorities such as the Roma can therefore take advantage of the 

additional rights provisions derived from EU citizenship to the existing catalogue of rights, if 

any, provided by their respective Member State governments. 

Commitment to democracy, rule of law and minority rights 

Another obvious means by which EU citizenship demonstrates its emancipatory potential is 

through its commitment to democracy, human rights, minority rights and the rule of law in 

its role as an important actor in the international scene, as explained earlier. These values 

and principles have since been internalised, and the actions taken by supranational 

institutions such as the European Parliament, as will be shown later in this analysis, are 

evidence that the EU has been making efforts to show consistency in its approach. 224 The 

recent articulation of the core principles of democracy and the sketching of elements of 

222 Baerman, Tanja Koch. &Illa a!ld the T1MtJ' ofA111sterdalll: A sqfe Europeall ho1m? Roma Rights Quarterly. No.1, 
1999, brtp://crrc.org/rr nrl 1999/norel.shtml (Accessed 5 May 2000). 
223 Supra note 6, p.84. 
224 Supra note 98, p.15. 
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'European citizenship' also includes the drafting of an EU Charter of Fundamental Rights as 

f · 225 one o 1ts components. 

2. 7 EU Supranational Citizenship and Rights Provision for Minorities 

2.7.1 Supranational Prerogatives: Government Beyond Nation-State? 

In looking at the way the supranational institutions of the EU operate, the existence of a 

'government beyond the nation-state' is apparent. According to Goetz and Hix (2001), in 

terms of agenda setting, the Commission has a monopoly on legislative initiative in the areas 

of regulation and budgetary expenditure, responsible for ensuring the implementation of 

primary EU law, that is, law derived from EU Treaty, and of secondary legislation, which 

must be transposed by the member states. Therefore, the Commission, just as executives in 

the domestic arena, can use tertiary legislative instruments.226 

With executive power being shared between the governments of the fifteen Member States 

and the European Parliament through the so-called 'consultation procedure', Member States 

are required to obtain approval from the European Parliament about a piece of legislation, as 

stipulated in the Single European Act, Maastricht and Amsterdam Treaties. According to 

Goetx and lli--c, it is in fact 'now the case that in most areas of economic and social policy, 

225 \XTallace, Helen (ed). Interlocking Dimensions of European Integration. One Europe or Several? Palgrave, 
New York, 2001, pp.280-299. 
226 Goetz, Klaus and Hix, Simon (eds). Europeanised Politics? European Integration and National Political 
Systems. Frank Cass, London and Portland, 2001, pp.6-7. 
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EU legislation must receive the positive assent of both the Council and the European 

Parliament. 227 

In an area most specific to minority rights, the delegates of the EU execute substantive 

representation through consultative representation. Citizens are represented in the EU as 

nationals in the European Council, Council of Minister and European Commission. They 

are represented as both nationals and individuals in the European Court of Justice, as 

individuals in the European Parliament, and as subnationals in the Committee of the 

Regions. 

Judicial power in the EU is exercised both by the ECJ and the courts of the Member States. 

Two basic doctrines operate, those of direct effect, and secondary legislation. The doctrine 

of 'direct effect' means that the subjects of EU law are individual citizens rather than states, 

while the doctrine of secondary legislation requires that EU Treaty and secondary legislation 

are incorporated into the domestic law of the member states. EU law is therefore 'the law of 

the land', and in situations involving conflict between domestic law and EU law, then EU 

law is 'sovereign'. 228 In relation to minority rights, the Amsterdam Treaty has strengthened 

the rule of law in granting the European Court of Justice jurisdiction over Article F(2), 

regarding compliance with the European Convention for the protection of Human Rights.229 

227 S11pra note 226, pp.6-7. 
228 S11pra note 226, p.7. 
229 S11pra note 9, pp.165-166. 
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2.7.2 Supranational Minority Rights Enforcement 

The concept of a 'differentiated citizenship' is arg11ed to be the best JJJaJ' to tackle the disadvantaged position of 
the Ro111a and 1,mio11s other 111argillalised gro1Jps ill socie!)', alld this elltails the provision ef i11stit11tio11alised 

1J1ealls for the explicit recognition and represe11tatio11 ef oppressed gro1tps, gJtaranteed representatioll ill political 

bodies, p11blic fimds for advoca01 gro11ps1 veto 1ights over specific policies that affect gro11ps directb1, and grottp

differelltiated policies S11ch as la1zg11age 1ights1 and c11/t11ml 1ights for ethnic minOJities.230 

The supranational institutions of the European Union, as shown in the earlier sections of 

this chapter, are clearly endowed with resourced and decision-making capabilities that match 

those of their Member States. How does this capacity and capability relate to the 

enforcement of minority rights for the Roma community, and indeed other marginalised 

groups in EU society? Traditionally, minority rights are enforced through the existence and 

nature of legislation231, the operation of democracy and rule of law232, the existence of 

politically binding rights in addition to legally justiciable rights233, and through indirect 

channels, where provisions are not part of legislation234• These enforcement mechanisms 

ensure that the rights of minorities take effect, and these minority-specific rights are a 

combination of anti-racist approaches, polyethnic rights, special measures or preferential 

treatment, and special representation. In the European Union, the sources of minority rights 

enforcement are the Treaty provisions, Resolutions, Directives, Funding and :Mainstreaming 

Programmes, the Charter of Fundamental Rights, and the Social Policy Programme. 

230 Sllpra note 9, pp.161-162. The author cites Young (1989). 
231 Sllpm note 133, pp.201-205. 
232 Ibid. 
233 S11pra note 19. 
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2.7.2 Implementing Minority Rights for the Roma in the EU: Confederal 

Consociationalism Revisited 

In the confederal consociationalist institution of the European Union, it is argued by 

IZ.incaid (1999) that the 'burden of proof seems to lie more on federalism rather than on 

intergovernmentalism' when convincing leaders of its validity as both a condition and 

process of EU governance.235 This is due to the reality that despite its federal features in 

terms of structure and ambition, its coexistence with Member State citizenship necessarily 

implies that its powers have already been diluted before it even began operating. How do 

procedures of power sharing and co-decision with Member State citizenship impact upon 

the ability of supranational citizenship in providing rights to the socially excluded, such as 

the Roma? The four main elements or classification of Roma minority rights ,vill nmv be 

discussed, and the competence of provisions made available by supranational citizenship 

examined as to their effectiveness. A clear pattern develops, as each site of minority rights 

provision is tackled, showing the weakness of federalism vis-a-vis confederalism, and this is 

characterised by the notion of subsidiarity, which allows the EU competence only in areas 

which 'cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Tviember States'.236 

234 Ibid. 
235 Supra note 5, p.38. 
236 Esplugues, Carlos. Use of Separate Co1m11tiolls Betwem AI.e111ber States in the Context of the European U11io11 Itself in 
Usher, John (ed). The State of the European Union. Structure, Enlargement and Economic Union. Pearson 
Education Ltd., England, 2000, pp:151-166, at 157. 
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Anti-Discrimination Rights 

A fundamental principle in international human rights law, anti-discrimination provisions are 

created in response to situations 'where one person is treated less favourably than another is, 

has been or would be treated in a comparable situation on grounds of racial or ethnic origin', 

or 'where an apparently neutral provision, criterion or practice would put persons of a racial 

or ethnic origin at a particular disadvantage'. The Roma community, not only in Western 

Europe but anywhere else in the world, have often been victims of discriminatory practices, 

leading to their exclusion from society, and the EU, with its democratic and humanitarian 

principles, has responded to the problem in a number of ways. These responses, however, 

are generally weak, as in line with the confederal consociationalist critique, in its coexistence 

with Member States, the supranational institutions are the weaker party. 

In terms of EU law, the main provision for non-discrimination is Article 13, which was 

introduced by the Amsterdam Treaty to grant the EU power 'to take appropriate action to 

combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic 01igil1, religion or belief, disability, age or 

sexual orientation', thereby allowing the supranational institutions of the EU the power to 

take legislative action to combat racial discrimination for the first time. While it was 

'speedily adopted' by the Council of the EU in June 2000, the principle of subsidiarity 

ensures that it becomes effective only in situations where such provisions do not exist in the 

Member States. However, in almost all Member States, with the exception of France237, anti

discrimination provisions exist, such as the 1965 Race Relations Act in Britain.238 

237 Supra note 147, p.31. According to the authors, discrimination is permissible to a certain level in France. 
238 CRE is a statutory body with 15 members appointed by the Home Office, Commissioners enjoy 
considerable independence. It is not under government control, although wholly funded by an annual grant 
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The principle of subsidiarity also applies in relation to the implementation of the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights, adopted at the Nice European Council on 7 December 2000, and the 

1996 Joint Action Programme, and Directive 2000/43/EC. The Charter is the most recent 

reinforcement of fundamental rights and non-discrimination in the European Union, and 

particular relevance are Articles 1 and 21, which 'guarantees the respect and protection of 

human dignity' and 'prohibits discrimination based on any ground such as sex, colour, ethnic 

or social origin, language, religion and belief', respectively. 239 The 1996 Joint Action 

Programme, on the other hand, guaranteed punishment for racist offences, as stipulated in 

Article K.3 of the TEU 240 Directive 2000/43/EC was designed to implement 'the principle 

of equal treatment between persons irrespective of racial or ethnic origin', which by mid-

2003, all Member States are expected to implement. All three provisions have a strong anti- . 

discrimination element, and given the opportunity would prove vital in reversing the process 

of social exclusion in Europe, particularly that of the Roma. In relation to the latter 

provision, 'Directives' in EU law are designed to apply of the principle of subsidiarity: 

' A directive shall be bind1i;g, as to the reSttlt to be achieved, llpo11 each NI.ember State to JJJhich it is 

addressed, b11t shall leave to the national tmthorities the choice of farm a11d 111ethods. '241 

from the Home Office. It supports 86 racial equality councils throughout the country with .1,rrants. TI1ese 
councils offer local support and advise to people from minority racial groups as well as granting aid to a 
number of national and regional non-governmental organisations active in the area of race relations. 
Disc1imination in employment represents the majority of CRE's legal case load, and has the powers to bring 
actions in the criminal courts for offences such as incitement to racial hatred. However, it is difficult to obtain 
convictions in any but the most blatant cases. It also has the statutory right to institute formal investigations 
into the activities of organisations or industry sectors where there is reason to believe the treatment of minority 
ethnic groups is not satisfactory. (European Dialogue September October 1996 Issue S Racism. 
http:/ /europea.eu.int/ cnmm/di;:10/eur dial/96Si5a6,2.btm1 (Accessed 4 December 2000). 
239 European Commission Employment and Social Affai1-s. European Union Action to Combat Racism. 
European Commission contribution to the world conference against racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia 
and related intolerance, Durban, South Africa, 31 August- 7 September 2001, Office for Official Publications 
of the European Communities, Luxembourg, p.10. 
240 Ibid, p.13. 
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The European Parliament has been 'the only Community organ which has focused its 

attention on minority protection within the Union', and has adopted several Resolutions 

concerning the fate of the Roma, the most relevant of which are Resolution A3-0214/94242 

and Resolution B4-0974/95243• Resolutions are another means by which the supranational 

institutions, specifically the European Parliament, could enact provisions promoting non-

discrimination. However, just as Directives are weak in terms of enforcement, Resolutions 

are not even included in co-decision or cooperation procedures which would place the EP 

on an equal footing with the Member States. Indeed, the 'power' of the European 

Parliament as a 'proto-European legislature', us weak.244 While the EP continues to 

formulate Resolutions in aid of the marginalised situation of the minorities such as the 

Roma, none has so far been translated into legislation. 

The European Union's incompetence in the area of legislation does not match its slow 

success in regard to its social policies. The EU has a broad range of programmes which 

provide financial support for activities in a number of fields, the most important of which is 

the The DG for Employment and Social Affairs, which undertakes activities designed to 

combat discrimination for Roma in the Member States. In 1999, 7 million euros were 

241 S11pra note 1, pp.104-105. 
242 Heredia, Juan de Dios Ramirez. Report of the Committee on Civil Liberties and Internal Affairs on the 
situation of gypsies in the Community. 25 February 1994, A3-0124/94, European Parliament Session 
Documents, English Edition, DOC_EN\RR\247\247101, pp.3-9.In Resolution A3-0214/94, 'Gypsies in the 
Community', the European Parliament resolved to draw up a series of proposals for the Council and the 
Commission to 'eradicate the marginalisation suffered by this community', and urged the Member State 
governments to comply, in the spirit of the agreement reached at the Paris Summit in December 1990 of the 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, with the recommendations of the conference regarding 
national minorities. 
243 In Resolution B4-0974/95 'Discrimination of the Roma', the European Parliament recognised the 
widespread discrimination against the Roma, the fact that their problem could only be tackled at the 
international level, and the importance of education in the integration of Roma in society. 
244 Bellamy, Richard. The 'Right to have Rights'.· Citizenship Practice a11d the Political Co11stit11tio11 qf the E11ropea11 U11ioll. 
ESRC "One Europe or Several" Programme, Working Paper 25/01, 2001, p.29. 
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reportedly allocated to these Roma-specific projects.245 These projects include the 

Community Action Programme, which supports projects aimed at preventing and combating 

discrimination and through information exchange, EQUAL, which has numerous strategic 

projects at transnational level in the context of European employment strategy, and in the 

areas of police and judicial matters, Grotius, a joint action establishing a programme of 

incentives and exchanges for legal practitioners, funding different training sessions for judges 

and prosecutors on the subject of racism and xenophobia.246 

In addition to funding activities, research and monitoring activities are also undertaken in the 

by the EU. The EU established the European Monitoring Centre on Racism and 

Xenophobia in 1997 to coincide with the European Year Against Racism, providing the EU 

and Member States with objective information at the European level on racism and 

xenophobia, and working in close cooperation with the European Commission against 

Racism and Intolerance. The Commission has endeavoured to pursue a coherent strategy of 

integrating anti-racism into EU policies, a process known as 'mainstreaming', which allows a 

working party representing different Commission departments to evaluate EU policies and 

programmes, and work on identifying ways of enhancing the impact of these policies in the 

fight against racism.247 Despite the existence of such activities, however, the level of racism 

and prejudice towards the Roma has not shifted. 

The fact that offending Member States continue not to be penalised is also significant, 

despite provisions provided by the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty, which stipulate that the voting 

245 S11pranote 17,pp.133-143. 
246 S11pra note 239, p. 16. 
247 S11pra note 239, p.13. 
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rights of member states that do not respect the fundamental principle of human rights may 

be suspended upon a pertinent decision by the Council of Ministers.248 Indeed, the irony 

lies in the fact that any anti-discrimination measures made available by the EU are required 

to be decided unanimously by members of the Council themselves.249 

Polyethnic Rights 

The assumption that liberal democracy and individual human rights are adequate on their 

own to satisfy the needs of the marginalised is increasingly being challenged by the 

recognition that 'the preservation and promotion of minority cultures is a right which can 

only meaningfully be enjoyed by communities'.250 'Polyethnic rights', coined by Will 

Kymlicka (1995), are those rights that are 'intended to help ethnic groups and minorities 

express their cultural particularity and pride without hampering their success in the econornic 

and political institutions of the dominant society'.25 t The Roma, despite their contributions 

to the arts scene, particularly in Andalucia, are stripped of any ethnic or cultural connotation, 

with society negating their identity and reducing it to a 'social problem'. 

What initiatives have the EU taken in support of Roma culture and identity? The only Treaty 

provision specific to the preservation of culture is Article 151 of the An1sterdam Treaty, 

which stipulates that the EC shall 'contribute to the flowering of the cultures of the 1VleJJ1ber 

States, while respecting their national and regional diversity'. The emphasis, however, is on 

248 Hoffman, Rainier. Mi/101i1J1 Fvghts: Individual or Group Fvghts? A Co/J/pamtive Vie111 011 Europea11 I Lgal .\)stems. 
German Yearbook oflnternational Law. Vol.40, 1997, pp.356-383, at 357. 
249 Supra note 113, pp.19-20. 
250 Supra note 195, p.10. 
2s1 Supra note 97, p.27. 
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'national', not minority, culture.252 In relation to the preservation of Roma language and 

culture, the initiatives of the Commission Directorate Generals, such as DG X 'Audio-visual, 

Information and Culture', Arianne, Kaleidoscopic, Raphael, and LINGUA, are either under

funded or European-centred, leaving no room of non-European cultures such as that of the 

Roma.253 

The weakness of the EU's cultural programmes stems from the fact that there is a general 

reluctance among Niember States to allow cultural matters to fall within the competence of 

the Community54, and the Community's competence in the area is limited to those aspects 

of culture shared by the Member States. Its competence is also hindered by the fact that the 

source of its power, the Treaty of Rome, contained a few references to the protection of 

national culture, and any references place emphasis on the tangible elements of culture, such 

as the provision in Article 26 of the Treaty of Rome, which allows for restrictions on the 

free movement of goods based on the need to protect 'national treasures possessing artistic, 

historic or archaeological value'. 

Travelling, or the more pejorative term of 'nomadism', is one of the unique cultural 

requirements among members of the Roma community. With freedom of movement being 

an important element of EU identity, it is expected that no other group of people can benefit 

from this provision than the Roma themselves. Freedom of movement in the EU, however, 

only applies to EU citizens and third country nationals whose national governments have 

concluded international agreements ,vith the EC, such as Turkey or Morocco.255 The Roma, 

252 S11pm note 113, p.18. 
253 S11pra note 147, p.143. 
254 .fopra note 136, p.190. 
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have no such home state to speak of, and more importantly, are in most Member States, not 

considered to be fully-fledged citizens. 

With the weakness of its cultural policy, the European Union has demonstrated undeniable 

success in providing education rights to Roma designed to simultaneously enhance their 

learning opportunities and preserve their culture. Resolution 89/C153/02 22 May 1989, 

premised on the fact that only 30 to 40 per cent of Roma within the EU attend school with 

any regularity, and over half have never been to school and only a minute percentage ever 

get into secondary education256, sets out the EU's policy regarding the education of Gypsy 

and Traveller children, asserting that Gypsies' and Traveller's culture and language have 

formed a part of European heritage for over 500 years, and should be preserved and 

recognised. 

The uniqueness of Roma culture, which includes the propensity to travel, is also taken into 

account by EU education policies, through the provision of innovative teaching methods, 

the training of specialist teachers and devising teaching plans with a focus on Roma language 

and history, coordination with NGOs and local groups, and most importantly, through the 

provision of programmes focused on open and distance learning, such as the SOCRATES 

programme. 257 

255 S11pm note 113, p.19. 
256 S11pm note 29, p.176. 
257 Supra note 29, p.177. 
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Special Measures or Preferential Treatment 

Also known as 'positive action programmes', 'affirmative action' or 'preferential treatment', 

special measures are recognised to be claimed rights on the basis of compensation or special 

needs. 258 The The Ireland-based Roma organisation, Pavee Point Travellers' Centre, put 

forward a suggestion that any approach to citizenship rights for the Roma 'should be based 

on the notion of needs which are essential for full human development', adding that 'this 

implies not only a set ef rights but also the capacity to achieve these rights, through access to 

resources that are 'necessary to live a life in accordance with what are commonly accepted as 

decent standards based on equality and justice'.259 

The EU has sought to resolve problems related to poverty and access to basic resources 

through its social policy, which was not part of the foundation of the European Community, 

but which has come to occupy an increasingly prominent role in policy agenda. Health care, 

employment, training, family structure, education, women's rights, youth policy, racism, 

welfare of elderly people and rural development were all highlighted in The Green Pape/-60, 

and the EU's attempt to extend the scope of European social policy into these fields is 

indeed a reflection of its attempt to establish a concept of a 'social Europe'. Spicker (1997) 

however, argues that supranational intervention has been piecemeal, due to the EU's 'limited 

powers' in this area.261 While Nice Charter attempted to make up for such shortcomings 

through Article 34.2, v,rhich specifically relates to the problem of homelessness, ghettoization 

258 S11pra note 108, p. 151. 
259 O'Connell, John and the Pavee Point Travellers' Centre, TraPellers, G),psies, Rollla and Citizenship i11 the EU, 
sourced from the Internet, http:// ww\':.paYcepoint.ic / citi'7enship.hunl (Accessed 9 January 2002). 
2611 S11pra note 17. 
z&t Ibid. 
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and segregation262, it is limited to those individuals affected by 'maternity, illness, industrial 

accidents, dependency, or old age', and has no ethnic dimension. 

Special Representation Rights 

A response to systemic disadvantage or barrier in the political process, proponents of special 

representation rights argue that it is important for international rights regime relating to 

minorities to 'provide not only broad and substantive norms within which the state policy 

will be determined, but that it also contains a procedt1ra! aspect, allowing the minority the right 

to participate in the decision-making processes, particularly when the decision is likely to 

impact upon the members of the group'.263 Developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s to 

describe and explain the conditions in ,vhich people engage in collective action, the concept 

and theory of 'political opportunity structure' is defined as the 'specific configurations of 

resources, institutional arrangements and historical precedents for social mobilisation, which 

facilitate the development of protest movements in some instances and constrain them in 

others'.264 In relation to the EU, critics point to the fact that the political opportunity 

structure in the supranational level 'does not know any element of direct democracy in the 

narrow sense', arguing that apart from European elections every five years, there are no 

other direct ways to participate in European politics, or to allow citizens any opportunity to 

262 Article 34.2 of the Nice Treaty stipulates that "In order to combat social exclusion and poverty, the Union 
recognises and respects the right to social housing assistance so as to ensure a decent existence for all those 
who lack sufficient resources, in accordance with the mies laid down by Community law and 11atio11al la111s a11d 
practices'. Feus, Kim (ed). An EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. Federal Trust, London, 2000. 
263 .l'!!pra note 111. 
zc,4 Nentwich, rvlichacl Oppolitmi!J• stmct11resfor citizens'pa1ticipatio11: The case ef the E11ropea11 U11io11 in \\feale, Albert 
and Nentwich, :Michael (eds). Political Them:y and the European Union. Routledge, London and New York, 
1998, p125-137 at 133. 
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influence decision-making. Nevertheless, there are some points of access to the EU political 

system which can be utilised by the Roma. 

The European Union has provided an avenue for relations between the supranational 

institutions and local initiatives. In July 1994, the first Gypsy Congress of the EU was held in 

the EU, and this was led by an MEP who had a Roma background, and through his position 

in the European Parliament, he was able to articulate on behalf of Roma community, a series 

of demands in the fields of social policy, civil liberties, literacy and rights of women.265 A 

few years later, the Venice Commission was also set up to oversee the situation of minority 

groups within the EU, and finally, in April 2000, the European Committee on Romani 

Emancipation was established under the terms of European Council Regulation Number 

2137 /85 (European Union), tasked with coordinating the monitoring and assessment of the 

status of Roma both -within the EU and accession countries. While its headquarters is in 

London, it maintains permanent representation in Brussels for liaison with European 

Parliament. 266 

2. 7.4 Efficacy of Efforts by the EU in Minority Rights Provision 

It appears that the EU, while demonstrating a combination of power and resources vital in 

decision-making, is largely ineffective in providing much needed rights for the Roma 

minority. Its provisions to combat the problems of discrimination, cultural assimilation, 

inequality of opportunities and political oppression have thus far proven ineffective, given 

265 S11pm note 29, p.176. 
266 European Committee on Romani Emancipation, Legal Stmcfl11'/1 of the E111vpe1111 Co111111ittee 011 Ro111a11i 
E111a11cipatio11 http.;.lL:;yww.eu-qm1aoJ..i1.rgl~romt1,,.hm.1 (Accessed 9 January 2002). 
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the current condition of the Roma as a 'spectral third world nation' in Europe. Education 

appears to be the only area where EU efforts have been most successful, but this is only due 

to the fact that it is the least 'controversial' of the spheres the Roma have suffered exclusion 

in. 

\v'hile the nature or rights required to reverse the process of social exclusion plays an 

important role in determining the successful implementation of the rights in question, the 

nature of the process of policy-making is also an important determinant. In relation to the 

Roma, however, two other factors come to the fore: the status of minorities in the 

international arena, particularly those straddling national boundaries, and the stti ge11eris nature 

of the Roma as candidate for rights entitlement. Each of these issues will now be discussed 

in turn. 

2.8 The EU's Limitations in Minority Rights Decision-Making: A Confederal 

Consociationalist View 

The 'Confaderal' di111e.11Sio11 i11 the Co1!federal Co11sociatio11 111odel co11flm1s the co11ti1111ed prepo11dem11ce ef 
the state, especialb• the llt1tio11al goven11J1ellts, i11 EU decisio11-111aki11g'267 

267 S11pra note 4, p.11. 
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2.8.1 Limited Jurisdictional Competence 

The European Union's structural and operational characteristics suggest a combination of 

both federal and confederal elements. As a federal union, it is a union primarily of 

individuals in their capacity as citizens. As a confederal union, the EU is a union of 

sovereign Member States, and while the drive towards further integration was provided by 

federalist ideals of 'an ever closer Europe', it is also necessitated by the sovereignty claims of 

these sovereign states. With regard to its operation, Tsinizelis and Chryssochoou (1998) 

define 'consociationalism' as a 'managerial type of integration whereby 'progressive' 

initiatives reflecting wider Co1111111111iry interest are compromised in the name of achieving 

sufficient levels of decisional effidency'.268 

The organising principle of confederal consociationalism, subsidiarity, denotes that the 

supranational institutions of the EU could only take action 'only if and in so far as the 

objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States', and 

'can be better achieved by the Communit:y'.269 ]\tfinority rights provision, however, is one of 

the areas which the fifteen Member States claim to be a sovereign prerogative and which is 

best handled at the national level. Due to the widely diverging approaches by the Member 

States in their national legislation regarding the status of their minorities, and due to the 

difficulty involved in establishing general principles of law from their common traditions270, 

it was generally agreed that the nation-state is the appropriate level to deal with the area of 

minority rights provision. The fifteen Member States have also made it unacceptable for the 

268 Supra note 6, p.84. 
269 Supra note 236, p.157. 
210 .'iltprn note 138, p.157. 
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EU to interfere in relations between the central governments and the ethnic minorities living 

within their borders.271 Indeed, the existing arrangements in the European Union regarding 

minorities and minority rights provision are a reflection of the operation of the principle of 

subsidiarity. Therefore, despite being endowed with the power, resources and structural 

features of a nation-state, in practice, European Union citizenship 'lacks teeth'.272 

First, the EU can only act ,vi.thin the fields and for the purposes defined in their founding 

Treaties. However, no reference to minorities is included in the TEU.273 While the EU 

enjoys co-ownership of fields encompassing economic policies with the Member States, 

those areas affecting minorities such as culture, justice, and political representation were not 

transferred to the supranational level.274 

Second, the legal system of the EU knows only of the Member States, and the right to take 

part in EU decision-making and the responsibility to comply with EU obligations is 

'entrusted to whoever is, according to in,ternal rules, entitled to act in the name of the 

state'.275 The formal nature of.the EU is such that all member states have preserved their 

status as independent and sovereign states, as reflected in the requirement for unanimity in 

making decisions in areas affecting the future of European integration.276 

211 Supra note 113, p.15. 
212 S11pra note 5, pp.39-40. 
273 Supra note 138, p.134. 
274 JUSTICE. Jud~>ing the European Union. Judici,'tl Accountabilit;y and Human Rights. Human rights and the 
1996-97 Intergovernmental Conference. JUSTICE, London, 1996. 
275 S11pro note 113, pp.15-16. 
276 Supra note 113, p.14. 
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Third, until much recently, there has been an absence of a fundamental text in the EU which 

citizens can invoke as a summary of their rights and duties.277 The EU Charter of Human 

Rights, which stems from Article 6 of the Maastricht Treaty, which stipulates that the EU is 

'founded on the principles of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and fundamental 

freedoms', and later reinforced by Article 7 of the Amsterdam Treaty, which provided for 

the possible suspension of the voting of member states that were 'in serious and persistent 

breach ' of such principles, was endorsed in the meeting of the Council of Europe in 

December 2000.278 Critics of the Charter point to the possibility of conflict with the ECJ and 

the European Court of Human Rights, as a reflection of the plethora of existing declarations 

on human rights already produced in the EU. 279 

Fourth, while the ECJ has consistently tried to assert the supremacy and direct effect of 

European law, this has never been accepted when it affects the constitutional requirements 

of the Member States. The ECJ lacks a clear basis on which to adjudicate on human rights 

matters in Community law. For this reason, there is at the moment an absence of an 

overriding judicial authority which can ensure the interpretation and enforcement and 

provide for minimum standards of human rights compliance among Member States.280 \Vhile 

there are possibilities of recourse to the ECJ under Article 177 of the EC Treaty, there is at 

present, a restriction in terms of standing for individuals before the ECJ under Article 173 of 

the EC Treaty, allowing only those areas relating to a Community decision 'of direct and 

individual concern', which proves unhelpful for the essentially group-specific nature of 

277 S11pra note 274, p.14. 
278 Dick, Leonard. 'B11ildi11g a H11111a11 Rights Cbmter'. Europe. April 2000, p.4. 
279 Feus, Kim (ed). Charter of Fundamental Rights. Federal Trust, London, 2000, p.5. 
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minority rights,. 281 Articles 173(4) and 175(3) also refer only to 'any natural or legal 

person'.282 The difficulty faced by the Roma in this sense lies in the fact that as a minority 

group pushed towards the periphery of society, they possess neither a natural or legal status. 

Fifth, international texts and provisions giving reference to minority protection are not 

strictly binding upon the European Union under public international law. International 

human rights instruments merely work as guidelines which are meant to be followed within 

the framework of Community law.283 More importantly, there is no provision in the TEU 

which confers on the supranational institutions any general power to enact rules or conclude 

international Conventions, as this is treated as falling within the competence of the sovereign 

Member States. 

It appears that one of the main sources of the EU's wealmess in being able to successfully 

legislate on areas for the benefit of the Roma minority is the existing political arrangements 

which place minority rights policy-making within the exclusive competence of the Member 

States. The reason behind the decision to keep contentious internal issues away from the 

supranational arena, however, goes deeper than mere political arrangements. In the sections 

that follow, the issue of legitimacy, the status of minorities in international law and the stti 

generis nature of the Roma as an ethnic and cultural minority will also be identified to be 

important obstacles in the EU's attempt to practice internally what it preaches externally. 

28° S11pra note 277, p.17. 
281 Supra note 277, p.12. 
282 Estabenez, Maria Amor Jl,ifartin. The Protection uf National qf Ethnic, Religiol/s and Jj11g11istics M.inorities in 
Nemvahl, Nanette and Rosas, Allan (eds). The European Union and Human Rights. Kluwer Law 
International, The Hague, 1995, pp.133-163, at.161. 
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2.8.2 Legitimacy 

Benedict Anderson (1988) suggests a distinction between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, 

arguing that the former entails the existence of a community 'based on the feeling of. 

members that they belong together as a distinct group, with a subjectively held common 

identity and a sentiment of solidarity', while the latter is simply 'an impersonal association, 

formed exclusively for specific purposes'.284 Having been created for the purpose of 

facilitating the process of economic and political integration, EU citizenship is perceived as 

as a remote, unaccountable, bureaucratically driven entity, and it is this perception which 

resulted in the crisis in legitimacy that has plagued the EU. 

Members of minority groups have also cited the move towards an EU citizenship to be 

responsible for their marginalisation in contemporary Europe, highlighting the notion that 

citizenship is can be 'both inclusive and exclusive'.285 While the reasons for establishing the 

first post-war European Communities, the ESCE, EURATOM and EEC in the 1950s were 

a reflection of the functional approach of Member States, there is no question that further 

integration in the EU has inevitably resulted in a radical restructuring of economic and social 

life within the Member States, which in turn has led to the exacerbation of problems of 

racism and xenophobia. According to Baimbridge, Burkitt and Macey (1994), the completion 

of the single internal market in January 199 3, which established deflation as a continent-wide 

project, resulting in diminished growth, high unemployment, and significant: cuts in welfare 

provision. Public reaction to such social changes came in the form of voter dissatisfaction 

283 Ibid. 
284 Anderson, Benedict in Johnston ct al., 1988, p.10. 
285 S11pra note 155, p.207. 
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and support for extreme-right political parties, which condone violence towards visible 

minorities.286 

International Human Rights Tradition 

On the international level, the term 'minority' is avoided wherever possible, as international 

law 'struggles with the definition of actors beyond the State'.287 Any definition of minority 

also stress formal membership in the State, as evidenced in the often cited definition, 

formulated by UN Rapporteur Francesco Capotorti: 

'a gro11p 1111111e1icalb1 i1ifelior to the rest of the pop11/atio11 of the S fate, i11 a 11011-domi11a11t positio11, J1Jhose 

/JleJJJbers - beti1g 11atio11als of the State - possess ethnic, reh'gio11s or li11g11istic charaderistics diffe1i11gfro111 

those of the rest of the popJ1/atio11 (. .. ] (e111phasis added]. 1288 

For the European Union, granting minority rights to a group of people whose status within 

its Member States is uncertain becomes highly problematic. 

2.8.3 Roma: A Sui Generis Community 

Another reason the European Union citizenship would find it difficult to provide rights for 

the Roma community is due to its s1ti generis nature, which includes a widespread mistrust of 

the majority, an ambivalent attitude towards integration, and a lack of recognition to the 

concept of 'civic responsibility' or the 'correlative duty' of citizenship, implying a reciprocal 

286 S1tpra note 61, p.420. 
287 Supra note 19, pp.161-162. 
288 .fopra note 21, p.7. 
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relationship between the rights provider and the recipient. These characteristics do not 

seem to match the expectations of EU citizenship, as according to Meehan (1993), it was 

intended to: 

1 
••• i11c/11de as flt!/ and respected 111e111bers those JJJho haJJe made a pa,tiCN!ar tenito,y their ho111e, the centre of 

their eco110111ic life, Pt!J' taxes and are a.ffected 0, state policies, and pmticipate 1i1 a 1JJhole JJJeb of social 

interactio11s JJ!hich 11!!do11htedb ge11emte expectatio11s'289 

The difficulties encountered by the European Union in the area of minority rights provision 

for the Roma minority within its territory will now be compared with its efforts to improve 

the situation of the Roma minorities in Central and Eastern Europe. 

2.9 EU Minority Rights: An 'Export Product' Not 'For Domestic Consumption'290 

The weakness of the supranational institutions of the EU to legislate on minority protection 

within its territory is in stark contrast to its competence externally. Indeed, minority rights 

have become an important item on the EU's external policy agenda, in its relations with 

Central and Eastern Europe, and such inconsistencies in its approach has led to it being 

accused of 'double standards'. Amato and Batt ask the question of 'how far can the EU insist 

on minority rights for others, without first putting its own house in order?' 291 • 

289 S11pm note 9, p.161. 
290 S11pra note 113, p.3-4. 
29! s,ipm note 195, p.2. 
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Development Cooperation 

The incorporation of democracy and human rights clauses in the EU's development policy 

agenda reflects the supranational institution's support for the 'promotion of a kind of world 

development that is more compatible with European political and social values', and belief 

that the changes in the political and economic conditions for development is parallel to the 

'changed attitudes in Europe'292 In relation to minority rights, the EU's development policy 

in 1998 stressed the importance of the principles of 'democratisation, rule of law, respect for 

human rights, and good governance', and threatened to withdraw from partnership with 

states violating these principles. 

Accession 

While in terms of internal relations, Article 6(1) of the EU Treaty merely stipulates that the 

Union 'is founded on the principles of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and 

fundamental freedoms and the rule of law', 'minority protection' is specified in the context 

of enlargement and accession.293 The European Council Meeting of June 1993 incorporated 

political criteria to be complied with by countries aspiring to membership of the EU: 

'membership requires that the candidate country has achieved stability of institutions 

guaranteeing democracy, ~ule of law, human rights and respect for a11d protection oj1JJi1101ities'.294 

292 The Courier,'Greel/ Paper On Relations BetJ11ee11 the EU and the ACP Co1111tries 011 the Eve of the 21st Cmtmy'. 
Dossier, no. 162i 1997, pp. 7-26. 
293 s,ipra note 113, pp.3-4. 
294 S11pra note 113, pp.3-4. 
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EU practice in terms of enlargement has developed along the key lines of local sensitivity 

and resource provision. While internally, the area of minority rights is a sovereign 

prerogative of the Member States, externally, the EU exercises considerable power in forcing 

the governments of candidate countries to improve the situation of the Roma minority in 

their territory. For example, the European Commission conducts annual reviews on the 

progress of each candidate country with regard to its human and minority rights record. By 

the time they join the Union, candidate countries will have to implement the relevant laws, 

including the directive on equal treatment regardless of racial and ethnic origin. 

In the context of the pre-accession strategy, the PHARE programme provides financial 

support and substantial funding to a number of projects set up to improve the situation of 

the Roma population in candidate counties in Central Europe, though education and 

training, and income-generating activities.295 During the last decade, the EU is reported to 

have allocated some 10.983 million Euro to mainstream sector programmes in Central and 

Eastern Europe, and dedicated 20 million Euro to specific Roma initiatives.296 

While the EU has clearly demonstrated its competence as a champion of Roma rights in 

Central and Eastern Europe, initiative and competence do not necessarily lead to efficacy. 

In fact, during the last decade, 'the economic and social circumstances of the Roma have 

declined'.297 According to the findings of the European Committee on Romani 

Emancipation, the mainstream sector programmes 'do not have any substantive direct 

economic impact upon the Roma', as the Roma are not considered to be direct beneficiaries. 

295 S,tpra note 239, p.18. 
296 European Committee on Romani Emancipation. E11ropean Union fimding ef 111qjod(J1 pop11latio11 iilitiatives, sourced 
from the Internet, http:/ /www.eu-romani.org/euroma.htm (Accessed 9 January 2002). 
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On the EU level, the Commission is criticised for handling the Roma issue 'in terms of 

inexpressive initiatives concerning youth and culture, democratisation and education', and 

diverting attention away from the fundamental issues of rural poverty and unemployment.298 

On a local level, the level of exclusion of the Roma is a direct result of institutional racial 

discrimination by the recipient governments, leading the ECRE to conclude that 'the 

tolerance of widespread institutional racial discrimination has been a cause of a significant 

waste in EU aid funding. Tables 1 and 2 below provide an illustration of these problems. 

Table 1. Comparison between EU funding of mainstream sectors in Central and Eastern 

Europe and Roma initiatives: 

Comparison between the European 
Union funding of mainstream sectors 
& Roma initiatives 

11 billion 

Euro 

Roma 

20 million 

Despite the EU's efforts to pressure 

Central and Eastern European states to 

improve the situation of their Roma 

minorities through development funds, 

the Roma do not benefit from EU 

programmes. 

(Source: European Committee on Romani Emancipation, http://www.eu-romani.org/euroma.htm) 

291 Ibid. 
298 Supra note 296. 
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Table 2. European Union's funding deficit to Roma initiatives: 

Making up the European Union's 
funding decifit to Roma initiatives 

[defldt "". 05 h Furn] 
10.5 billion 

Euro 

Roma 
J 

440 million 
A more equitable allocation of EU 

funds is required for the Roma 

communities of Central and Eastern 

Europe. 

(Source: European Committee on Romani Emancipation, bu:p:i /www.cu-romani.nrr/curomri.htm) 

The inefficacy of the EU's external efforts in improving the situation of the Roma is a clear 

indication that jurisdictional competence and availability of resources do not always result in 

effective policies. Wbat determines efficacy ultimately rests on national policy-makers, with 

minority rights being an internal matter. The EU, ·while ineffective in some if not most areas 

of minority rights, has made tremendous efforts in translating its democratic and 

humanitarian ideals into policy. In this sense, it successfully fulfils its role as a vehicle for 

minority rights provision, at least procedurally. 
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Conclusion 

European integration has served as a catalyst for a re-examination of relations between 

different levels of government, and at the same time, different dimensions of membership 

and identity in the EU. The idealised notion of an EU citizenship, as constructed by the 

federalist elites, has added an additional layer to community membership, and while it lacks 

the essential foundations of history and legitimacy, its appeal rests on its democratised and 

altruistic image. With the creation of a supranational citizenship, for the first time in the 

history of Europe, minorities in the EU were given an opportunity to choose between two 

sources of membership and inclusion. 

Despite the European Union's capacity to respond to the politically volatile question of 

minority rights, current political arrangements, which prioritise Member State sovereignty 

and which place matters related to minority rights within the exclusive competence of the 

Member States, have imposed strict limitations on the supranational entity's competence in 

the field of internal minority rights provision. A confederal institution that is federally

driven but which operates in a consociational manner, the dictates of the principle of 

subsidiarity place the supranational institutions of the EU in a weaker position vis-a-vis the 

Member States in such a politically contentious area. 

\'{lithin its limitations, the European Union has made every effort to endorse the cause of the 

Roma and has made provisions in relation to the non-discrimination, polyethnic, preferential 

treatment and special representation requirements of the 'gypsy problem'. The EU has 
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particularly been successful in the education provisions for the Roma, although its efforts in 

other areas have been less successful. 

In form, the EU presents itself as a supranational state endowed with resources to protect its 

citizens. In substance, its decision-making powers are limited. Indeed, it is a unique feature 

of European Union citizenship in a confederal consociationalist entity that the political 

arrangements that have strengthened it are also responsible for the reducing its powers, 

particularly in the area of minority rights. 



Chapter Three: Minority Rights as Sovereign State Prerogative 

An Interweaving of Ineffective Provisions 

3.1 Introduction 

113 

The form and operation of membership through citizenship in the EU is determined by the 

willingness of Member States to surrender elements of its sovereign status, and delegate 

competencies to the supranational level. While the decision to allow for the creation of a 

Union citizenship as an additional tier of membership was necessitated by the practical 

policy-making demands of the deepening and widening processes of European integration, 

initiatives reflecting wider Community interests such as minority rights provisions are 

compromised to ensure the primacy of national sovereignty. 

That the emancipation of the Roma minority is placed in the hands of Member State 

governments is problematic, due to the role played by the sovereign states in the historical 

processes which resulted in the minority group's oppression in and exclusion from 

European society from time immemorial to the present day. However, current efforts of 

Member States to remedy their oppressive practices towards their minorities are a 

combination of altruism and political expediency, reflective of the necessity to respond to 

ethnic conflicts plaguing the international order, and the requirement to promote and 

consolidate the rule of law, which would enable the fifteen Sovereign States to effectively 

play their role in the regional and international order. 
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Despite current efforts, what is characteristic of the process of minority rights decision

making in the EU, particularly as it relates to the Roma, is paralysis and inertia. The 

extremely strict criterion of loyalty to the State through a national legal status, the 

unavailability of accurate data allowing for the formulation of fair and accurate policies, the 

insistence that existing individualist human rights provisions are sufficient, and the fear of 

threat from collective entities beyond the sovereign State, all contribute to the failure of 

existing provisions to meet the much needed solutions in the form of non-discrimination, 

polyethnic, preferential and representational measures, to effectively address the problem of 

social exclusion. 

Any efforts in minority rights provisions made by the fifteen Member States to promote the 

rights and inclusion of a group of people who, for centuries, have been considered as social 

outcasts, and who have not been able to raise a popular cause for concern, would be rare 

and lacking in substance. Straddling national boundaries, unable to demonstrate an 

acknmvledgment of the concept of correlative duty, and lacking racial and cultural affiliation 

with the European majority, the EU Member States continue to refuse to endow the Roma 

with the entitlements they require to realise their full potential as members of the People's 

Europe. 
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3.2 Chapter Structure 

This chapter attempts to elucidate the complexities involved in the process of minority rights 

recognition in the European Union, using the theory of Confederal Consociationalism, as 

championed by Stavridis (2001)299, Kincaid (1999)300 by Tsinizelis and Chryssochoou 

(1998)-'01 • In the previous chapter, it was posited that while the dictates of federalism served 

as impetus for the creation of citizenship and rights recognition in the EU, the mode of 

operation remained controlled by the Member-States, through the functional division of 

jurisdictional competencies designed to preserve their sovereign status. It was argued that 

while in form, the EU possesses features of a federal union through the creation of a 

supranational citizenship, providing an alternative basis for membership and source of rights 

for the marginalised, in terms of operation, the EU possesses features of a confederal union 

of Member States, where the modus operandi is characterised by flexibility, efficiency, 

democracy and most importantly, nation-state sovereignty. As the area of minority rights is 

viewed as a preserve of domestic politics, the EU's capacity and competence in minority 

rights provision is weak and limited. 

This chapter attempts to place the question of rights for the Roma minority on the Member 

State level, and to posit that through their membership in the European Union, the Member 

States possesses the greatest variety of arrangements tl1at can be utilised to meet the needs 

of the largest but most marginalised group in Europe. Through their sovereign status, the 

fifteen Member States have the right to engage in partnership with regional and international 

299 Supra note 4 . 
. i(xi Supra note 5. 
}()\ s,ipra note 6. 
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entities, and through their association with these entities, where observance of democracy 

and the rule of law are precondition for membership, international and regional instruments 

specifying minority rights are added to existing domestic repertoire of rights. Availability 

does not, however, automatically translate to efficacy, and it is the question of the 

effectiveness of existing rights provision in improving the situation of the Roma minority 

which is at the heart of this chapter. 

3.3 Social Exclusion in the Member States 

'Nove111her 1, 1993 (. . . ] On that dqJ', eVelJ' citize11 ef the 111e1J1herstates beca/1/e citize.11 ef the U11io11 '302 

The continued marginalisation of the Roma since the pronouncement of a Europe-wide 

proves that ideals of inclusion did not translate to the incorporation of the Roma in the 

social fold. As discussed in the preceding chapters, 'social exclusion' denotes the absence of 

social relationships and obligations303, resulting in conditions of 'disadvantage, deprivation or 

socially undesirable circumstances'. The absence of social relationships and obligations in 

turn implies that the dominant norms of society are not shared by all members, and those 

who do not conform are alienated from the dominant social context.304 Indeed, no other 

group in the European Union have experienced social exclusion to the level that the Roma 

community. 

302 Cesarani, David and Fulbrook, Mary (eds). Citizenship. Nationality and lvligration in Europe. Routledge, 
London, 1996 p.30. 
303 S1tpra note 17, p.135. 
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3.3.1 The Roma: 'Cracks in the Social Fabric' 305 

Table 3. Roma Population in the EU Member States306 

--

.-

States Official Numbers l\tlinimum Maximum 

1 Austria 95 20,000 25,000 J 
.- -••\ 

2 Belgium N/A 10,000 15,000 / 
-_-- > 

3 Denmark N/A 1,500 2,000 

•··•·••· 

-_.-

4 Finland 10,000 7,000 9,000 -••-•·-
.- j 

·•·-
\ 

5 France N/A 280,000 340,000 / 
) 

6 Germany 50,000-70,000 110,000 130,000 --... -· 
f 

7 Greece 150,000 160,000 200,000 
···•·-·-· _--- / 

8 Ireland 10,891 22,000 28,000 
-

-·-··•--

·•·--

9 Italy 130,000 90,000 110,000 

••••••••• 
10 

-_ ... 
Luxembourg N/A 100 150 ; 

11 Netherlands 20,000 35,000 40,000 > 
--_- ? 
.--- 12 Portugal 40,000 40,000 50,000 r 

-- / 
13 Spain 450,000 650,000 800,000 \ 

< 
14 Sweden 20,000 15,000 20,000 > 

.. 
- - .. 

-. 15 UK 90,000 90,000 120,000 y . 
·-•--·-• 
---.• 

3114 Ibid. 
3115 S11pm note 17, p.136. 
306 Figures found in European Roma Rights Centre Fact Sheets: N11mbers ef Ro/Jin. 
bt1p:/ /errc.org/publications/factsheets/nu,bers.:,htrnl. (Accessed 22 July 2002) and Llegeois, Jean Pierre. 
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The largest Roma community in the EU is believed to be found in Spain, numbering a 

maximum of 800,000 and the lowest in Luxembourg, numbering a maximum of 150. A 

'common denominator' amongst the fifteen Member States is the Roma's marginalised 

position in society, having been persecuted and discriminated against in the European 

continent, from the time of their arrival in the 14th century from their country of origin, 

which linguistic evidence suggests is northern India.307 The marginalisation and exclusion of 

the Roma largely result from the negative stereotypical images invented by European 

societies to cope with the presence of a mysterious and 'uncooperative' group of non

Europeans. Perceived primarily as vagrants due to their nomadic lifestyle, and criminals on 

the basis of their skin colour,308 the Roma were persecuted and rejected by any society they 

encountered. In the fifteen Member States of the European Union, their exclusion is 

manifested in their poverty, low mortality, illiteracy, homelessness, unemployment and 

victimisation at times of heightened ethnic crises. Numbering around two million in the 

European Union alone, the Roma form the biggest 'majority among minorities'. 

3.3.2 The Roma as Candidate for Rights Entitlement 

As stated in the prev10us chapters, the Roma are experiencing serious levels of 

marginalisation and exclusion in the economic, political and cultural spheres, as \,Veil as in the 

School Provision for Ethnic J\ilinorities. The Gypsy Paradigm. Interface Collection, Gypsy Research Centre, 
University of Hertfordshire Press, Hertfordshire, 1998, p.36. 
307 Poulton, Hugb. lVlinorities in Southeast Europe: Inclusion and Exclusion. Minority Rights Group, London, 
1998, p.18. 
308 Sttpra note 53, p.26. 
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area of public order and lawful force. In the economic sphere, the Roma live in extremely 

poor conditions, and lack sufficient access to employment and health care, borne out of 

either racism and in some cases, their travelling lifestyle.309 Also, restrictions on land 

ownership and occupation is a main contributor to impoverishment among travelling Roma, 

whose livelihood is inextricably linked to travelling. 

In the cultural sphere, according to Hawes and Perez (1996)31°, the Roma are stripped of 

any ethnic or cultural identity, and the imposition of the culture of the majority, particularly 

in the area of education and languages, is contributing to the Roma minority's loss of their 

culture and identity. Assimilationist policies are often used in the hope of 'integrating' them 

in 'mainstream society', as their identity is considered devoid of culture and values, and 

reduced to a 'social problem'. 

In the legal sphere, Roma in the Member states suffer widespread discrimination in the 

judicial system, with complaints by Romani victims of human rights abuse not being 

adequately investigated by law enforcement and judicial authorities, and perpetrators of anti

Romani crimes in most cases unpunished. Roma defendants are also subjected to pre-trial 

detention more often and for longer periods of time than non-Roma, and receive 

disproportionately severe sentences.311 

Ultimately, the discriminatory and oppressive practices performed on the Roma are a 

reflection of the restrictions imposed by the political sphere, which, in addition to refusing to 

309 S11pra note 66, p.26. 
3 10 S11pra note 29, p.9. 
311 S11pm note 66, p.11. 
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recognise Roma as official members of the polity through citizenship, also denies the 

minority community political representation. Indeed, in the political sphere, the only visible 

role this marginalised community plays is that of victim in the xenophobic political agenda 

of extreme right-wing politicians, particularly during elections. 

On account of the current status and position of the Roma in the fifteen :Member States, 

finding a set of rights to be granted to the Roma has become a necessity, particularly in light 

of the European Union's commitment to democracy, the rule of law, human rights, and 

respect for and protection of minorities on the agenda for enlargement.312 In the previous 

chapter, it was argued that the exclusion of the Roma requires a policy response upholding 

non-discrimination, polyethnic rights, preferential treatment and special representation 

rights. 

Non-discrimination in every situation where minorities or members of minorities may be 

denied equality is a well-established principle of international law.313 'Polyethnic rights', are 

those rights that are 'intended to help ethnic groups and minorities express their cultural 

particularity and pride without hampering their success in the economic and political 

institutions of the dominant society', and the Roma are clearly lacking in them314 Preferential 

treatment bestuws social benefits on people as a corrective to prior rights violation315, and 

'special representation' rights are often defended as a response to some systemic 

312 S11pra note 185, pp.51-52. 
313 S11pra note 21, p.9. 
314 S1ipra note 97. 
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disadvantage or barrier in the political process which makes it impossible for the group's 

views and interests to be effectively represented.316 

3.4 Minority Rights as Sovereign Prerogative of the Nation-State 

In the previous chapter, it was argued that the supranational institutions of the European 

Union, despite demonstrating an altruistic sense of commitment to the recognition of Roma 

rights, and possessing the instruments of rights provision that would have the effect of 

reversing the process of social exclusion of the Roma community, minority rights remains an 

internal matter and a preserve of domestic politics317, and this accounts for the inefficacy of 

supranational efforts to enforce them. 

The academic literature contains competing accounts bet\veen supranationalism and 

intergovernmentalism, with integration theorists such as Moracsvik (1998) argumg that 

individual states are still able to exercise strategic choices about when to delegate to the EU, 

others suggesting that the state has lost capabilities 'vvithout the EU acquiring comparable 

powers, and yet others asserting that national systems have started to 'fuse' at the 

transnational level.318 The process of European integration has indeed been studied and 

analysed at great length in a variety of academic disciplines, but most if not all available 

theories still vie,v domestic politics as a central explanatory factor of the integration 

319 process. 

315 S,tpra note 108. 
316 S,tpra note 97. 
3 17 S11pra note 185, p.52. 
3 18 S,tpra note 225, pp.12-13. 
319S,tpra note 226, p.1. 
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Citizenship and minority rights in the European Union are contentious issues that could not 

be placed on either side of the supranational-integrovernmental dichotomy. Indeed, the 

complexity of these areas as they relate to European integration can only be understood by 

moving away from this dichotomy and acknowledging the operation of both supranational 

and intergovernmental elements in the present state of affairs. In this section, the process of 

minority rights policy-making in the EU will be described and theorised using the concept of 

confederal consociationalism. 

3.4.1 Functional Dimension of European Integration 

' ... co11federal co11Sociatio11 nfers to the 111ergi11g of disti11ct C11/t11ral!J, defi!led aJ1d political!J, organised 11nits i11 

so111e Jami of V1!io11' to ji1rther ce1tai11 co111111011 ends, !J!itho11t either losing their m1se of for/1/ing collective 

11atio11al ide11tities or resigni11g their i11divid11al so1Jereig11!J1 to a higher central a11tho1ity'. 320 

European integration comprises two inter-related processes, one of which is the delegation 

of policy competencies to the supranational level to achieve particular policy outcomes, and 

the other being establishment of a new set of political institutions, with executive, legislative 

d . d' . 1 J?l an JU 1c1a powers. ~ According to Cram (2001), the Member States' decision to 

participate in the process of integration is due more or less to their rational calculation 

concerning the costs and benefits of membership in the EU. The logic of the 

neofonctionalist argument is that European integration was propelled by the interactions 

between political and economic elites across country boundaries in pursuit of some of mixed 

shared ideas and complementary interests, as championed by Haas (1968) and Llndberg 
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(1963). One of these interests is economic in nature, and as the EU has a powerful role in 

areas such as macro-economic stabilisation, which cannot be achieved sufficiently at the 

national level.322 

As a result primarily of necessity, Member States have decided to delegate policy powers to 

the supranational level, although it is important to note that the procedural effects of this 

delegation are considered less important than the outcomes that result from it. Indeed, in 

the national context, what matters most for domestic actors and institutions is how the 

delegation to the European level affects policy outcomes in the domestic arena. The 

materialist approach to understanding public support can be drawn from the experiences of 

less wealthier IVIember States such as Ireland, Spain, Greece, and Portugal, whose national 

governments 'perceive their respective countries' membership in the EU ... as an 

improvement in their economic benefits and political position'323• Political participation is 

also important to Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands because of their lack of 

geographic and demographic size and limited political weight, and being part of a 

supranational superpower such as the EU has facilitated their needs in these areas. The 

advantage in joining the EU, however, lies in the fact that the benefits for membership often 

outnumber the disadvantages, at least for the Member States. 

In line with Frederick Lister's (1994) views on EU governance, I<:incaid argues that 

confederation is now emerging as a form of governance by which like-minded states can 

320 S11pra note 6, p.84. 
321 S11pra note 226, p.3 
322 S11pra note 226, p.5. 
323 Deflem, Mathieu and Pampel, Fred. 'Tht AfJth of Post11atio1111! Ide11tif)1: Popular S1tppo1t for E11ropea11 U11[ficatio11 '. 
Social Forces, September 1996, vol. 75, no.I, pp.119-143, at 123. 
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form limited purpose partnerships designed to bring a higher degree of economic and 

political order to entire regions of the word, without the consequence of imperilling the 

sociocultural heritages of the nation-states that it unites. 324 In accordance with the 

confederal consociationalist perspective, integration in the European Union involves a 

'federal mode of operation', which is necessitated by the 'practical policy-making demands of 

functional integration' and 'sovereignty claims of the EU's constituent states', operating 

within an order which recognises onb1 states as sovereign entities.325 In terms of the resultant 

institutional structure, the EU becomes a union of governments or states, and not of any 

h . . b d h 326 ot er entities eyon t e state. 

\X!hile the sovereign status of the fifteen Member States is retained in the process, Tsinezelis 

and Chryssochoou (1998) refer to contemporaty European Union from 1993 onwards as a 

period of 'co-determination'.327 One of the necessities of integration is power-sharing 

between the supranational and national institutions, although the functional division of 

jurisdictional competencies between the two actors continue to prioritise the sovereign 

requirements of the Member States.328 Therefore, the process of European integration as it 

is at present denotes the 'preservation of those state qualities that allow the participating 

entities to survive as separate collectivities, whilst engaging themselves in a polity-formation 

process that increasingly transforms the traditional patterns of interaction amongst them.'329 

324 S11pm note 5, p.44. 
325 S,tpm note 5, p.34. 
326 S,tpm note 5, p.38. 
327 S1tpm note 6, p.92 
328 S,tpm note 5, p.41. 
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The preservation of the Member States' sovereign statehood is indeed reflected in the 

decision-making procedures in place. In the EU, the means for arriving at collective binding 

decisions is within a 'closed' system of political interactions or 'cartel of elites', whereby state 

interests are given priority, and wider 'Community interests' compromised in the name of 

achieving sufficient levels of decisional efficiency. Flexibility entails a strong dose of political 

pragmatism in devising a proper plan of action, while efficiency is deigned to accelerate the 

pace of EU policymaking in various functional areas. The importance given to the principles 

of flexibility and efficiency, does not match the emphasis placed on the principle of 

democracy, 'Which covers issues related to citizenship, and with citizenship being the primary 

source of rights and entitlements in any given political system, the sphere of minority rights 

is also included.330 

The decision to place citizenship and minority rights within the jurisdiction of the Member 

States can be explained by the principle ·which dictates the functional division of 

jurisdictional competencies in the EU, that of subsidiarity. Article 3.b.II of the Treaty of 

Rome stipulates that: 

111 areas 1vhich do not jall 1JJithi11 its exc/Jtsive covtpete11ce, the Cov11111111itJ1 shall take actio11, i11 accorda11ce 

JJJith the p1i11ciple o/ s11bsidimitJ1, 011lv i{ a11d i11 so far as the ol:Jectives ~r the proposed actio11 COi/i/Of be 

Sl({/icie11tl11 achieved bv the 1Wel11ber States and ca 11, therefore, !!)1 reason or the scale of effects of the proposed 

actio11, be better achieved l!J, the Co1m1m11itJ1 [emphasis added]'.331 

329S11pra note 6, pp. 95-96. 
330 S11pra note 6, pp.88-89. 
331 S11pm note 236, p. 157. 
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The discussion that follows provides an explanation as to the reason issues relating to 

minorities and minority rights are treated as prerogatives of statehood. 

3.4.2 Minority Rights and the Requirements of State Sovereignty 

The term 'minority' in international law is avoided whenever possible, and evokes 

ambivalent responses from post-war leaders and commentators. \X!hile the existence of 

human beings and states are 'axiomatic', the existence of collectivities is problematic. 

According to Gilbert, international law 'struggles with the definition of actors beyond the 

'State".332 The reason for this stems from historical experiences which witnessed the 

language of minority rights being abused, such as by the Nazis, apartheid, and by other 

'intolerant and belligerent nationalists and fundamentalists throughout the world' in the 

name of power over and domination of people outside their group, and also the suppression 

of dissenters within the group.333 Indeed, claims of national minorities were often viewed as 

synonyms for nationalism, irredentism, aggression and duplicity. As these are elements that 

have the potential of causing instability to the nation-state and thereby threaten its sovereign 

status, all areas relating to minority rights are treated as a matter of internal affairs which only 

the Member States themselves have the right and capacity to make decisions in; 

3.4.3 Minority Rights Decision-Making A Matter of Sovereign State Capacity 

332 SttjJm note 19, pp.161-162. 
333 s,ipm note 97, p.6 
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Citizenship is often defined as 'the right to have rights'.334 It is frequently analysed in terms 

of entitlements and potential obligations it bestows on beneficiaries of this status.335 

Citizenship defines an individual's membership to a state community, and this membership 

serves as an important criterion for the attribution of rights and benefits, which themselves 

have evolved through the centuries. In the previous chapter, it was discussed that the types 

of rights provided by citizenship varied through the centuries, and the range of rights 

conferred on citizens in the contemporary era is a collection of these rights. The rights in 

question were civil, political, social and cultural. 

In a confederal consociationalist Europe, citizenship remains undisputably national, at least 

in terms of operation. Being a confederal union, that is, a union of sovereign states, 

:Member State citizenship has been resilient and continues to act as a legitimate vehicle for 

rights endowment. In the previous chapter, the four dimensions of classical citizenship336 

were tested on EU citizenship, to ascertain whether its supranational institutions were 

endowed with state-like qualities allowing them to take on responsibilities that traditionally 

fell within the exclusive competence of the nation-state. It was found that in form, EU 

citizenship meets the four criteria of territory, basis and legitimation of membership, 

organization of membership, and source of rights and entitlements. However, in practice, 

and specifically relating to minority rights, the four dimensions possessed by EU citizenship 

were largely symbolic. 

334 S11pra note 183, p.3. 
335 Sttpra note 113, p.11. 
336 S,tpm note 10, p.141. 
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The territorial dimension of citizenship in the EU remains nation-state bounded, as 

evidenced in the Schengen Agreement, which required the abolishment of border controls at 

the internal frontiers in the EU to be matched by a standardised strengthening of controls at 

the external frontiers.337 In regard to the three other dimensions of citizenship, namely, 

source and legitimation of membership, organisation of membership, and source of rights 

and entitlements, it is important to note that EU citizenship is also on Member State 

nationality and citizenship, with the latter continuing to be the 'site of all legitimate power'.338 

Indeed, the exclusion of non-nationals perpetuates the democratic deficit that this new 

European status was designed to address. De \Vitte (2000) agrees and argues that the rules 

on the acquisition of nationality are relevant because the recognition of minority rights, in 

contrast to human rights, is often made dependent on having the nationality of the country 

concerned, with the exclusion of non-citizens.339 According to Bhabha (1999)340 'since EU 

citizenship depends on the possession of member state nationality, and since the criteria for 

the latter differ between states and are controlled by them, no unitary, pan-European 

mechanism for acquisition of EU citizenship exists'. Member-state nationality is a cardinal 

principle of community law, and member-states have retained the right to exclude nationals 

of other member states for reasons of public policy. 

\X!ith Member State citizenship proving its resilience, and with its capacity and competence 

in fulfilling the role as the source of rights and entitlement in the EU, it appears that it also 

has both capacity and competence to provide rights to its minorities, including the Roma. 

337 Bort, Eberhard. Illegal Migratio11 a11d Cross-Border C1i111e: Challmges at the Eastem Frontier of the E!fropea11 U11io11 
RSC No.2000/9, EUI, 2000, p.1. 
338 S11pra note 7, p.38. 
339 S1tpm note, p.11. 
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The second reason invoked by Member States in justifying their control over minority rights 

issues, namely the notion of legitimacy, will now be discussed. 

3.4.4 Member States' Minority Rights Prerogative a Matter of Legitimacy 

Legitimacy is determined by socially accepted norms which concern the rightful source of 

authority and standards of government, and critics of EU citizenship argue that the rightful 

source of authority continue to be the national governments of the fifteen Member States. 

The twin notions of 'European Union' and 'citizen of the Union' is viewed as being a step 

too far, and demands for the defence of national sovereignty against the encroachment of 

'Brussels' has been made. It is important to recall the European Union was primarily an 

economic integration process, and according to Jacques Delo rs himself, 'Yott don't fall in love 

1vith a com1J1011 111arket;)'ot1 need so1J1ething else'341 , indeed pointing out the EU citizenship's lack of 

'tangibility' required for citizenship to be effective, and to enable it to gain the voluntary 

affection and support of the citizens of the member states. 

The fact that Member State citizenship continues to demonstrate its capacity and legitimacy 

as the proper source of rights entitlement in the EU therefore gives justification to the 

decision to place the question of minorities and minority rights within its exclusive 

competence. The discussion will nmv continue with the question of what rights are made 

available by Member State citizenship to minorities. 

340 Bhabha, Jacqueline. Be/011gi11g i11 Emvpe: Citize11ship and Post-National Rights. UNESCO, Blackwell Publishers, 
1999. 
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3.5 Member State Level Minority Rights Decision-Making 

3.5.1 Sources of Rights for Minorities 

According to Thornberry, 'the greatest variety of arrangements specific to minorities are 

found in Europe'.342 Existing states are not sacrosanct, and to enable states to play their role 

as intermediary between the individuals, groups, and the international order constructively, it 

is important for them to conform to certain general principle relating to democracy and 

human rights, which minority rights are derived from. In Europe, it is an undisputed fact 

that the existence of unsolved minority issues or problems constitutes a most serious risk for 

peace and stability in many areas of the region, and thus a considerable threat to the process 

of European integration.343 Regional concern for minority rights has been expressed in 

Article 1 of the Council of Europe's 1995 Convention for the Protection of National 

:Minorities, which stipulates that: 

(. .. ] the protectio11 of 11atio11al JJ1i1101ities alld of the 1ights of perso11s be/011gi11g to those 11Ji1101ities jor111s all 

i11tegral pai1 qf the i11tematio11al protection of h1tJJJa11 1ights a11d as st1ch falls 1JJithi11 the scope of i11tematio11al 

cooperatioll ( . .. 7 

\v'hat are the main sources of rights provision at the Member State level? Among Member 

States, constitutional law and domestic legislation are important sources of rights for 

minorities.344 International and regional human rights law can also be invoked, with most 

341 Laffan, Brigid. 'The Politics of Ide11til)1 and Political Order in Ellrope'. Journal of Common :Market Studies. Vol. 
43, no.1, March 1996, pp. 81-101, 1996, at 85. 
342 Thornberry, Patrick. Minorities and HumanRights Law. JvIRG London, 1991, p.24. 
343 Sllpm note 248, p.359. 
344 S!lpm note 133,at 201-205. 
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Member States being signatory to existing international human rights instruments. In the 

legal sphere judicial remedy can be secured at national courts, as well as the European Court 

of Human Rights (ECHR), which is located in Strasbourg. With regard to the enforcement 

of these provisions, minority rights are traditionally enforced through domestic legislation345, 

the operation of democracy and rule of law346, the existence of politically binding rights in 

addition to legally justiciable rights347, and through indirect channels, where provisions are 

f 1 . 1 . '\48 not part o eg1s anon~ . 

Constitutional law and Domestic Legislation 

According to Forbes (1995), it is common for drafters of constitutions to include one or 

more chapters on fundamental rights and freedoms. Human rights are an idiom of 

constitutional law, and advertise the fact that the state is 'a civilised member of the 

international community'. However, an important feature of the respective constitutional law 

of the fifteen Member States is the absence of any reference to minority rights.349 There is 

also one Member State in the EU that does not have a written constitution, the United 

Kingdom, which relies instead on the 1976 Race Relation Act 1976 for legislation. 

International and Regional Human Rights Instruments 

345Jbid .. 
346 s,ipra note 133. 
347 s,ipra note 19. 
348 s,ipm note 19. 
349 See AppendL-s;: I. 
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According to the confederal consociationalist model, large-scale constitutional engineering 

maintains the ability of member governments to manage the process of building trans

national bodies.350 Indeed, through their status as sovereign states, the fifteen Member States 

were able to engage in international partnerships in their own right, which the EU itself has 

not been able to do. On 1 February 1995, the Convention on the Protection of National 

:Minorities by the Council of Europe was opened and immediately signed by 22 countries, 

including Austria, Denmark, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the 

UK. 

Unlike the European Union, the fifteen Member States of the EU are members of the 

Council of Europe, known for its sympathetic view of concerns of ethnic minorities. 

Although it is consultative rather than executive in character, it predates the European 

Community. It is more broadly based than the EU, and is influential in European politics351 • 

Member States are also members of the Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe 

(CSCE), later known as the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). 

The CSCE originated in a 1969 Warsaw Pact proposal for a general European conference to 

discuss security issues, and ultimately became an important forum for human rights 

including national minority concerns. Indeed, the 'CSCE Follow-up Meetings' which took 

place between 1975 and 1989 ,vere dominated by a concern for the violation of individual 

human rights, particularly those civil and political liberties associated with the movement 

towards human rights and democracy in Communist states.352 

350 Sllpra note 6, p. 86. 
351 King, John. Ethnic klin01ities and 1'111/tilateral E11ropean Institlltions in Hargreaves, Alec and Leaman, Jeremy 
(eds). Racism, Ethnicity and Politics in Contemporary Europe. Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd., Aldershot and 
Brookfield 1995, p.179-191, at 179. 
352 S1tpra note 185, p.118. 
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By virtue of the Member States' membership of international and regional organisations, 

there came about a thorough interweaving of the Council of Europe, UN, OSCE, COE and 

due to their commitments to European integration, EU provisions regarding rights for 

minorities. All of these major organisations appeared to be operating in tandem using 

common minority rights terminology based upon the standard-setting activities of the OSCE 

and Council of Europe. In this sense, there appears to be an emerging post-Cold \\"far 

European minority rights regime that Member States subscribe to, which would give 

strength to their claim that the sovereign state remains the proper and legitimate repository 

of rights for minorities. 

The insistence of the fifteen Member States of the EU to maintain the responsibility for 

minorities within their sphere of competence, as noted earlier, is due to reasons of capacity 

and legitimacy. Endowed \vith the resources in decision-making domestically, 

intergovernmentally, supranationally and internationally, the fifteen Member States do 

indeed have the capacity to legislate on contentious issues affecting their sovereign status, 

and as posited by the confederal consociationalist theory: 

'the Co11federal di111e11sio11 in the C01?federal Co11sociatio11 JJJodel co11jir1J1s the co11ti1111ed preponderance of the 

state, especia/b, the 11atio11al go1Jem1JJents, in ... decision-maki11g'353 

In regard to the issue of legitimacy, Member States assert their supremacy over the 

supranational institutions of the EU, in legislating on areas related to citizenship. With 
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minority rights being derived from citizenship, the Member States have ensured their 

exclusive competence in this specific area, citing minority rights as an internal issue that a 

common market just simply would not have the legitimacy to act on. Therefore, 'legitimacy' 

in this context is determined by accepted norms which concern the rightful source of 

authority and standards of government. The section that follows questions the Member 

States' assertion of being the rightful source of minority rights provision, by looking at 

current arrangements not only in the EU but also in the international arena. 

3.5.2 Minority Rights Absent in Existing Catalogue of Rights 

Despite the capacity of any state to legislate on issues regarding the situation of their 

minorities, this does not necessarily translate to a successful implementation of minority 

rights and thereby the reversal of the process of social exclusion which has plagues minority 

communities not only in Europe, but indeed throughout the world. Gilbert (1996) 

enumerates the following as the problems involved in devising a solution to the problem of 

minorities in sovereign states. There is currently a lack of a universally agreed definition of a 

minority, a strict requirement that minority groups have to be of a sufficient size or number 

to constitute a minority endowed with rights, a fixation on differentness, an individualist 

focus, and finally, a preoccupation with the idea that minority rights would be incompatible 

with existing human rights provisions. Indeed, these elements act as obstacles in allowing the 

fifteen Member States of the EU to provide the rights their respective Roma minorities 

urgently require. 

353 S11pra note 4, p.11. 
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Lack of a Universally Agreed Definition of a Minority 

According to Riddell, defining a minority is a controversial process, due to the unwillingness 

of sovereign states to allow the recognition of groups or collectivities other than themselves. 

There is no universally agreed definition of a minority, and in a large part, the controversy 

over definitions is rooted in the different perceptions of minorities.354 However, recognising 

minority status has always been the prerogative of the state, and as a result, the preferred 

term 'national minority' in minority rights lav,r refers to the fact that only those minorities 

whose members are nationals of the state may qualify. 

The difficulty at this point is determining the status of 'nomadic groups' such as the Roma. 

According to Gilbert (1996): 

'It is i1J1po,ta11t to take this restriction i11to acco1111t JJJhere a 111i11on!J1 group straddles 1Jatio11al b01111daries, 

S!!ch that each state is 011b1 respo11sible forprolllofli1g the 1ights of that pad of the gro,;p !ivi1;g in its tenito1y. 

Nollladicgro11ps also call into q11estio11 the absollfte 11at11re qfthe req11ire111ent that a mi1101i91 sho11/d consist 

~[nationals {el!lphasis added/. '355 

The status bestowed upon minorities by the state determines their access to rights, and in 

circumstances where governments do not recognise the existence of particular minorities, 

the scope for advocacy using legal and formal mechanisms becomes extremely limited. In 

the context of the EU, the fifteen Member States are responsible for endowing groups 

,vithin their territories with 'national minority' status, ,vhich poses problems for the Roma, 

due to their status as outsiders in European society. 

354 S11pra note 21, p.7. 
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A few examples can be found in the EU regarding the treatment of the Roma as foreigners 

and outsiders. In Finland, the Roma are largely treated by white Finns as outcasts, despite 

the fact that they have been living in Finland since the 16th century.356 The Roma in 

Germany have found themselves relegated to an alien status, and are persecuted even by the 

Sinti, their ethnic cousins. 357 In Belgium, Roma have been forced to carry at all times 

identification papers which are stamped 'undetermined nationalities', despite the fact that the 

so-called 'stateless' Roma have roots in Belgium dating back several centuries. Since 1975, 

there has been a law that requires Roma in Belgium to register each year and request 

permission to continue residence, even though they were born in the country, and the stay at 

campsites for travelling Roma is also limited to 6 to 24 hours.358 The Roma in Spain are not 

considered legal residents, and have no right to vote or right to social welfare. In Italy, 

Roma who have managed to legalise their status often possess temporary residence permits 

valid for various, but exclusively short, periods of time, which is between 1 and 6 months.359 

\'\Tith a lack of a universally agreed definition of a 'minority', states are free to confer or deny 

national minority status to the groups and communities within their territories, and given the 

perception and status of the Roma as social outcasts, the difficulty in recognising them as a 

legitimate national minority for the purpose of rights entitlement becomes problematic. 

355 S//pra note 19, pp.165-167. 
35<, Patrin Web Journal, wysiwyg:/ /108/http:/ /209.1.224.11/Paris/5121 /finland.htm (Accessed 26 October 
2000). 
357 S11pra note 24, p.94. 
358 S11pra note 24, p. 93. 
359 European Roma Rights Centre Country Report. Ca1J1pla11d: Racial Segregation qf Ro/Jla i11 I tab'· http:// errc.on; 
(Accessed 6 November 2000). 
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The most commonly cited definition of a 'minority', formulated by UN Rapporteur 

Cappotorti embodies the strict national requirement that has proven to be a hindrance for 

the recognition of rights for the Roma: 

'a gro11p 1111111e1icalb' i11fe1ior to the rest if the pop11lation if the state, in a 11011-dolllinant position, 1vhose 

IJ/e/1/bers - being nationals qf the State - possess ethnic, religio11s or li11g11istic characteristics diffe1i1;g fro Ill 

those ef the rest ef the pop11/atio11 alld shmv, if 011b' i1J1p!icitb', a sense ef solidmit)' directed to1JJa1ds preservi,;g 

their C11/t11re, tmditio11s, religion or la11g11age' [emphasis addedJ.360 

Minorities in the fifteen Member States: Strength in Number 

Apart from the nationality criterion described above, before minority rights and granted to a 

specific group, it is important that the group itself constitutes a sufficient number to be 

recognised as a distinct part of society, and this criterion is imposed by the State. In relation 

to the Roma, the European Roma Rights Centre reports that a major obstacle to measuring 

the magnitude of discriminatory treatment affecting the Roma and formulating adequate 

policies to confront such practices, is the authorities' inactivity in generating and making 

public data on the relative situation of Roma and other minority groups. According to their 

report, some governments even go as far as to argue that producing such data is illegal. To 

date, most European governments have failed to provide statistical information in such a 

form as to elucidate the human rights situation of Roma in Europe, and make possible the 

formulation of proper policies to remedy the abuses committed to the minority group in 

360 5Hpm note 21, p.7. 
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question.361 'Table 3 in this chapter shows the inconsistencies between the numbers provided 

by the government and those collated by non-governmental organisations. 

A Fixation on Differentness 

Gilbert (1996) argues that efforts at definition of 'minorities' in international law suffer from 

the mistaken fixation on differentness supposedly evidenced by identifiable and uniform 

£ 362 group 1eatures. 'This has negative implications on individual members of the Roma 

community who do not conform to the stereotyped image of the Roma, such as those who 

are sedentarised, employed and light-skinned, but still suffer problems of discrimination 

both publicly and privately. It is indeed one of the contradictions of the international 

minority rights regime that minorities are required to be 'different' in order to meet the 

criteria of a 'minority', but at the same time, possess elements identifying them with the 

majority in order to pass the 'national minority' requirement. 'The diversity within the Roma 

community implies that both criteria are met easily. However, Member States are known to 

vacillate between the two criteria. 

Insistence on the Supremacy of Individual Rights Over Group Rights 

Commitment to principles of 'liberty, democracy, respect for h11JJ1all rights and fundamental 

freedoms and the rule of law', are enshrined in the constitutions of the respective Member 

States, highlighting the supremacy of the individual as the bearer of rights, in line with the 

liberal tradition. Member States, particularly France and Greece, oppose demands for a 

361 SHpra note 66, p. 32. 
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separate set of rights for minorities, arguing that such rights are already enshrined in existing 

international texts such as the Universal Declaration ef Htt111a11 Rights (1948), the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966), the E11ropea11 Convention on Ht11J1an Rights (1950), and 

the Helsinki Final Act (1915). 363 By empowering groups rather than individuals, collective 

rights appeared more threatening to the authority of the sovereign Member States, who in 

international relations, are the only legitimate bearers of collective rights. 

It is argued in international law that so long as eq11ali-!y in laJJJ and prohibition of 

discrimination is enforced, the need for a separate set of rights for minorities is rendered 

obsolete, and in this vein, any set of rights that minorities can access is confined within the 

limits of individual rights. Indeed, Member States have refused to recognise the 

requirements set out by Article 27 of the International Convention on Civil and Political 

Rights, which stipulates that: 

'In those States zi1 JJ!bich ethnic, rdigio11s or linguistic 1JJino1ities exist, persons belonging to s11ch 1J1i11orities 

shall not be denied the 1ight, in co1111111111i!J' with other 111e111bers ef the grotrp, to el(/(!)' their OJJ!ll Clllture, to 

profess and practise their OJJ!ll religion, or to 11se their O111n la11g11age'.364 

The French government has argued that "A1ticle 27 is not applicable so far as the Republic is 

concemed ... the constit11tion of the French Repttblic alreatfy Julfy guarantees the individt1al rights protected i?J, 

A1tic!e 27''365 

362 S11pra note 19, p.169. 
363 Supra note 185, p.56. 
364 ICCPR http:/ /www.cirp.org/librnrv / ethics/UN--cuvenant (Accessed 20 September 2002). 
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With regard to the debate over whether a separate set of rights is required in addition to 

existing human rights, theorists like Jary (1999)366, argue that the concept of universal 

citizenship rights based on human need is compatible with a recognition that particularistic 

identity exists, explaining that diversity is essential to the discourse of human culture. This is 

supported by Gilbert (1996), who then cites Galenkamp's Collective Rights: 1\1.11ch Ado About 

Nothing? A Revie111 Essqy (1991) to argue that: 

~vhether collective 111i1101i!)1 1ights are Slli ge/leris or a 111ere s1tbgro11p of h11111a11 1ights is 11/ti111ate!J' imJevant 

- the 011!), i111po1ta11t IJ/atters are }}lhether there is a ll/echa11is1J1 to e1ifon;e the 1ights and JJJho has the loc11s 

standi to do so. lf thv, are h111J1all lights, then there are established stmct11res 1?)1 ivhich thv1 can be 111011itored 

and e1iforced, b11t al!)' 11e11, treaty creati11g a discrete !J'Ste111 of 111i1101i"!)1 1ights co11!d j11st as easi!J' establish 

approp1iate mecha11is1J1s de 11ovo. %? 

There are others, however, who argue otherwise. According to Riddell (1998), while it is 

helpful to consider minority rights as part of a wider discourse on human rights, there are 

specific features and issues of specific relevance to minorities that warrant recognition 

through the creation of a separate set of rights, and universal human rights are not designed 

accommodate differences. 

It is clear that the humanitarian principles enshrined in international and regional minority 

1-ights texts which the Member States are signatory to remain subordinate to the preservation 

of international order defined in statist terms --- equal sovereignty, non-intervention, and 

inviolability of borders among them. In modern academic terms, realist theory is a school of 

thought in International Relations, influenced by earlier theorists such as Niccolo Machiavelli 

365 S11pra note 342, p.14. 
366 S11pra note 155. 
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(1469-1527) and Thomas Hobbes, which views states as the 'irreducible element in 

international politics', fundamentally self-interested.368 

In light of the systemic difficulties and controversies involved in the recognition of rights for 

minorities such as the Roma, the ability of Member States to provide the anti-discriminatory, 

polyethnic, preferential and special representation rights required by their respective Roma 

minorities will now be examined, first by enumerating the provisions that are available, and 

then examining their efficacy in offering a solution to the social exclusion of the Roma 

minority. 

3.6 Available Minority Rights Provisions and Their Efficacy 

3.6.1 Available Minority Rights Provisions in the EU Member States 

Non-Discrimination Rights for the Roma 

Non-discrimination provisions are created specifically in response to situations where 

mistreatment or disadvantage is based on grounds of racial or ethnic. The Roma community 

in the fifteen Member States have often been victims of discriminatory practices, leading to 

their exclusion from society. Member States governments, by virtue of their membership in 

international and regional bodies promoting human and minority rights, and on the basis of 

their decision-making capacity, indeed have the resources to implement non-discrimination 

361 S11pra note 19. 
368 Newman, Michael. Democracy, Sovereignty and the European Union. St Martin's Press, New York, 1996, 
p.17. 
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provisions for their Roma communities. However, it is their willingness to use their 

resources and decision-making capacity that determines the realisation of non-discrimination 

rights for the Roma. 

While European constitutions uniformly prohibit discrimination and guarantee equality, 

Member State governments have yet to translate these constitutional promises into domestic 

implementing legislation. It is also the case that existing provisions guaranteeing non-

discrimination are only guaranteed to citizens, as is the case in Germany, where basic rights 

disadvantages of noncitizenship include limited means to combat discrimination. Extensive 

German legislation combats anti-Semitism and Nazi ideology, but these laws have proved 

diffj 1 1 . . %9 1cu t to app y to non-citizens.-

In terms of compliance to international law prohibiting discrimination, it is noted that 

Austria, Belgium, Germany, Greece, Ireland and the UK are not signatory to the 1966 

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.370 

However, where states are signatory to international human rights instruments, it is often the 

case that they do not contain specific measures to target the problem of social exclusion, or 

more specifically, discrimination on ethnic or racial grounds. Indeed, it is important to note 

that the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR), 

accessible to Nlember State citizens ·whose governments are members of the Council of 

369 Supra note 185. 
370 According to Thornberry, 1991, pp.13-16, the qualification on the meaning of 'racial discrimination' set out 
in the two articles of the Racial Discrimination Convention and the general policy of this treaty have 
occasioned heated debate in the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. The official 
Convention policy is integration, but many states regard this as functionally equivalent to assimilation. 
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Europe, contains no provisions directly guaranteeing minority rights, or provisions 

guaranteeing non-discrimination. 371 

In an era of enlightenment where democracy and human rights are upheld, it is remarkable 

that 'democratic' sovereign states such as France do not recognise discrimination to be a 

problem. In fact, discrimination is permissible to a certain level, with commentators often 

viewing discrimination as "natural", as something universally triggered when a "threshold of 

tolerance" is surpassed372. 

As the United Kingdom does not have a written constitution, non-discrimination rights are 

sourced from domestic legislation, more specifically the 1965 Race Relations Act. Its field of 

expertise is racial discrimination in employment, and has the power to bring actions to court. 

It has, however, demonstrated weakness in obtaining criminal convictions for offences 

related to racial discrimination. 

Polyethnic Rights for the Roma 

In the European Union, efforts in recognising the polyethnic rights of minorities appear to 

be successful, due to its uncontroversial nature. Recognition of education rights for the 

Roma also take into account their cultural and language requirements, although their 

propensity to travel is often difficult to incorporate in education schemes for the Roma. 

371 S11pra note 19, p.173. 
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Some Member States have acknowledged Roma parents' mistrust of the school system, and 

have devised ways to overcome this obstacle. In Sweden, schooling is the object of 

negotiations between Roma parents and social workers. In return for sending their child to 

school, the family received various forms of social assistance.373 In France, until 1981, 

Roma parents who sent their children to school also received family benefits. 

In the United I<:ingdom, the law had recognised the need for educational provision for 

travelling children as early as the turn of this century, and since 1908 the children of Gypsies 

and other Travellers have been required by law to attend school for at least 200 of the 

normal 400 sessions a year. Section 118 of the 1908 Children Act referred specifically to 

"vagrants", and ministers included Roma in the term, although also acknowledging that 

"they differed from other vagrants". Sub-sections 1 and 2 imposed a severe penalty upon 

parents who prevented children from receiving education.374 From April 1990, grants under 

Section 210 of the 1988 Educational Reform Act allocated funds to local authorities on the 

submission of a successful bid 'with particular emphasis on improving levels of enrolment 

and attendance and facilitating Roma children's access to the national curriculum.ms 

Roma elsewhere in the Member States members of the Council of Europe can take 

advantage of the provisions made available by the Standing Conference on Local and 

Regional Authorities of Europe, which aimed to unite groups straddling state boundaries on 

matters of common interest such as education, culture, science, and the environment.376 The 

372 S11pm note 147, p.31. 
3?3 S11pm note 45, p.257. 
374 S1tpra note 29, p.59. 
375 S1tpra note 29, p.80. 
376 S11pra note 185, p.160. 
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emphasis on transnationalism is indeed appropriate in the context of the Roma. However, 

as education is often not a matter of 'interest' for the 'gypsy by the roadside', it is only 

effective in bringing together those who are already incorporated in the education system of 

the Member States. 

It '-Vas discussed in Chapter 1 that the relationship bet\.veen majority and minority is defined 

in terms of power relations, and domination is used by the majority to weaken the position 

of the minority in a number of spheres, including the cultural sphere. Language is an 

important source of identity for the Roma, and requires its preservation and dissemination to 

younger generations. However, with the pressure to assimilate and to speak the language of 

the majority, the Romani language is dying. This is indeed a critical issue for this minority 

group, given that language has been seen as one of the most critical ways in which minorities 

define themselves, and cannot be divorced from its cultural content: 

The Rom or Romany people provide a particularly striking example of the notion that 

language is a key to a people's identity. Scattered all over the ,vorld in a diaspora which has 

lasted many centuries, the Rom are united only by a common origin for which their language 

has provided decisive proof. Subdivided into as many dialects as there are groups of Rom on 

the five continents, this common language bears the imprint of their travels and links them 

to India, their original homeland377 

377 Sora via. Giulio. ~4 IF',mde1iJJg Voice: The LLI1ig1/{/ge of Gjpsies. Patrin \'{T cb Journal. Sourced from the Internet, 
htt;p;/'.J\vww.gcocitics.cum /ParisL51.21/.lang..ual{C.htm (Accessed 20 September 2002). 
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Of the fifteen Member States, it is in Finland that the Roma's language requirements are 

recognised, with Amended Section 14 of the ne,v Chapter II of Finland's Act of 

Government stipulating recognition of Romani as a minority language.378 

Preferential Treatment of the Roma 

Special rights for minorities are endorsed when there is a need to rectify unchosen 

inequalities, and in the case of the Roma, this is particularly applicable. Pressures from 

pressure groups and civil society has led to the creation of 'special rights' for the Roma 

community, although these are relatively recent initiatives. 379 The central governments of 

Finland, Greece and Italy, the Nlinistry of Health and Welfare of the Netherlands, working 

groups in Sweden, and social action programmes in the U.K. have given the Roma special 

access to educational, employment, housing, health and cultural programmes. 

Special Representation for the Roma 

\Vheatley (1999) stresses the need for minority rights provision to contain a procedural 

aspect, which would allow the minority the right to participate in the decision-making 

0 80 processes.-' \X!hile the Roma are traditionally considered to be an apolitical group of 

people, as will be seen in the next chapter, some members of the community have shown a 

tendency to be politically vocal in endorsing minority rights for their group. Member States 

378 S11pra note 248, p.364. 
379Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly. Legal Sit11atio// of the Ro1J1a i/1 E11rope,. DOC 9397, 19 Ap,il 2002. 
Sourced from the Internet, http: i /assemblv.coe.int/Document5/\VorkingDocs/doc02/EDOC9.397.hun 
(Accessed 28 August 2002). 
380 S11pra note 111, at 200. 
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such as Austria, Belgium, Finland, Greece and Sweden have recognised this and have given 

advisory status to groups representing or represented by members of the Roma community 

in policy areas affecting them.381 However, given the context in which the language of rights 

is articulated, any policy outcome arising from such consultations is inevitably dictated by the 

Member State governments. 

3.6.2 Efficacy of Existing Provisions for the Roma 

The existence of provisions guaranteeing minority rights are often empty political promises. 

It is clear that the Roma community in the fifteen Member States continue to be excluded 

and marginalised, despite political pronouncements and arrangements designed to improve 

their status and situation. The only possible way to determine the efficacy of available 

measures is through the monitoring mechanisms ~ place designed to review government 

actions regarding their minorities. 

There are several monitoring procedures in the United Nations and international regional 

fora to which violations of minority rights and other situations involving minorities can be 

submitted for serious review with reasonable expectations of positive results,382 and states are 

often reluctant to adopt minority standards with effective monitoring procedures for the 

381 S11pra note 379. 
382 Examining state reports required by the conventions which come under their respective jurisdiction, the 
HRC, CERD, Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC), Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (CESCR), the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against \Xfomen (CEDA W) and the 
Committee Abrainst Torture (CAT) question government representatives about the treatment of minorities and 
minorit}' rights. Gudmundur, Alfredsson and Ferrer, Erika. Minority Rights: A Guide to the Un Procedures 
and Institutions. MRG and Raoul Wlallenberg Institute of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law, London and 
Sweden, 1998, p.11. 
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protection of minorities.383 However, in most cases, monitoring does not necessarily translate 

to action by the violator state to correct its actions, as evidenced by a report from the 

European Roma Rights Centre: 

I11 its Co11ch1di11g Observations co11cemi11g Itab, the CERD co11de11111ed racial segregation ef Ro111a i11 

ho11Sing. I11 partic11la1; the Co111111ittee expressed co11cem ''at the sift1atio11 ef Illa!!)' Ro111a Jl)ho, ineligible far 

p11blic ho11si11g, live in calJ/ps otlfside 111qjor Italian cities" a11d stated that ,~·11 additio11 to a firq11e11t lack ef 
basic facilities, the ho11siJ1g ef Ro111a i11 s11ch ca1Jtps leads 11ot onb• to a plt)'sical seg1rgatio11 ef the Ro111a 

COlllllltllli!}1jiv1J1 Italian societJ~ b11t a political, econo1JJic a11d c11ltt1ral isolation as n1e//". 

(. .. 7 I11 vieJJ) ef these se1io1JS deftcie11cies, the Co111111ittee reco1111JJeJ1ded that the Italian govem1J1e11t 1111dertake 

a 1111111/Jer ef 1mas111rs, inc/11ding [. .. ] ''stre11gthe11 its effo1ts forpreve11t1i1g a11d pmseclfti11g i11cide11ts ef racial 

intolerance a11d discri11Jinatio11 agai11st some f01rig11ers a11d Ro111a people, as well as ef bad treat111ent ef 
fanigners and Ro111a dete11tio11 (. . .] ''inte11sijj1 ••• edt1cation and traimi1g ef la111 e1iforce111e11t officials" abo11t 

racial tolerance a11d hu111a11 1ights [. . . ]384 

3. 7 Viability of the Roma as Legitimate Recipient of Minority Rights 

The difficulties involved in recognising minority rights in general has been discussed, and it 

has been pointed out that the requirements of sovereignty and statehood are the biggest 

obstacle to the provision of rights to minorities. However, with regard specifically to the 

situation of the Roma, the difficulty in recognising the members of the community as full 

members of society stems from their stti ge11eris nature as a minority group, as also explained 

in the previous chapter. 

383 Ibid., p.4 
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The demands for minority rights for the Roma are often ignored by governments and 

societies in Europe where rights derived from citizenship often came with a duty of loyalty 

to the state. The long-established postulate, from Aristotle onwards, that citizenship 

I 

establishes a reciprocal relationship of rights and duties between the individual and the 

political community, has taken on renewed significance at a time when the ties of national 

loyalty, allegiance, belonging and entitlement are no longer unidirectional or undisputed. 

Indeed, the Roma's tendency to show indifference and reluctance to integrate, their 

perceived indifference and reluctance to integrate in society poses problems for a reciprocal 

relationship between them and the institutions responsible for their welfare. 385 

In addition to the importance given to the concept of correlative duty, theorists such as Ash 

Amin 386 questions the role that 'non-white' residents and citizens of the EU have to play in 

the 'Idea of Europe', which he defines as an ideal of unity 'drawing on a Christian

Enlightenment heritage to bridge the diversity of European national cultures'. Amish argues 

that this idea has become a rallying call for European integrationists, who promise the 

preservation of national cultural specificity and autonomy, and in this case, 'Europeanness' is 

defined by native Christian-Enlightenment traditions. With the Roma belonging to a non

European race and tradition, and therefore lacking in racial and cultural affiliation with 

European society, it is assumed that their social exclusion and marginalised position ,vould 

384 Szente, Veronika Leila. European Roma Rights Quarterly VN Co1J11J1ittee revinJJS Itab''s co1J1p!ia11re }J!ifh 
i11tematio11al h11111a11 1ights sta11dards'. No.1, 1999 http:/ hrrc.or,g/ rr ~.nr1 ... J.999 /adYo2/ shtrnl (Accessed 27 June 
2000). 
385 Sffpra note 7, p.20. 
386 Sffpra note 225. 
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continue to be peripheral to the more important issues of the deepening and widening 

processes in the 'People's' Emvpe. 

Conclusion 

In the confederal consociationalist polity of the EU, the emancipation of the Roma minority 

is located at the hands of Member State governments. A politically contentious issue, 

minority rights is placed within the exclusive competence of the Member States for reasons 

of capacity and legitimacy, which is recognised by the notion of subsidiarity, the organising 

principle of the integration process. 

Efforts by Member States to remedy their oppressive practices towards the Roma minority 

are quite often a combination of altruism and political expediency, reflective of the necessity 

to respond to ethnic conflicts plaguing the international order, and the requirement to 

promote and consolidate the rule of law, which they require to maintain their legitimacy in 

the international arena. The only actors in the European Union to engage in official 

international and regional partnerships, Member States point to their membership in 

international and regional human rights organisations as the bases of their strength and 

legitimacy to legislate and adjudicate on issues relating to human and minority rights. 

Minority rights decision-making in the confederal consociational political system of the EU 

is met with paralysis and inertia, a reflection of the reluctance of sovereign Member States to 

recognise the need for a separate framework for minority rights as distinct from the existing 

human rights framework. In terms of efficacy, the extremely strict criterion of loyalty to the 
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State through a national legal status, the unavailability of accurate data allowing for the 

formulation of fair and accurate policies, the insistence that existing individualist human 

rights provisions are sufficient, and the fear of threat from collective entities beyond the 

sovereign State, all contribute to the weakness of existing provisions to meet the much 

needed solutions in the form of non-discrimination, polyethnic, preferential and 

representational measures, to reverse the process of social exclusion. 

Quite apart from the difficulties brought about by the complex decision-making process in 

the EU, the viability of the Roma as a legitimate recipient of minority rights is questionable. 

Straddling national boundaries, unable to demonstrate an acknowledgment of the concept of 

civic responsibility, and lacking racial and cultural affiliation with the European majority, the 

process of social exclusion would continue, making it difficult for the Roma to obtain the set 

of rights owed to them, despite recent recognition that they are a 'true European minority'. 
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Chapter IV. The European Union as a Compounded System of 

Loyalties and Interests : 

Sub-National and Transnational Efforts in Minority Rights Advocacy 

4.1 Introduction 

Thm is 011 e111erge11ce ef 11111/ti-level polities 1vith the grad11al mifoldi11g ef the E11ropea11 U11io11. The 

develop111e11t ef the EU i11Jp!ies the dijfi1sio11 a11d shmi11g ef sovereigll!J' a111011g local, 11atio11al a11d 

tra!lSJ/(/tio11al political i11stit1ttio11 ... The 11at11re f!/ 111aki11g clai111s, acq11ili11g 1ights a11d 111oht!isi11g identities 

also chaNge'.387 

The inadequacy and inefficacy of efforts to protect the rights of the Roma at the Member

State and supranational levels are a reflection of one identifiable contradiction in the 

discussion thus far: framing the rights of the most marginal group in European society 

within the capacity of their oppressors. Viewed in this light, it becomes necessary to ask 

whether it is at all appropriate or feasible to discuss the 'emancipation' of the reviled Roma 

in the context of the political environment that has been responsible for their oppression. 

Chapters 2 and 3 have attempted to examine the capacity of the supranational institutions of 

the EU and the Member States in providing much-needed rights for the Roma to counteract 

the unrelenting forces of social exclusion, to identify the complexities involved in rights 

policy-making, and to measure the efficacy of existing rights made available to this 

marginalised community, in the context of Confederal Consociationalism. The present 

387 Soysal, Yasemin Nehuglou. Cba11gi11g Citize11sbip i11 E11rope in Cesarani, David and Pulbrook, j\fary (eds). 
Citizenship, Nationality and :tviigration in Europe. Routledge, London, 1996, pp. 17-29, at 19. 
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discussion seeks to look at the opposite side of the equation and identify the efforts made by 

sub-national and transnational groups, including the Roma themselves, to alleviate the 

suffering of the people belonging to the 'spectral third-world nation in Europe'388 within 

existing arrangements. 

4.2 Chapter Structure 

As with the preceding two chapters, this chapter seeks to theorise the development of the 

European Union from a common market to a rights-conscious polity, and to identify and 

enumerate existing rights made available to minorities, taking into account the complexities 

involved in the EU decision-making process, the status of minority rights in international 

human rights tradition, and the stti ge1161is nature of the Roma as candidate for rights 

entitlement. The focus in this chapter, however, is on the capacity and efficacy of efforts of 

subnational and transnational actors in advocating the rights of the Roma and in making full 

use of the opportunities available to them in the largely democratic ethos of the European 

Union, looking specifically at their influence on the actions of both Member State and 

supranational actors in minority rights provision. 

The first part of this chapter revisits the social exclusion of the Roma in the fifteen Member 

States and the types of rights they require to reverse this process. It then poses the question 

of representation and representativeness in minority rights decision-making, and highlights 

the necessity of direct and active involvement of minorities themselves in the democratic 

process of political participation. 

388 E11rope's spectral //a/ion. The Economist. 121fay 2001, pp.29-31. 
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The second part introduces the concept of a 'European network polity' as championed by 

Axford and Huggins (1999)389, positing that the processes of globalisation and European 

integration have inevitably resulted in new forms of 'spatial practice', in a deterritorialised 

arena where forms of subpolitics from localities, citizen groups, non-governmental 

organisations, social movements, and public opinion enact a European polity 'from below'. 

Viewing the structure and operation of European Union from the Confederal 

Consociationalist perspective,390 which treats the EU as a combined federal and confederal 

political system driven by democratic ideals391 , the strengths of such actors and movements 

in articulating the interests of minorities will be analysed in the context of the federal 

features and democratically-driven principles of the Union. 

The third section of this chapter looks at the limitations and restrictions imposed on 

subpolitical minority rights advocacy, focusing on three main areas of contention. The first 

involves the operation of the EU itself, vvhich remains largely state-centred and restricted by 

the requirements of Member State sovereignty and statehood. This is to be followed by an 

analysis on the secondary status accorded to minority rights by the liberal and individualist 

rights tradition in the Member States, and the political weight the Roma as a group lacks, and 

how this combination impacts upon the recognition and provision of rights for this 

marginalised community. The third area of contention that this chapter will look at involves 

the questions of genuine altruism and representativeness in minority rights advocacy, and 

points at the conformist and bureaucratic tendencies of rights 'advocates' as an important 

389 Axford, Barry and Huggins, Richard. To1J1ards a posf-llfltio//al polil)•: the e111e1gmce of the Nehl'Ork .Sociel)• i11 E111vpe in 
Smith, Dennis and Wright, Sue (eds). Whose Europe? The turn towards democracy. Blackwell and the 
Sociolq,>ical Review, Oxford, 1999, pp.173-203. 
390 This thesis uses the theories developed by Stavridis (2001 ), Kincaid (1999) and Tsinizelis and 
Chrsyssochoou (1998). 
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source of weakness in their 'effort' to promote the rights of the oppressed. In addition, it 

will be argued that the governments of the fifteen Member States continue to dictate and 

shape the types of action pursued by subnational and transnational forces advocating 

minority rights for the Roma. 

It will also, however, be argued that despite the structural and political limitations imposed 

on subnational and transnational actors, the subpolitical level remains the most appropriate 

and effective arena in which to express the needs and interests of the socially excluded in the 

EU, the most marginalised of which are the members of the Roma community. This chapter 

ends with the conclusion that the federalist drive for European integration, compounded 

with the process of globalisation, has provided an opportunity for the articulation of the 

neglected issue of minority rights in networks of interests and loyalties beyond territorial 

boundaries, empowering subnational and transnational actors, and allowing them access to 

institutions of participatory democracy. In the EU, however, priority is given to the 

requirements of confederalism and decision-making is governed by the rules imposed by 

consociationalism. 

4.3 The Social Exclusion of the Roma Revisited 

The Roma are a fragmented group of people who arrived in Western Europe for the first 

time in the fourteenth century392, and who, since their arrival to the present-day, have 

suffered extreme forms of marginalisation, as evidenced by the events in the Second \Vorld 

391 Supra note 4. 
392 Slfpra note 30, p.7. 
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\v'ar, which witnessed the extermination of around 50,000 Roma under the Nazi regime.393 

In the European Union at the present time, the marginalised position of the Roma in the 

fifteen Member States · remains unchanged, despite political expressions upholding the 

principles of democracy and equality of human rights. 

Marginalised in the political, economic, and cultural spheres, as well as the sphere of public 

order and lawful force394, the social exclusion of the Roma is characterised by a breakdown 

or malfunctioning of social systems designed to guarantee protection to their members, and 

the denial or non-realisation of rights derived from their membership of the fifteen Member 

States and the wider European community. The exclusion of the Roma, therefore, is 

demonstrative of failure of the political system on both national and supranational level to 

integrate the most marginalised members of the European community into solidaristic social 

networks.395 

Efforts to remedy or reverse the situation of the social exclusion of the Roma, as previously 

discussed in the preceding chapters, requires the provision of a catalogue of rights that 

focuses on the issues of non-discrimination, polyethnicity, special measures or affirmative 

action, and special political representation.396 The latter is particularly important, as 

according to \v'heatley (1999) the key issue at the heart of the minority question is, in most 

instances, 'one of politics, and not of rights'.397 Thus, -while all elements of Roma rights are 

393 S11Jm1 note 39, p.9 
394 S11pm note 20, p.8. 
395 S11pm note 17, at 134. 
396 Riddell, Roger. iviinorities, iviinority Rights and Development. An Issues Paper. 1v1inority Rights Group, 
London, 1998 and Ben-Tovim, Gideon. IF7!:IJ' Positi1,e Artio11 is Po!iticalb' Comxt' in Modood, Tariq and \Xfebner, 
Pnina (eds). The Politics of :Multiculturalism in the New Europe. Zed Books, London, 1007, p.209-229, at 
216. 
397 S11pm note 111, p.200. 
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given importance, particular attention will be given to the question of political representation 

for members of the Roma community. 

4.3.1 The Need for Representation and Representativeness 

b1i11g the Roll/ together a11d (. .. J e11co11rage the111 to act thro11ghot1t the JJJorld, to bni;g abo11t 011r 

eJJJa11cipatio11 i11 accorda11ce JJJitb ot1r OIJJ!i i1if11ilio11 a11d ideals - to go jonJJard to a ri!)'fh111 that st1its 11s ... 

Eveoifhi1;g }]Je do JJJill hear the 111ark of 011r 01JJ11 persoJlalitJ~ it JPill he a111aro Ro111a110 dro111, ot1r OIPJI C.YPD' 

JJJqJ' •.• '398 

Vertovec (1999) 399 asks hmv it is possible for 'outsider groups' such as the Roma to 

articulate their demands and 'make themselves heard', and what type of impact they are able 

to effect when given the opportunity to do so. Indeed, organised expressions of group 

concerns, ·which are often described as modes of 'ethnic mobilisation', 'identity or 

community politics', or the 'politics of recognition' have recently entered minority rights 

discussions, and have highlighted questions of representation and representativeness.400 

Recognising that problems of discrimination, forced assimilation, and unequal treatment can 

only be resolved through political means, it is importantnfor minorities in the EU such as the 

Roma to express their demands and interests using their own voice. 

398 SNpra note 39, p. 26, quoting Slobodan Barbenski, of the World Gypsy Congress. 
399 S,tpra note 166. 
4rni Ibid. 
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4.4 Subnational and Translational Actors in a 'European Network Polity' 

In the present state of affairs, the EU is being challenged by the demands of 'low politics'. In 

line with the concept of neofunctionalism, as developed by Haas (1990), it is argued that the 

growing density of routine communications and transactions across EU borders has led to a 

'community of interest and affect based on strengthened European institutions and a greater 

sense of European identity', and that connections between European civil and political 

society are 'pulled' into existence by economic forces or 'pushed' by the politics of its more 

visionary leaders and its new transnational, social and administrative networks.401 In 

addition, according to Axford and Huggins (1999), the form the EU takes also in part 

springs from the liminal qualities of the wider European and global environments after 1989, 

the major changes taking place ,vorld-wide, and the impact of globalisation. As a result, new 

forms of 'spatial practice' are emerging to question the existing political, economic, cultural 

and social arrangements, and to provide opportunities for re-imagining the existing 'scale of 

social organisation' and re-defining existing identity and relationships.402 

These new forms of 'spatial practice' are classified into networks, and the European network 

polity as theorised by Axford and Huggins (1999) is considered to be de-spatialised, multi-

layered and multi-nodal, and is based upon 'networks of interaction which are local, regional, 

national, European and global in scope'41J3. In relation to the field of minority rights 

advocacy, the network perspective draws attention to the diverse forms of subnational, and 

40! S11pra note 7, p.30. 
402 S11pra note 389, p.17 6. 
M Ibid. 
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transnational mobilisation of actors and interests404 endorsing the rights of the oppressed. 

While there is no complete agreement on what constitutes a network, it is commonly 

understood to be a 'space of flows', an open structure with a set of stable relationships 

which are of a non-hierarchical, interdependent and pluralistic nature, and which is multi

nodal and without any formal organisation.405 Beyond the territorial boundaries of the EU, 

therefore, there exists a network polity in which the interests and needs of minorities such as 

the Roma are articulated. However, in addition to being arenas for rights articulation and 

deliberation, Axford and Huggins (1999) suggest that it is also important to consider such 

net\vorks as 'collective actors', who are 'potential contexts for the transformation of 

"d . . ' d h ' . 11 . l' · l 406 1 entitles , an w o are expressive as we as 1nstrumenta 1n sue 1 a process. 

4.4.1 Roma Rights as a Network Polity 

The Roma illustrate the ability of a people to preserve itself, albeit with great difficulty, 

without its own territory. Transcending territorial boundaries and numbering around 12 

million in the European continent407, the Roma are an example of a transnational group of 

people united if only by their similar experiences of exclusion, marginalisation and 

oppression. It is not always the case, however, that the Roma are merely passive recipients of 

either state-sponsored mistreatment or state-provided rights entitlement. There is now clear 

evidence that through forms of subpolitics, from localities, citizen groups, social movements, 

expressions of public opinion, transnational political and humanitarian, and non-

404.Sttpm note 389, p.186. 
405.l'ttpm note 389, pp.184-185. 
406 Sttpra note 389, pp.184-185. 
407 Enlargement Briefing. EU s1tppo1t.for Roll/a co1111111111ities i11 Ce11tm/ a11d Eastem E11rope, December 1991. 
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governmental organisations 4°8, the Roma are beginning to be more vocal in their approach to 

proactively influence the decision-making process in the EU to demand the reversal of the 

process of their social exclusion. Indeed, the Roma as a 'network polity' has begun to gain 

ascendancy and legitimacy in the EU. 

4.4.2 Rights Expression and Articulation in Roma Network Polity 

Citing Miller (1989), Vertovec argues that there are several types of activities and institutions 

through which members of minorities can express their interests, and these are typically 

through homeland organisations, consultative bodies, which are established to create forms 

of liaison between local governments and minority groups, political parties or religious and 

civic organisations, and through confrontational means.409 In the discussions that follow, it 

will be demonstrated t_hat despite efforts to take a proactive approach in articulating minority 

rights for the Roma, the form of actions taken continue to be determined by the 

opportunities made available by existing political and decision-making arrangements. 

4.5 Political Opportunity Structure for Roma Rights in the EU 

The European Union, according to the theory of Confederal Consociationalism, is 

understood to be both a federal and confederal political system, a union of both citizens and 

Member States respectively. In terms of operation, this compounded political system is 

driven by the need to integrate and unite in order to 'further certain common ends', while at 

the same time constrained by the requirements of flexible and efficient decision-making, 

408 S11pra note 389, p.80. 
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which are in themselves reflective of the needs and interests of statehood and sovereignty.410 

The combination of federal and confederal elements in the current structure of the EU 

suggests an interrelationship between supranationalist and intergovernmentalist tendencies411 , 

and in the previous chapters, it has been posited that the vacillation between the two is 

determined by the policy in question. In the period of 'co-determination'412 in the EU, the 

principle of subsidiarity is invoked in deciding the jurisdictional competences of Member 

State and supranational actors: 

111 areas JJJbicb do not fall 11dhi11 its exclusive coJJJpete11ce1 the Co1111111111ity shall take action, i11 accordance 

,vith the principle of s11bsidiarit)\ 011/J' if a11d i11 so far as the ol:jectives o/ tbe proposed action ca1111ot be 

s1tflicie11tb1 achieved b)' the Mel)Jber States a11d ca11, therefore, IJJ1 reason or the scale o/ effects of the proposed 

action, be better achieved l:)1 the Co1111111111ity', 413 

Which arena in the EU is most responsive to the demands 'from below'? It is clear that the 

federalist part of the EU is the arena most concerned with the issue of minority rights and 

the social exclusion of minorities, with its focus on an inclusive supranational citizenship and 

emphasis on the importance of 'democracy, the rule of law, human rights and respect for 

and protection of minorities'.414 Any effort to promote the rights of minorities and to 

influence the EU agenda in favour of social inclusion therefore requires access to the 

supranational/federal political structure of the Union. 

409 S11pm note 166. 
4 10 S11pm note 6, p.84, 
411 Supra note 4. 
412 S11pra note 6, p.92. The authors refer to the period between 1958 to 1966 as that of 'institutional 
centralisation', 1964-1974 as a period of 'creative intergovernmentalism', 1974 to 1993 as a period of 
'symbiosis', and 1993 onwards as a period of 'co-determination'. 
413 S,ipra note 238. At 157, Esplugues cites Article 3,b.II of the Treaty of Rome, after amendments in the TEU. 
414 S11Jm1 note 113. 
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4.5.1 Federal Political Opportunity Structure 

Political opportunities are said to arise when changes in the institutional structure of 

informal power relations in a political system open avenues for the excluded, resulting in the 

liberation of formerly oppressed groups.415 Applied to the situation of the Roma and 

advocates of Roma minority rights,, opportunities available for minority rights advocacy that 

are available in the federal structure of the EU come in the form of democratic 

participation416, consultation417, and what Tsinizelis and Chrysssochoou (1998) refer to as 

'subnational community strengthening'.418 These will now be discussed in turn. 

Democratic Participation 

According to Kincaid, wit..hin a federal mode, 'one would expect democratic participation'.419 

Democracy has become one of the organising principles of the European Union, as it aims 

to 'bring the EU closer to its citizens'420• A spill-over effect of economic integration, the 

economic objectives of such arrangements as the EU 'evoke pressures for democratic 

representation because free trade requires the lowering, if not obliteration, of tariff and non-

tariff barriers to trade elected not only by national governments but also by regional 

governments and local governments'.421 It is also important to note that the current 

confederal arrangements in the EU involve the incorporation of fifteen democratic nation

states into a political and economic Union, where citizens are accustomed to democratic 

415 Tarrow, Sidney. Powei· in Movement. Cambridge University Press, Cambddge, 1994. 
416 s,ipra note 5, p.34. 
411 Ibid. 
418 S11pra note 6, p.86. 
419 .S!tpra note 5, p.34. 
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representation. Given also the democratic ethos of the contemporary world, it is expected 

that individuals and groups in the EU would be able to press for a voice in existing decision-

making institutions. As argued by Kincaid (1999): 

There ca11 be 110 E11ropea11 federal state 1JJ01tl!J1 ef the 11a111e. ef a de111ocratic Emvpe 1111less a Emvpe-JJJide, 

i11tegmted p11blic sphere develop a civil socie(-)1 1vith interest associations, 11011-govemllleJJtal orgaJJisatioJJs, 

citizei!s' 111ove111e11ts JJJith a par()' {)'SteJII app,vpliale lo a E111vpea11 arella'. 422 

Democratic representation in the EU is derived primarily from the European Parliament, 

which has long regarded itself as the 'proper repository of democratic legitimacy' within the 

Union, promoting the idea of a European Bill of Rights, and a European constitutional 

• 423 convention. 

Consultative Procedures 

The interrelationship between the supranational and intergovernmental politics in the EU 

suggests that in order to operate effectively, a form of 'co-determination' is required in the 

decision-making process.424 Sub-national and transnational actors advocating Roma rights 

can therefore take advantage of the consultative procedures in place, and use this to express 

their demands. 

420 S11pm note 6, pp.88-89. 
421 S11pra note 5, p.44. 
422 S11pra note 155, pp.222-223. 
423 S11pra note 5, p.48. 
424 S11pra note 6, p.85. 
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Subnational Community Strengthening 

Tsinizelis and Chryssochoou (1998) argue that the current institutional arrangements in the 

EU is a product of a functional division of jurisdictional competences between supranational 

and intergovernmental organisation, which are compatible with the processes of 'subnational 

community strengthening and multiple identity holding'.425 Indeed, the union between 

political systems at the Member State and European levels had incorporated any pre-existing 

groups within the nation-state, and subnational groups are one of them. l'vlinority rights 

advocates and the Roma themselves, being minorities in each of the fifteen Member States 

currently making up the EU, can therefore invoke the principle of subnational community 

strengthening when articulating their demands for group-specific rights. 

4.6 The EU and the Challenge 'From Below' 

It was posited earlier in this chapter that the processes of globalisation and European 

integration have inevitably resulted in ne,v forms of 'spatial practice', as well as a 

deterritorialised arena, in which forms of subpolitics from localities, citizen groups, non

governmental organisations, social movements, and public opinion enact a European polity 

'from below' to champion the neglected issue of minority rights. For the marginalised and 

excluded Roma community, the opportunities offered in the new, enlarged and democratic 

polity of the EU are vital in the realisation of their rights as a legitimate European minority. 
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In making full use of these opportunities, it has been noted earlier that there are four types 

of actions and institutions through which minority groups such as the Roma can express 

their needs and interests. In this section, each of these will be discussed in turn, and their 

ability to endorse Roma minority rights, which throughout this project has been classified as 

anti-discrimination rights, polyethnic rights, special measures and special representation 

rights, will also be examined. 

4.6.1 Homeland Organisations 

'lf:7hat is Ro1J1a11esta11? I 1JJi!I tell )'OIi II!)' brothers, RoJ11a11esta11 is 0111freedo111, jiredo111, to live as G_ypsies 

1mder 011r laws a11d 011r OJJJII JJJcl)' oflife'-126 

Elite groups have promoted the broad underlying identity of the Roma and they have 

banded together and formed international unions of Roma from all backgrounds. These 

Romani nationalists commonly voiced the sentiment that the Roma were one people when 

they came to Europe and therefore they must bind together again as one people. Roma 

national organisations in EU Member States such as Spain, France and Finland have 

attempted to establish cross-national links between Roma, address the lack of unity among 

Roma communities throughout Europe, and inculcate a sense of unity among different 

groups through political rallying, more specifically in the name of Roma nationalism. The 

Comite International Tsigane, through the presidential address by Slobodan Berbenski, has 

stressed that: 

425 S11pra note 6, p.86. 
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' ... Om·people 11111st plan and 01ga11ise action at local, 11atio11al and i11tematio11al level. O11rproble111s are the 

sa111e ePeJ)'JJ!here; 1ve !lit/St JJJake sense of 011r 01v11 111odels of ed11catio11, 111ai11tai11 and develop 011r Ro111 c11lt11re, 

e11co11rage 11en1 1!J'11a111is111 i11 011r co1111111111ities and jo1ge a jttt11re co111patihle 1vith 011r lifes(yle and beliefs. lf7e 

haPe been passive for long eJJoJtgh, and I believe that JJJe can s11cceed - sta1ti11g todqf.427 

Unlike other 'nationalist' movements, however, any reference to a Roma 'homeland' does 

not imply the creation of a national state, as the idea of Rn111anesta11 is said to exist only 'in the 

hearts' of the members of this diverse and fragmented community, rather than any aspiration 

to a nationhood with geographical connotations.428 The formal sessions of the World 

Romani Congress of 1971 did attempt to introduce a form of Zionist zeal, but this was 

immediately obscured in controversy. Romani nationalism as it is now aims merely for the 

achievement of 'practical benefits rather than a state', with the right of the Roma to define 

themselves as the ultimate goal. Indeed, recent proposals for the creation of a Roma 'nation' 

was met with opposition by Roma themselves.429 

There are currently three main international Roma organisations in existence, and these are 

the World Romani Congress (\'lv'RC), the National Romani Rights Association (NRRA), 

which presided by Eli Frankham, and the International Romani Union (IRU). Of the three, 

the latter has been the most successful. The IRU is an umbrella organisation representing 

Roma in 23 countries, with NGO observer status at the United Nations since 1979.430 It has 

recently met with the UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, and is influential in lobbying in 

426 Kenrick, Donald and Puxon, Grattan. The Destiny of Europe's Gvpsies. Basic Books Inc., New York, 1972, 
p.206. 
427 S11pra note 39, p. 26. 
428 Acton, Thomas. Gypsy Politics and Social Change. Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1974, pp.234-240. 
429AIM Athens Greek Ro111a I _,eaden Lash 011! al IRU. No To De111a11ds For Recog11itio11 as National lf7itho11t A State (6 
August 2000). Sourced from the Internet, thttp://www.aimpress.org/dyn/trae/archive/data/20000S/OOS06-
00l-trae-ath.htm (Accessed 25 August 2002). 
4311 S11pra note 29, p.175. 
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Europe, particularly in the European Parliament.431 Indeed, a general rallying is in evidence 

among Roma organisations at European level, recognising the necessity of developing 

partnership with European institutions such as the Council of Europe and EU, and from 

this partnership arose the idea ofEUROM, the European Roma Parliament, put forward at a 

November 1990 meeting at Mulheim, Germany, and the setting up of the European 

Committee of the Romani Union, with the objective of developing partnership with 

European organisations and institutions. 432 

The efficacy of efforts made by such politically oriented organisations is, however, limited. 

Those espousing such ideas are likely to be literate, write books and use sophisticated 

methods to influence policymakers.433 While 'homeland' efforts have been successful in 

endorsing the rights of the Roma in the political arena, it has not led to any significant and 

substantive changes in the daily existence of the Roma. According to Hawes and Perez 

(1996): 

The illiterate 110111ad '-?J the roadside isprotected 1!)1 his Ve!)• isolation fro111 the P!Jchic oppression of a host 

society which co11siders hi111 ilifinior'. 

4.6.2 Consultative Bodies 

The importance given to the 'co-determination' procedure in the existing arrangements in 

the EU is utilised by minority rights advocates and activists in their demands for civil 

liberties and effort to highlight the problem of social exclusion in Europe. Consultative 

431MINELRES. IRU'.r Parlia1Jm1t Reso/11tio11s ]mlllal)' 2002 http.;L/ww,v.rigq.lv/minclrcs/r1,rchiYe/0l282002-
09:34:51-4681.hcml (Accessed 18 September 2002). 
432 S11pm note 29, p. 27. 
433 S11pm note 29. 
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bodies in the form of non-political Roma organisations and interest groups, Non

Governmental Organisations (NGOs), information and advocacy fora, and local political, 

religious and civic organisations have become important partners and consultants in 

international, trans-national, EU-level and national discussions aimed to create a solution to 

the marginalised situation of the Roma. 

Roma Organisations and Interest Groups 

Some non-political organisations and interest groups advocating Roma rights have been 

successful in engaging in discussions and partnerships relating to the situation of the 

marginalised minority community, on Member-State, EU and pan-European levels. There is 

at the moment a large number of these groups operating across Europe, totalling up to 130 

in Eastern and \Xfestern Europe alone.434 These groups operate by providing grassroots 

information about Roma identity and cultural needs and recommendations to authoritative 

bodies ;,,vith regard to devising the best possible solutions to existing problems. The 

significance of this multi-level and reciprocal partnership lies in the fact that the Roma are 

now being recognised as the expert and prime source of information regarding their 

situation. 

At the pan-European level, Roma consultation and representation has been secured in the 

Commission for Cooperation and Security in Europe, and the formation and operation of a 

434 Roma Organisationnen. Si11ti m1d Ro111a Adresse11 - Verba11de ,md Orga11isatioJ1eJ1 der Si11ti 1111d Ro111a. Sourced 
from the Internet, http://amorz.rz.hu-lxrlin.dei-•/h0444sjj/Roma0rg:anisacionncn.hrm (Accessed 15 March 
2000). 
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European Romani Parliament is also supported in the Council of Europe435• In the 

European Union in July 1994, the first Gypsy/Roma Congress of the EU was held and led 

by an MEP who is himself a Roma. According to Hawes and Perez (1996), the 1994 

Congress highlighted Roma needs in the fields of social policy, civil liberties, literacy and the 

rights of women, and response from the European Parliament has been significant.436 In 

fact, efforts are now being made in the EU through the funding of the Commission and 

initiative of the European Parliament, in consultation with Roma organisations, to establish a 

cultural and political revival of the Roma community through language, education and civil 

rights. 

Cooperative consultations and partnerships with Roma organisations have culminated in a 

one-day roundtable on 'Rl;;Jta/GJ,psies: A Tr11b1 E11ropea11 People', held in the European 

Parliament in Brussels in July 1996 at the initiative of Edith l\!Iiller, of the Group of Greens 

in cooperation with the Heinrich-Boll-Stiftung, and with the support of the European 

Commission. The roundtable focused on the problems faced everyday by the Roma, and 

identified these problems as legitimate concerns of governments and the European 

institutions alike. The roundtable also identified the source of social exclusion in Europe as 

'the narrow identification of citizenship with nationality in many states', and urged the EU, 

Council of Europe and OSCE to monitor the legal position of Roma and, where necessary, 

'work to improve their status within their different areas of responsibility' as only then can 

435 S,pmnote29,p.175. 
436 Ibid., p.176. 
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'the systematic exclusion of Roma be overcome in the long-term and their social integration 

in the states of Europe ultimately succeed. 437 

The work of the Gypsy Council for Education, Culture, Welfare and Civil Rights (GCEWR) 

in the UK has also been effective both in seeking help and offering useful advise regarding 

strategies to overcome problems of discrimination and the like, drawing on their own 

experience of negotiating non-harassment policies with local authorities, and promoting 

education.438 For example, inter-police exchange programmes are now operating 

intergovernmentally, to encourage legal and non-discriminatory practices in community 

policing, particularly in countries with a history of police abuse, such as Bulgaria.439 

In addition to consultative partnerships ·with authoritative bodies, a number of Roma 

associations, particularly in Germany, have also engaged in cooperative relations and 

discussions with other Roma organisations and interests groups, and Non-Governmental 

Organisations.440 The function and operation of NGOs will now be discussed. 

Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) 

According to Brett (1993), the very existence of NGOs implies a certain level of human 

rights, since they themselves are dependent on the availability of the rights to freedom of 

437 Interface.Gypsies and Travellers: Education, Training and Youth. A ro1111dtable at tbe EP. No. 27, 
August1997, pp.21-22. 
438 Acton T. 'La11d, People a11d Freedom. The repo11 of a co11_fere11ce held 011 18 ]11lle 1997'National Council for 
Voluntary Organisations London 1998. p.15. 
439 Ibid, p.16. 
44n S11pm note 39, p.27. 
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assembly, association and expression441 • The European Convention on the Recognition of 

the Legal Personality of International NGOs, which came into force in 1991, provides for 

mutual recognition by the states parties of the legal personality and capacity as acquired by 

an NGO in the party in which it has its statutory office. NGOs have a non-profit-making 

aim of international utility, are established by an inst111ment governed by the internal law of a 

party state, and are able to carry out its acti-vities with effect in at least two states.442 

More than 5,000 NGOs in the world are currently in existence, and include a wide range of 

political, economic, social, health, business and religious interests. NGOs concerned with 

human rights practices in states have been effective in alleviating human-rights abuses in 

many countries, by creating an awareness of issues relating to the problems faced by the 

marginalised sectors of society, providing objective and accessible information regarding 

situations of minority rights ahuse and violations443, fact-finding and monitoring of current 

practices of governments contributing to violations of minority rights, and international 

campaigning for rectification of current and past injustices.444 

NGOs are most effective in their activities of fact-finding and monitoring, which involve 

investigating and reporting on state-sponsored human rights abuses, and providing ideas, 

information and expertise to national governments and international bodies.445 Staffed by 

441 Brett, Rachel. The Co11trib11tio11 ef NGOs to the J\!lo11it0Ji11g 011d Protedio11 ef H11111011 Rights ill E11rope: A11 A11ab•sis ef 
the RoJl/e and Access efNGOs to the IlltCJ~goPem111mtal Orga11isatio11s inBloed, Arie, Leicht, Liselotte, Nowak, Manfred 
and Rosas, Allan (eds). Monitoring Human Rights in Europe: Comparing International Procedures and 
Mechanisms. The International Helsinki Federation for Human Rights and Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 
Dordrecht, Boston and London, 1993, pp.121-144, at 123. 
442 S11pm note 441, p.125. 
443Nester, \Xlilliam, International Relations. Geopolitical and Geoeconomic Conflict and Cooperation. 
HarperCollins College Publishers, 1996, pp.176-177. 
444S11pm note 441, pp.121-122. 
445 Ibid. 
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highly skilled, highly qualified and well-informed individuals, the level of expertise of NGOs 

regarding minority rights issues is widely recognised. Examples of NGOs that have been 

active in endorsing the rights of the Roma are Minority Rights Group and the ERRC, 

although there are numerous others.446 l'vfinority Rights Group International, London-

based and working 'to secure minority rights worldwide and to promote cooperation 

between communities;' considers standard-setting m the field of minority rights and 

monitoring of implementation of these standards as essential. The MRG have been closely 

involved in providing advice to the drafters of the Copenhagen Document, and was 

influential in the creation of the UN Working Group on l'vlinorities. In Europe, the 

European Roma Rights Center (ERRC), an international public interest law organisation, 

monitors the human rights situation of Roma and provides legal defence in cases of human 

rights abuse. Governed by an international board of directors, the ERRC is a cooperating 

member of the International Helsinki Federation for Human Rights and has consultative 

status with the Council of Europe. 447 

According to Alfredsson and Turk (1993), at the Member State level, governments generally 

do not welcome and would rather avoid institutional criticism and political pressure for 

human rights violations. \vbat is known as the 'embarrassment factor' of international rights 

monitoring has indeed been successfully employed on many occasions, in some cases, this 

has allowed groups, organisations and individuals increased access to both policy-making 

and implementation bodies that ,vould ensure that debates on minority rights revolve around 

w, Other NGOs actively campaigning for minority rights for the Roma include the Centre de Recherches 
Tsiganes, Pavee Point Travelles' Centre, and internationally, Amnesty International 
447 European Roma Rights Centre. lf7hat is ERRC? Sourced from the Internet, 
http://errc.org/about:/inckx.shtml (Accessed 5 August 2000). 
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'the real issues'.448 In Northern Italy, Councillor Fumagalli felt the need to justify his 

decision to force Roma communities to live in camps after investigation by local NGOs and 

the ERRC, arguing that 'normally what Roma want is a camp, not a house'. 449 As a result, a 

meeting was arranged between representatives of the ERRC, local NGOs and the local 

council in question to discuss the problem. 

On the EU level, it is important to note that NGOs, with the exception of those working in 

the area of development, have no official status. The European Commission, however, has 

provided funding to some NGO activities and has established an informal consultation 

mechanism, allowing them to attend public meetings of the EP, and its members welcome 

informed comment on the issues before them.450 Despite their unofficial consultative status 

in the EU, however, NGOs are still able to influence policy-making through lobbying. 

Brussels, the capital city of the EU, is compared to \,lashington DC for its hosting of over 

1000 lobby groups, which all have offices in its headquarters.451 

In line with the concept of Roma rights as a European network polity, the knowledge and 

expertise of both NGOs and Roma interest groups are also sought after by the EU's 

programme of constructing a 'European Information Society', considered as one of the 

most important policy areas of the whole European project, and involving an increasing 

number of Directorates General, namely DGI, DGIII, DGIV, DGX, DGXIII, DGXV, 

specialist groups, state-actors, NGOs, and local groups. According to Axford and Huggins, 

448 Alfreds son, Gudmundur and Turk, Danilo. Illtematio//a/ Jllecha11is11Js for the IJIO//itoli11g and the protectio11 qf 111ino1itJ' 
rights: their adwntages, disadvantages and i11temilatio11ships in Bloed et al., 1993, pp. 169-187, at 181. 
449 European Roma Rights Centre. Racial Sq,>regation of Roma in Italy. Campland Racial Segregation of the 
Roma. Country Report Series, No.9, ERRC Hungary, October 2000, p.30. 
450 Sllpm note 441, p.133. 
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in itself this complex policy network is a paradigm for the creation of a networked European 

space, of governance without government.'152 

The European Union, through its objective of creating a network of 'flows' and 'ideas', has 

created a policy framework that is fundamentally reliant on net\vorks that are often 

subnational and transnational in organisation and membership, and characterised by high 

levels of interaction and net\vorking between 'European level agencies, state, provincial and 

local governments, NGOs, business and corporate actors, educational organisations, 

research institutes and a variety of user groups'.+53 The availability of information networks 

in the EU can therefore be vital in the expression and dissemination of information that 

could prove advantageous to the Roma cause. 

Information and Advocacy Fora 

In addition to Roma interest groups or organisations and NGOs, there exist organisations in 

the EU that deal specifically with advocacy and information provision in a neutral and non-

political platform. The European Centre for :Minority Issues (ECMI), was established in 

1996 in Flensburg with the aim of 'promoting interdisciplinary research on issues related to 

minorities', and to 'contribute to the improvement of inter-ethnic relations where 

ethnopolitical tension and conflict prevail'.454 The European Committee on Romani 

Emancipation (ECRE) \Vas organised three years later, in June 1999, under the terms of 

451 S11pra note 226, p.90. 
452 S11pra note 389, p.190. 
453 Axford and Huggins in Smith and Wright, 1999, p.194. 
454Troebst, Stefan. The Co1111cil o/Emvpe's Fra111eJ11ork Co11ve11tio1J for the Pwtectio11 of Natiollal Minorities. European 
Centre for Minority Issues, Working Paper #2, EC:MI, 1998. 
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European Council Regulation Number 2137 /85 (European Union). Under this Regulation, 

ECRE is a European Organisation with equivalent operational status in all member states of 

the European Union, and provides a 'non-exclusive and neutral representation for 

concerned European citizens wishing to improve the conditions of Roma' through its 

assessment and reporting on the degree of integration of the Roma within European society, 

and 'identification and advocacy of policies and actions to promote the more effective 

economic and social inclusion of the Roma'.455 \'Vith regard to the cultural rights of the 

Roma, the Centre de Recherches Tsiganes, based at the Universite Rene Descartes in Paris, 

and funded by the European Commission DG Education and Culture, specialises in 

documentation and public dissemination of information regarding Roma minority rights.456 

All three offices coordinate the monitoring and assessment of the status of the Roma within 

the European Union and EU accession countries, and have undoubtedly provided policy

makers in the EU on the federal level with valuable assistance and expertise in the field of 

minority rights advocacy. 

4.6.3 Minority Rights Advocacy Through Political, Religious or Civic Initiatives 

Local initiatives in endorsing minority rights for the Roma supports the principle of 

'subnational community strengthening' which is vital in the operation of the confederal 

consociationalist Union. Hawes and Perez (1996) argue that the localisation of functions 

appears logical, enabling local initiatives to be negotiated with local travelling communities.457 

455 European Committee on Romani Emancipation \Vebsite, hrtp:/ /www.eu-romani.org/index.html 
(Accessed 15 July 2002). 
456 Centre de Recherches Tsigane, I11teiface Doc11111e11tatio11: I1!ftmJ1atio11 1i,msfer Interface Gypsies and Travellers, 
Education Training, Youth,_vol.39, 'Gypsy Research Centre, Universite Rene Descartes, Paris, p.24. 
457 S11pra note 29, p.174. 
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According to Liegeois (1998))458, various local bodies, and religious and humanitarian 

organisations, play a role, the importance of ,vhich varies from country to country. 

In the United Kingdom (UK) in the effort to combat the problem of illiteracy among the 

Roma, the National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO) has successfully lobbied 

the government in assisting in the production of 'talking books' to enable those who could 

not read or write to learn about what is written about Roma history and culture. Another 

local initiative in the UK was the establishment of the National Association of Gypsy 

\vomen (NAG\'{!) in order to provide female members of the Roma community with access 

to health care services during pregnancy.459 

\vith unemployment being one of the main sources of Roma exclusion from society, the 

Pavee Point, established by Roma and local Travellers in Blanchistown, Dublin in 1975, has 

provided the community with training for the job market, or with employment. Members of 

the Roma and traveller community involved in their programme have gained City and Guilds 

certificates in child-care, or have been employed in the community laundry service scheme. 

In addition to job training, the project by Pavee Point also focuses on cultural awareness, 

and has a programme on :Minceir,460 or Pavee cultural heritage. In its aim to 'communicate 

positively with the Government', and to 'catalyse changes in social policies, such as in 

education and the positive recognition of Travellers and their culture', the organisation has 

engaged in projects with other NGOs such as the Irish Traveller Movement (ITIVl), to raise 

458 S11pm note 29, p.36. 
459 S11pm note 106, p.25. 
460 S1tpm note 106, p.15. :tvfinceir are Irish Travellers, and Pavee means Traveller in Gammon. According to 
Acton, 'Traveller' is an inclusive word for Gypsies and commercial-nomadic groups of other or uncertain 
identity. 
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the profile of Travellers' needs and interests at the national, supranational and international 

levels.461 

In addition to these civic initiatives, there ,vere also religious and political initiatives taken by 

advocates and activists. In the religious sphere, International Evangelical Gypsy :Mission and 

organisations such as Caritas have espoused the concept of an international movement of 

Roma designed to unite its adherents in a 'coordinated fight for civil rights and equal 

opportunities throughout the world'. 462 Equality in access to resources for the Roma has 

also been espoused by the Communist Gypsy Organisation in its political platform.463 

4.6.4 Confrontational Approach 

Trotest 111ove1J1e11ts reflect the kl!)' aspect of political life- the relatio11ship het111ee11 mler a11d the mled464 

The fourth means by which demands 'from below' can be articulated 'above' is through 

confrontational means, specifically in the form of civic or ethnic protests. \'vhereas such 

actions would have been difficult and indeed impossible to carry out in the pre-Maastricht 

period, the prevailing ideology of 'democracy, rule of law and human rights', a necessary 

spill-over of the deepening and widening integration process, and an inevitable consequence 

of global political events, has provided marginalised communities in the EU such as the 

Roma a sense of empowerment. This empowerment has recently been translated into 

461 S11pra note 106, p.25. 
462 S11pra note 29, p.175. 
463 Ibid.. 
~64 Andrain, Charles and Apter, DaYid. Political Protest and Social Change. Analysing Politics. New York 
University Press, New York, 1995, p.2. 
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participation by the Roma in protest moYements, which demonstrates a slow opening of 

political avenues in the federal structure of the EU. 

In the city of Nantes in France in March 1997, between 250 and 300 French Roma rioted in 

after two Romani men, Jose Menager and Manolito Meuche were shot dead by the 

gendarmerie, an armed law enforcement body under the competence of the Tvlinistry of 

Defence, in a robbery incident.465 Participants protested against the ill-treatment at the 

hands of the authorities in France. In Italy, on 15 January 2002, a protest was held by 

members of the Roma community at Rome's La Sapienza University, opposing the Italian 

government's proposed harsh anti-immigration law, which would, among other things, 

introduce criminal sanctions for persons caught illegally entering the country, or returning to 

Italy after being expelled, strictly link residence permits to work contracts, and extend the 

length of time individuals may be detained while awaiting extradition from 30 to 60 days. 466 

465 S11apshotsfro111 Aroli11d Europe: Ro111a Rwolt Ajier Police Killing i11 France Roma Rights Quarterly. Spring 1997, 
hrtp://w,vw.crrc.on:·/rr ,pd997hirnp2.sbnn! (Accessed 13 August 2001). 
466 Colacicchi, Pierro. A11 011tbreak qfA11thropolog)' i11 ]ta()': A Nm, Govem11Je11t P11blicatio11 Describes Roma as Gatherm·. 
Roma Rights Quarterly. No.1, 2002. http:/01.,,v\v.c:rrcon;/rr _nrl ___ 2002/hook __ rc-viccw.shtml (Accessed 18 
September 2002). 
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Figure 2. Roma protest m Rome (Photo by Stefano Montesi, obtained from ERRC 

Website467) 

4.7 Restrictions on Subnational and Transnational Efforts 

With the opportunities currently available in the federal structures of the EU, and the 

increasing importance given to the issue of minority rights in the emerging European 

'network polity', one would expect minority rights initiatives at the subpolitical level to be 

carried out effortlessly and successfully. The reality of rights-making in the EU, however, is 

not straight-forward, and there are limitations and restrictions in place. In the previous 

chapters, it has been argued that minority rights decision-making in the EU faces limitations 

on the levels of decision-making, international human rights law, and on the subnational 

level, which is concerned with the stti generis nature of the Roma as recipients of minority 

rights. In this chapter, the same areas will be explored to explain the inadequacy of 

subnational and transnational efforts to champion tl1e rights of the Roma minority. This 

chapter ·will, however, look at four other factors that in some ways determine the efficacy of 

actions taken at the subnational and translational levels : the resilience of territorialism, 'host 
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state' control of the political agenda, conformist tendencies of organisations, and the 

emergence of what is known as the 'social work industry'. 

4.7.1 Rights Decision-Maldng Process in the EU 

'the Co11fidera/ dtiJJe11sio11 i11 the Confedem! Co11sociatio11 11Jode/ co1(/irllls the co11ti1111ed prepo11dem11ce ef the 

state, especia!b, the 11atio11al govem111e11ts, in the EU decisio11-!llaki11g'. 468 

\Vhile in form, the People's E11rope is a federal Union driven by democratic principles, one of 

which is the concern for the plight of the socially excluded, in substance, 'mass politics' is 

treated as 'a matter of elite discretion'. While the federal structure of the EU allows for the 

representation of interests in a democratic and cons11!tative manner, its confederal structure, 

consociational mode of operation and principal authoritative institutions restrict 

'representation' to the interests of the governments of the Member States.469 European 

integration, particularly after the 1990s, stresses the preservation of the sovereignty of the 

Member States whilst they engage in a polity-formation process that 'increasingly transforms 

the traditional patterns of interaction amongst them'.470 However, as minorities and 

demands for minority rights are considered problematic by sovereign nation-states, and are 

perceived to threaten their existence,471 it is understood why in an era of 'co-determination', 

the functional division of jurisdictional competences places the contentious issue of minority 

rights within the sphere of competence of the Member States. Therefore, despite the 

opening up of avenues for advocates of Roma rights through the structures created by the 

467 S11pra note 466. 
468 S11pra note 4, p.13. 
469 S11pm note 5, p.45. 
470 S11pm note 6, pp.95-96. 
471 S11pra note 19, pp.161-162. 
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federal institutions of the EU, the demands of sovereignty, articulated in the EU's confederal 

institutions and consociationalist operation, ensure that these 'avenues' do not lead to the 

decision-making arena. 

4.7.2 Lack of Political Weight 

On the Member State level, the lack of attention and political weight given to the social 

exclusion of the Roma is evidence that prejudice and negative stereotypes continue to 

influence the perception of politicians and policy-makers alike, despite efforts to 'enlighten' 

society about the status and situation of the Roma. \v'hile there are monitoring and reporting 

mechanisms in place through the existence of NGOs and other local or transnational 

organisations, the fact that the same organisations continue to exist and operate suggests that 

minority rights violations continue to take place. According to Brett (1993), at the most 

fundamental level, there must primarily be a need for 'such groups to exist and to 

function'. 472 

4.7.3 The Resilience ofTerritorialism 

'the IJ/ore graitl)' realit)' is that older frallle)J!o/'ks of collective identtfy continue to exist alongside 11e1JJ, 

detenito,ialised spaces a11djlo111s ... a de111os, and even a collective entity k11on111 as 'the people' ca1111ot subsist 

in a post-tenitorial space of govemance ... '+73 

In Europe, as in elsewhere in the world, 'borders continue to matter', along with identities 

and symbolism attached to them, and therefore, 'it is important not to reduce places such as 
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localities and territories simply to spaces through which meanings flow'. 474 The 

dissemination of ideas and interests in spaces beyond the territorial boundaries of nation-

states may prove helpful and indeed inexorable in inculcating democratic values and 

principles, and in creating an awareness of issues relating to the plight of the oppressed. Its 

potential stops there, however, as any action or activities taken in response to such values 

and information obtained or accessed would eventually have to be carried out territorially, 

and in relation to the Roma, this necessarily implies 'within' the territorial jurisdiction of the 

Member States. 

4. 7.4 Control of Agenda 

' ... can all)' association effectiveb1 defend a 111i11o!itJ1 societJ1fro111 the Vel)' establishment J1Jith 1JJhich it is itse!f so 

i11ti1J1ateb1 h'nked? Even if theoreticala, i11depe11de11t, fi11a11cial realit)' rei1!forces dependence, and, if the 

/J/e/Jlbers' hearts are 011 the G)'psies' side, their adv1i11istrative bor/)1 is jt1'Jllb' iti1ked to the othe1: In rffect, s11ch 

associations are tom betJJJee/1 the reasons for their existence and J1Jhat thqy 11111st do i11 order to exist'.475 

It is important to note the nature and form of efforts and initiatives taken by the Roma and 

advocates of Roma rights, while showing a certain degree of political empowerment, is not 

necessarily revolutionary. In fact, the types of action pursued by the Roma and their 

supporters are necessarily shaped by the limits imposed on them by the organisational 

structures of the Member States. The host society's institutions inevitably shape the 

organisational incorporation of minorities, particularly in terms of the provision of public 

resources, 'through the processes of selection and expression which gain legitimation by the 

472 Brett in Bloed et al., 1993, p.123. 
473 Axford and Huggins, in Smith and Wright, 1999, pp.178-179. 
474 Axford and Huggins, in Smith and Wright, 1999, pp.178-179. 
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state, and through the kinds of representational categories which are officially recognised' 476 

Soysal (1994) argues that institutional and participatory forms across each political context 

draw upon and are conditioned by national regimes, 'comprised of interwoven institutional 

repertoires and resources ... predominant models and organising principles of 

membership'.477 Efforts by the Roma to define themselves and take their 'own' actions are 

therefore to a considerable extent unsuccessful. 

Efforts by local and transnational agents are also conditioned by their position in the 'host 

society', thereby rendering their role as 'advocates' largely ineffective. According to Liegeois 

(1998), as a general rule, the role of organisations 'concerned' with the 'problems' of Gypsy 

communities is ambiguous and difficult to fulfil. This is due to the fact that while they are 

considered to be intermediaries between public authorities and the 'Settled' community on 

the one hand, and the Roma and Travellers on the other, this 'linking' role often requires 

them to act as transforming agents, and it is often the case that their function as 'link' can be 

easily turned into 'buffer', which interposes in dialogues. Liegeois (1998) adds that through 

this filtering and diluting effect, they play the opposite role to Gypsy organisations, which 

seek to condense grievances and make their voices heard while retaining all the intensity of 

their commitment.478 

475 Liegeois, 1998, p.238, citing Liegeois (1985, pp.170-171 ). 
476 V crtovcc, Steve. kl!i1011'tJ1 Associations, J\,TetJ/lorks and P11blic Policies: Re-assessti1g relationships.] ournal of Ethnic and 
Migration Studies. January 1999, Vol. 25, pp.21-42. 
477 Supra note 10, p.79. According to Soysal, Sweden and the Netherlands arc corporatist, Britain is 
individualist/liberal, France is a centralised state, Germany is statist-corporatist. 
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4.7.5 Conformist Tendencies 

Quite apart from the limitations and tendencies of 'host societies' to dictate the agenda 

relating to the rights of the Roma, the 'culture' of the subnational or transnational 

organisations also serves as hindrance to the full expression and realisation of the needs of 

the minority. In Germany, for example, Caritas, the Catholic charitable organisation with 

the longest tradition of social work in the country, has effectively blocked the emancipation 

of the Roma people at the federal level. This is due to the fact that instead of supporting 

them and offering them a forum for obtaining their civil rights, the religious organisation has 

maintained a paternalistic approach, which was geared towards the assimilation of the Roma 

. h . h 479 into t e paris . Therefore, despite the existence and operation of groups and 

organisations to 'endorse' the rights of the Roma, this does not necessarily guarantee the 

Roma full freedom with which to articulate their needs and interests. 

4.7.6 'Social Work Industry' 

According to Vertovec (1994), the sheer fact that 'a specific self-conscious group has a 

person sitting in some kind of public forum' does not mean that the group's vie,vs are being 

adequately voiced or responded to, or that some material benefits to the group will accrue as 

a result of such representation. In the UK, within the last few years since the end of the 

1960s, a Roma 'industry' staffed almost entirely by non-Roma has emerged, creating 

unknown structures in welfare, site provision and education for this marginalised 

community. Citing Worall (1970), 'Nobody seriously bothered to ask the Gypsies what they 

478 Supra note 13, pp.237-238. 
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thought of this, or ,vhether this was what they wanted --- but that, by now, is past history: 

too many people now have a career interest in its continuation and growth for much to be 

done about its expansion, which eventually, would lead to the final bureaucratisation of the 

Gypsy way of life ... this could succeed where persecution over the centuries has failed' .480 

This phenomenon of bureaucratisation, described and identified as the 'social work industry', 

implies that where the point of departure was career opportunity, this later transformed to 

'opportunism', and where the dialogue between the agent and the client began as 

'constructive criticism', it later turned to 'narrowtninded conformism'. Liegeois (1998) 

suggests that in these situations, it is important to ask whether the service in question arose 

in response to needs, or ' if it perpetuates the needs in order to justify its existence.'481 

4.8 Measuring the Efficacy of Subnational and Transnational Efforts 

Obtaining access to non-discriminatory, polyethnic, preferential and special representation 

rights for the Roma community in the EU appears to be a task that is both daunting and 

insurmountable, regardless of the actor and the avenue pursued. Centuries of prejudice and 

oppression could not be easily overturned, elements of mistrust continue to shape the 

relationship between the non-Roma and the Roma, and prospects for the achievement of a 

political equilibrium benveen the majority and the minority are extremely limited. 

479 SHpm note 13, p.237. 
4su Ibid. 
481 S11pm note 13, p.238. 
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The Roma community's incorporation into the EU, by virtue of their residence in the fifteen 

Member States, has provided the marginalised group with resources and a platform on which 

to voice their needs and interests as a 'true European minority'. It has also enabled them to 

engage in partnerships and dialogues with other groups across Europe and the world in 

general, in their campaign to reverse the process of social exclusion, which continues to 

plague their daily existence. 

Political obstacles and institutional limitations serve to hinder any prospect of a successful 

campaign for the realisation of Roma rights. However, due to the nature of the problem at 

hand, as well as the complexities involved in the structural framework and operational 

procedures of the EU, 'success' in this sense should be defined not according to the tangible 

benefits accrued, but to the initiatives taken to obtain such benefits. 

Efforts made to advocate Roma rights at the subpolitical level prove to be the most 

appropriate and effective arena in which to express the needs and interests of the socially 

excluded. Rather than allowing themselves to be viewed as passive recipients and 

unreluctant campaigners for minority rights, actors at the subnational and transnational 

levels have seized on available opportunities and took responsibility for their own fate. 
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Conclusion 

The question of representation and representativeness is vital in the articulation of the rights 

and interests of minorities. In the present chapter, it was demonstrated that the direct and 

active involvement of minorities in the process of minority rights decision-making is not 

only appropriate but also much more effective than assuming the role of passive recipient of 

available rights. 

In the European Union, the federalist drive for European integration and processes of 

globalisation have inevitably created networks transcending the territorial boundaries of the 

Member-States, in which subnational and transnational actors, ,vith their interests, needs, 

loyalties and willingness to participate, come together for the purpose of creating a European 

polity 'from below'. In relation to minority rights advocacy for and by the Roma 

community, such networks offer community members and advocates alike an opportunity to 

influence actors on the national and supranational levels in their policies affecting the Roma 

community as a whole. 

Through the globalising and democratic tendencies of European integration, political 

avenues have opened for the Roma, and contrary to stereotyped images of the group, efforts 

made at the subnational and transnational levels demonstrate that some members of this 

community are politically active and are willing to engage in partnerships and consultations 

with authorities at the national and supranational level. 
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However, as with the problems encountered in minority rights advocacy at the Member 

States an EU-levels, efforts at the subnational and transnational level are weakened by the 

decision-making process in the EU which allows Member States to dictate the types of 

action pursued and the types of rights obtained by minorities. The absence of minority 

rights in international human rights law and the reluctance to view the Roma as political 

actors have also been determining factors in the realisation of rights for the minority group. 

In a European minority rights network, the question of genuine altruism by the actors 

involved is also highlighted. Acting as intermediaries between members of the Roma 

community and representatives of national and supranational institutions, these sub-state 

and transnational actors display conformist and opportunistic tendencies that render any 

process of 'consultation' ineffective. Through these tendencies, what began as an 

empowered position of the Roma becomes that of weakness and passivity, perpetuating the 

exclusion and marginalisation of the community to justify their existence. 

Despite these limitations, efforts at the subnational and transnational levels remain the most 

effective site of minority rights articulation, enabling the Roma to voice their own interests 

and take advantage of the opportunities provided by the existing political arrangements in 

the EU. Through such a process, the Roma are effectively exercising their political rights, 

and obtaining political representation, demonstrating their capacity as active citizens, if not 

in status, in practice. 
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5.0 Thesis Conclusion 

This project aimed to examine the capacity of the European Union to respond to the 

demands for the rights of the Roma minority within its borders, to identify the complexities 

involved in minority rights policy-making, and to analyse the efficacy of efforts pursued in 

relation to endorsing the rights of the largest minority community in Europe. To facilitate 

these objectives, this project used the confederal consociationalist model in theorising the 

development of the EU in terms of its structure and operation, from its original role as an 

economic market, to its present role as a rights provider in an enlarged and multi-level 

political entity. 

In examining the capacity of the EU to respond to the demands for minority rights within its 

borders, the multiplicity of actors representing the 'EU', at least in relation to minority rights 

advocacy, were first identified: the supranational institutions, the Member States, and the 

subnational and transnational actors. In line with the confederal consociationalist 

perspective, the EU is viewed as a compounded system of territorial and European loyalties 

and interests brought together by the federally-driven process of integration, and the 

multiplicity of actors and interests required the functional division of competencies in terms 

of decision-making. 

The division of competencies in the EU is dictated by the organising principle of 

subsidiarity, which stipulates that the supranational institutions of the EU are given the 

responsibility to take action only in areas which cannot sufficiently be dealt with by the 

Member States. The confederal order of the EU prioritises the sovereign needs and interests 
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of the Member States, and as minorities and minority rights are perceived as threat to the 

existing order of states, the Member States were given the exclusive decision-making 

competence in the field of minority rights. Indeed, the analysis of the efficacy of the efforts 

pursued by the actors at the supranational and subnational and transnational levels must take 

this institutional limitation into account. 

On the supranational level, ·with the introduction of an EU citizenship, an additional layer 

has been added to community membership, and its civic and inclusive characteristics have 

enabled it to provide minorities such as the Roma to choose between two sources of 

membership and inclusion. As citizenship is the source of both membership and rights, the 

EU has for the first time, through supranational citizenship, been endowed with the capacity 

and resources to provide the Roma the rights they require to rectify their marginalised 

position in society, characterised by the concept of social exclusion. A staunch defender of 

minority rights and the rule of law in its external relations, the EU has attempted to act with 

consistency regarding its internal and external approaches to minority rights and the Roma in 

particular. 

In regard to the excluded and marginalised status of the Roma in the fifteen Member States, 

the supranational institutions have responded to this problem by providing Roma with rights 

derived from EU citizenship and social policy. In the area of non-discrimination, EU efforts 

in the form of Resolutions, Directives and Treaty provision are weakened by the operation 

of the principle of subsidiarity. In terms of its efforts in providing polyethnic rights, the EU 

is also hampered by the fact that it does not have competence in areas related to culture, 

although its provisions in the field of education sensitive to the needs of the Roma are 
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helping to reduce the rate of illiteracy in the EU. The EU has shown piecemeal intervention 

regarding preferential treatment in areas where the Roma suffer barriers in, as it has 

competence in providing preferential treatment in areas only related to labour laws. Finally, 

with regard to the special representation the Roma community requires, the EU has 

provided points of access for advocacy and consultancy, particularly for sub-state actors. 

The mixture of strengths and weaknesses in the EU's ability to respond to the problem of 

social exclusion of minorities in its midst is a reflection of the limitations imposed on the 

supranational institutions by current political arrangements which only symbolically accorded 

the EU with joint sovereignty status with the Member States. Created mainly for the purpose 

of facilitating the process of economic integration, the EU's limitations in making decisions 

outside its exclusive jurisdictional competence would be in violation of the principles of 

subsidiarity which operates the supranational entity as a whole. 

On the Member State level, current efforts of Member States to remedy their oppressive 

practices towards their minorities are a combination of altruism and political expediency, 

reflective primarily of the necessity to respond to ethnic conflicts plaguing the international 

order, and the requirement to promote and consolidate the rule of law, which would enable 

them to effectively play their role in the regional and international order. Characterised by 

the paralysis and inertia, efforts made to endorse the rights of the Roma by the Member 

States are generally weak and ineffective, despite having the greatest variety of arrangements 

specific to minorities on the basis of their constitutional heritage and partnership with 

international and regional human rights bodies giving them access to international human 

rights law. 
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Llke the EU, the Member States' strength in recognising the rights of the Roma is limited to 

the non-controversial area of education programmes encouraging school attendance. 

Provisions relating to non-discrimination, polyethnicity, preferential treatment and special 

representation are largely empty political promises, as due to their sovereign status, Member 

States exercise complete freedom and power to continue violating the rights of their 

minorities without repercussions. 

Member States also set extremely strict criterion in according minority status to ethnic and 

cultural groups and communities for the purpose of rights provision, which is limited to 

those possessing state nationality. In addition, the unavailability of accurate data allowing for 

the formulation of fair and accurate policies, the insistence that existing individualist human 

rights provisions are sufficient, and the fear of threat from collective entities beyond the 

sovereign State, all contribute to the failure of existing provisions to meet the much needed 

solutions to effectively address the problem of social exclusion. 

The weaknesses of minority rights provision on both supranational and Member State levels 

leads to the important question of representation and representativeness in the articulation 

of the rights and interests of minorities. In the European Union, the federalist drive for 

European integration and processes of globalisation have inevitably created networks 

transcending the territorial boundaries of the Member-States, allowing subnational and 

transnational actors an opportunity to influence actors on the national and supranational 

levels through the articulation of their needs and interests. 
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Through the globalising and democratic tendencies of European integration, political 

avenues have opened for the Roma, and contrary to stereotyped images of the group, efforts 

made at the subnational and transnational levels demonstrate that some members of this 

community are active political participants and are willing to engage in partnerships and 

consultations with authorities at the national and supranational level. Indeed, direct and 

active involvement of minorities in the process of minority rights decision-making is not 

only appropriate but also much more effective than assuming the role of passive recipient of 

available rights. 

Any effort in minority rights provision made by the multiplicity of actors comprising the EU 

to promote the rights and inclusion of a group of people who, for centuries, have been 

considered as social outcasts, and who have not been able to raise a popular cause for 

concern, is indeed rare and in most cases, lacking in substance. Straddling national 

boundaries, unable to demonstrate an acknowledgment of the concept of correlative duty, 

and lacking racial and cultural affiliation with the European majority, recognising the rights 

required by the Roma to participate as full members of European society would continue to 

be a complex exercise. 

The confederal consociationalist model has offered an insight into the complex world of EU 

policy-making, particularly in regard to minority rights decision-making. It has accurately 

described how the institutional arrangements of the EU have evolved from the time of its 

inception and pruvided an explanation as to the types of policies pursued, and the division 

of policy competences among the multiplicity of actors currently comprising the 
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supranational entity, all of which account for the preponderance of social exclusion in the 

EU. 
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Appendix I. 

Legal Status of Minorities in the Fifteen EU Member States 

(Source: Hoffman, 1997) 

Scandinavia 

209 

Sweden (1976), Iceland (1994) and Finland (1995) have all added 'modern' bills of 

(fundamental) rights to their constitution. These provisions are based upon the concept of 

individuals as sole holders of such fundamental rights. 

In terms of the legal status of national minorities: 

• The Swedish Regeringsform does not make any mention of Sarni or Finnish minority. 

• Amended Section 14 of the new Chapter II of Finland's Act of Government: recognition 

of language groups, and an implied recognition of groups rights to the "Sarni as an 

indigenous people, the Romanies and other groups". 

• The Constitutions of Norway and Denmark (from 1953) include Bills of Fundamental 

Rights held by individuals, but do not refer to national minorities. 

• In Denmark, the legal situation of the German-speaking minority is primarily based 

upon the contents of the 1955 Bonn-Copenhagen Declaration. It guarantees the specific 
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rights held by the persons belonging to that minority, but does not provide for any rights 

held by that minority. 

Western Central European States: Austria and Germany 

• In Austria, the Acts and provisions of certain laws that form the constitutional order of 

Austria guarantee fundamental rights as held by individuals. This applies especially to 

those provisions that accord specific minority rights, such as Article 7 of 1990 Act on 

Nlinority Schools, Article 7 of 1955 Austrian State Treaty, Articles 66-68 of 1919 Peace 

Treaty of Saint-Germain-en-Laye. 

• In Germany, the 1949 Grundgesetz provides for a bill of fundamental rights. Their 

holders are individuals, not groups. There is no mention of national minorities. The 

constitutional protection of the rights of national minorities in Germany is based upon 

pertinent provisions of the Constitutions of those Lander where persons belonging to 

national minorities are domiciled. For example, in Brandenburg and Saxony, as regards 

the Sorbian minority, and in Schleswig-Holstein, as regards the Danish and Frisian 

minorities. These provisions create an obligation incumbent upon the state to protect 

and promote the distinct identity of such minorities. Only Brandenburg guarantees both 

a right of the Sorbian people and a right of the (individual) Sorbs to have that identity 

protected and promoted. 
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Western European states: Belgium, France, Ireland, Luxembourg, Netherlands, UK 

• Belgium "constitutes quite a special compositum mixtum of territorial and personal 

autonomy on the one hand, and individually held rights related to the 'minority status' of 

persons, on the other hand. Belgium is a special case, as regards the questions of 

holdership of minority-related rights, falling outside the traditional dichotomy between 

individual and group rights. 

• The 'coordinated' Belgian Constitution of 1994 contains in its Chapter II (Articles 8-32) 

quite a comprehensive bill of fundamental rights, which are construed as individual 

rights. 

• The complex 'federal' structure of Belgium based upon three linguistically determined 

co1111mmatdes (Flemish-speaking, French-speaking, German-speaking),and regions (Flanders, 

Wallonia, Bruxelles). The distribution of competencies between these different entities, 

specific legislation concerning legal position of persons whose mother tongue is not the 

'official' language of the entity to which belongs the municipality in which they are 

domiciled. 

• In France, the 1958 French Constitution with its reference to the Preamble of the 1946 

Constitution, and the 1789 Declaration des droits de'lomme et du citoyen are main 

sources of rights. The French constitutional order comprises all the rules that constitute 
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the bloc de co/lstitutionalite (including the 1789 Declaration, 1946 Preamble, and the prti1cipes 

joda1J1e11ta11x reco111111s par le !ois de la Rept1bliqt1e. 

• This approach permitted the Conseil Constittttionnel to develop, in numerous decisions, a 

judicial system of fundamental rights protection comparable to that existing in countries 

with an explicit bill of fundamental rights laid down in the very text of the constitution. 

• France adheres to the position that conceives fundamental rights as predominantly being 

held by individuals and not by groups. 

• It is a well-known reservation made by France with respect to Article 27 of the 1966 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The generally shared view was that 

such minorities do not exist in France. 

• In the May 1991 decision of the Conseil Co11sittttio111Je/, declared the formulation "people 

corse, co1J1posa11te d11 people jrancais" used in Article 1 of the Statut de la collectivite 

territoriale de la Corse. 

• In Ireland, the 1937 Constitution guarantees, in particular Article 40, a range of 

fundamental rights that are construed as individual rights. It is suggested that the Irish 

population, notwithstanding some differences as to the languages being spoken, is of 

such a homogeneous composition that it would be incorrect to use the legal term 

'minorities', when addressing the topic of the Gaelic-speaking community in \'vestern 

Ireland. (Rainer, 1997, p.371) 
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• In Luxembourg, the 1868 Constitution contains quite a comprehensive bill of 

fundamental rights construed as individual rights. \Xlith a vie"w to the homogeneous 

composition of the population of Luxembourg, it would be incorrect to assume the 

existence of national or ethnic minorities. (Rainer, 1997, p.371). 

• In the Netherlands, the 1983 Constitution provides in its Chapter I (Articles 1-23) for a 

comprehensive set of fundamental rights construed as individual rights. 

• In the UK, despite numerous pertinent endeavours, the constitutional order of the UK, 

in various acts, statutes, conventions, customs and other legal documents that form the 

'Constitution of the UK' does not yet comprise a modern bill of fundamental rights. 

Fundamental rights are conceived as individual rights. Pertinent legislative and judicial 

practice based upon common and statutory law and increasing influence by the 

provisions of the ECHR. 

• The UK is a multinational state: the inhabitants of Channel Islands, Isle of Man, 

Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales not seen 'national and ethnic minorities' but 

regions. On the other hand, the right to use Gaelic (Scotish) or Welsh before the courts 

oflaw are formulated as individual rights. (Rainer, 1997, p.372). 
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SOUTHERN EUROPEAN STATES: Italy, Portugal, Spain 

• Article 2 of the 1947 Constitution of Italy stipulates that Italy "recognises and guarantees 

the inviolable rights of man, as individual or as member of the social communities within 

which the development of his personality takes place". The legal position of the various 

ethnic or national minorities in Italy is based upon Article 6 of the Constitution, 

according to which Italy protects "linguistic minorities" by specific provisions. 

• However, even with respect to legislation that deals with the status of groups, the actual 

exercise of the rights accorded to them depends upon the concerned individuals' 

decision to declare themselves as persons belonging to that group. The Italian model 

combines aspects of territorial and personal autonomy on the one level, with aspects of 

rights individually held by persons belonging to such a minority/ group, on the other 

hand. 

• The 197 6 Constitution of Portugal recognises rights as individual rights, with exception 

of a few provisions concerning the legal status of the media, political parties, trade 

unions. Rights are either accorded to legal persons which are pursuant to Article 12 (2) 

may hold certain rights, or as 'collectively exercisable' (individual) rights. Homogeneous 

composition of the Portuguese people, and that there are no ethnic or national 

minorities. 

• In Spain, the 1978 Constitution, Articles 10 to 55 contains a comprehensive and detailed 

bill of fundamental human rights, all these rights are construed as individual rights. 
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Exceptions: political parties and trade unions, 'collective exercise' of the pertinent 

individual rights through such bodies is recognised. 

• Articles 2 and 3, the right to autonomy of the nacionalidades and regions as 

components of the Spanish state, and the languages other than Castillano in those 

Comunidades Autonomas where they are spoken. 

• The regional languages of Basque, Catalan and Gallego have been made official . 

languages in the statutes of autonomy Comunidades Autonomas concerned. This 

implies, in particular, that they may be used before their courts and administrative 

authorities, and in the field of education. The Spanish model is a unique process of an 

'asymmetric federalisation' or 'regionalisation' of a formerly centralised state which also 

resulted in the equal status of 'regional languages', (Rainer, 1997, p.374) 

SOUTHEASTERN EUROPEAN STATES: Greece 

• 197 5 Greek Constitution Articles 4-25 for a comprehensive bill of fundamental rights 

that are construed as individual rights. No mention of any national or ethnic minority. 
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The Gypsy Research Centre 

Set up on 7 February 1979, the Gypsy Research Centre is a public, university-based body attached to 
the Department of Social Sciences at the Universite Rene Descartes, Paris V. 

The Centre's objectives 

[n addition to its primary vocation of research, the Centre is also involved in other activities which 
extend this research, corroborate its findings, and highlight its implications. 

Research 

• Developing and encouraging research and study relating to the Gypsy and Traveller communities. 
• Promoting the findings arising-from this research and study through publications, teaching, 
seminars and conferences. 

Training 

• Regular courses and one-off conferences in universities and other institutions such as training 
::entres for social workers, teacher training colleges etc. 
• Monitoring students' research, reports and theses. Getting students involved in research. 
• Organising training courses and seminars at national and international level, e.g. summer 
miversities, semiriars for the Council of Europe, meetings for the European Commission. 

[nf ormation and advice 

• Producing information leaflets and other reports and documents. 
• Working for various Ministries, the Council of Europe and the European Commission. · 
• Taking part in study days all over Europe. . 
• Members of the GRC contribute their expertise and advice at a wide range of meetings convened by 
lntemational institutions, Ministries, associations etc. 

Publications 

• Publications are an important aspect of the GRC' s work: we have published dozens of reference 
.vorks, many of them translated into a number of languages, and contributed hundreds of articles and 
::hapters to others' publications. 

Centre de recherches tsiganes - Gypsy Research Centre - Universite Rene Descartes 
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'f r.~ndehl' ,Naµbng (NZIS) L 

From: fcn11 [fcn11@it.canterbury.ac.nz] 
Sent: Monday, 14 January 2002 15:12 
To: Frendehl.Nabong@nzis.dol.govt.nz 
Subject: FWD: RE: Thesis on Roma Rights 

===== Original Message From Anders Bengtsson <andersbenqtsson.is@home.se> 

Dear Ms Nabong, 

Thank you for your email. I'm very pleased that you've read my thesis. I hope it can be of some 
use in your work. rm currently working as an asylum officer at the Swedish Migration Board, but 
I'm still very interested in Roma rights. As for your request for help I have a couple of ideas 
(which is part of the reason that I didn't respond to your mail immediately. I had to go through my 
files to find the contact details). If they can't help you, maybe they can refer you to someone who 
can. 

Let's start with Sweden: 

Roma have an umbrella organisation which is called The Roma National Alliance("Romernas 
Riksforbund" in swedish)which-is quite active. The president of the organisation is Mr. Stefano 
Kuchicov Address: Sockengatan 83, S-25251, Helsingborg, Sweden telephone: +46 42 111669 
(home number) He works as a Roma consultant for Helsingborg City so it might be a good idea to 
try him at work, telephone: +46 42 105000 (switchboard. 

A person at the Roma National Alliance, which I've had some quite recent contact with, is a 
young Roma woman - Ms. 

Larissa Gronstrand. She is at the Roma National Alliance 
Office in Stockholm 
address: Bellmansgatan 15nb, S-118 47 Stockholm, Sweden 
telephone: +46 8 6158347 
fax: +46 8 6158365 
I'm not sure of their English skills, so the best way to contact them might be to send a fax or 
letter. 

Finland: 

Ms Miranda Vuolasranta is a wonderful Roma woman who works for the Finish Ministry of Social 
Affairs and Health. She is also the General Secretary of the Advisory Board on Romani Affairs (or 
at least she was when I was last in touch with her which was quite some time ago) 

She is fluent in english and her contact details are: 

Pl 267, 00171 Helsinki 
telephone: +358 9 160 4308/10 
fax: +358 9 160 4312 

As for other EU countries I must refer you to Martin Emerson 
at Minority Rights Group lnternational(MRG)in London. He is 
running several Roma projects in central and eastern Europe, 
but has Roma contacts all over Europe. 
adress MRG: 379 Brixton Road, London SW9 7 DE, UK 
tel: +44 20 7978 9498 
fax: +44 20 7738 6265 
email:martin.emerson@mrgmail.org 
or 
martinemerson@compuserve.com 
Say hello from me, He was my mentor when I did an internship at the organization. 



Have you been in touch with the European Roma Rights Center in Budapest? They might be able 
to help you. You can find them on the Internet. 

I hope this has been of some use. If I can help you with anything else, please let me know. Good 
luck with your thesis. I would appreciate to get a chance to read it when it's completed. 

Yours Sincerely 

Anders Bengtsson 

Mr Anders Bengtsson 
Vita Liljans Vag 90, 7 tr 
S-127 34 Skarholmen 
Sweden 

Dear Ms Bengtsson, 

I had the pleasure of reading your thesis on the Roma in 
Sweden as part 

of my research for my thesis, which is similar to yours. 
My name is 

Frendehl Nabong and I am working towards the completion of 
my thesis 

entitled "Roma in the People's Europe: The EU's 
Supervision and 

Protection of Minority Rights", under the supervision of 
Dr Martin 

Holland at the Centre for Research on Europe, Canterbury 
University, 

Christchurch, New Zealand. I am also working as a refugee 
status 

officer. 

I would like to know if you'd be able to help me in my 
endeavour to 

"interview" some willing members of the Roma community in 
any country in 

the EU to help with my thesis. I would also welcome any 
suggestions or 

recommendations from you and your department. 

Please contact: 

Ms Frendehl Nabong 
Unit 1 56 Beresford St. 
Bayswater 
Auckland 
New Zealand 

Or by e-mail: Frendehl.Nabonq@nzis.dol.qovt.nz 



28 January 2002 

Mr Martin Emerson 
MRG 
379 Brixton Rd 
London SW9 7 DE 

Dear Mr Emerson 

Greetings from New Zealand! 

Mr Anders Bengtsson has kindly passed on your contact details to me with the intention 
of giving me the assistance I need in my thesis work. My name is Frendehl Nabong, and 
I am currently completing a Political Science MA Thesis with the Centre for Research in 
Europe at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand. My thesis is 
centred on the protection and supervision of minority rights within the European Union, 
with a particular focus on the Roma community. 

I would like to inquire if you are in contact with Roma communities in your home 
country who would be willing to cooperate in answering some questionnaires by 
facsimile. The questions will focus on the way they perceive their incorporation in the 
European Union as "Euro citizens", and the names of the participants will not be 
revealed. 

I would appreciate any assistance you can provide me with on this matter. 

My contact details are: 

Frendehl Nabong 
1/56 Beresford St. 
Bays water 
Auckland 
New Zealand 

E-mail: Frendehl.Nabong@nzis.dol.govt.nz or fcnl l@student.canterbury.ac.nz 

Thank you very much for your time. 

~~~ 
Frendehl Nabong I 



Ff~rg:f ell'l 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Nabong.(NZISf : 
martin emerson [martin.emerson 
Thursday, 11 April 2002 21 :09 
'Frendehl.Nabong@nzis.dol.govt.nz' 
Roma enquiry 

dear Frendehl 

Sorry for not responding to your enquiry way back in January. Work is very pressing and I was 
not in a position to respond to your request. I hope you got some better responses and the work 
has prospered. 

best wishes 

Martin Emerson 



28 January 2002 

Ms Miranda Vuolasranta 
Finnish Ministry of Social Affairs and Health 
Pl267,0071 
Helsinki 

Dear Ms Vuolasranta, 

Greetings from New Zealand! 

Mr Anders Bengtsson has kindly passed on your contact details to me with the intention 
of giving me the assistance I need in my thesis work. My name is Frendehl Nabong, and 
I am currently completing a Political Science MA Thesis with the Centre for Research in 
Europe at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand. My thesis is 
centred on the protection and supervision of minority rights within the European Union, 
with a particular focus on the Roma community. 

I would like to inquire if you are in contact with Roma communities in your home 
country who would be willing to cooperate in answering some questionnaires by 
facsimile. The questions will focus on the way they perceive their incorporation in the 
European Union as "Euro citizens", and the names of the participants will not be 
revealed. 

I would appreciate any assistance you can provide me with on this matter. 

My contact details are: 

Frendehl Nabong 
1/56 Beresford St. 
Bayswater 
Auckland 
New Zealand 

E-mail: Frendehl.Nabong@nzis.dol.govt.nz or fcnl l@student.canterbury.ac.nz 

Thank you very much for your time. 

WAVliPt1/Nd~ 
Frendehl N abong // 



hesis student needing assistance 

_,. 1 

rs!~rt::¥ktJf~¥&%!Jit~111~{Ilftt~6~'J)t~~gfupµ~Iittch~\;; 
To: FRENDEHL CS NABONG <fcnl l@student.canterbury.ac.nz> 

Message text written by FRENDEHL CS NABONG 
>< 

Dear Frendehl -

I wish I could have more time for inquiries like yours, but unfortunately 
my job obligations do not leave any. However, you are choosing a very 
interesting topic. Let me refer you to my recent paper published in the 
last issue of Roma Rights - on the denial of racism; it should be on our 
website, www.errc.org 

I don't think any special racial theories describe the situation of Roma in 
Eur-ope-, but please see my paper on this que·tsion. 

As to EU enlargement, the most important development that is bound to 
affect the Roma is the recently adopted directive 2000/43 of 26 June 2000, 
on discrimination on the basis of race/ethnicity etc~-; since it is a part 
of th~ acquis communautaire, the candidate countriues will have to abide by 
it PRIOR to becoming members of the EU; thus, we are now equiped with a 
strong tool of advocacy. 

Good luck in your study. 
Dimitrina Petrova 

1 /11 /1)1 1 •(\') , 
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